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Origin and Objects 
In 1886, a -conve11tion of tl1e farmers of South Carolina passecl a 
resoluti,on advocating the establishment of an Agricultural College. 
The matter was given ·definite form by the action of the Hon. Thomas 
G. Clemson, son...Jin-law of John C. Calhoun, who died in 1888, leav-
ing as a bequest to the Starte the old Calhoun homestead, Fort Hill, 
consisting of abo11t 800 acres of land, and about $80,000 in other 
securities, fo·r ·the pLtrpose of establisl1i11g an Agricultural College. 
The Legislatt1r,e passed an Act vvhicl1 became a law in November, 
1889, accepting the bequest. The College opened July 6, 1893, with 
an enrollment d11ring its firs,t session of 446 students. 
The o·bject of the College, in conformity with the Acts of Congress 
a:nd of the State Legislature, is to give practical instruction in agri-
culture a11d in the mechanic arts. To accomplish this o·bject in its 
highest sense, careful instruction is given in the principles and appli-
cations o·f the sciences bearing upon agricultL1re and mechanics, and 
to give the breadth and culture necessary for a rounded education, 
cou1~ses are provided in history, economics and English. 
It is ,considered of the utmost importance that students be taught, 
not only theoretical methods, but practical work in these methods. 
To this -end, as much time is d,evoted to laboratory and shop-work, 
field-instrL1ction a11d other practical · exercises, as to lectures and 
recitations. 
Location 
The College is located on the dividing line between Oconee and 
Pickens Counties; in the picturesque foot-hills of the Blue Ridge. It 
has an elevation of 900 feet above sea level, and commands an excel-
lent view of the n1011ntains to the north and west, some of which 
attain an altitude of nearly 5,000 feet. The climate is invigorating 
and healthful, and the surroundings are in every way favorable to 
the highest physical and mental development. The buildings are 
locatecl 011 the old F,ort Hill l1om,estead of John C. Calhoun. 
The College is one mile from Calhoun, a station on the main line 
of the Southern Railway, and two miles from Cherry's, on the Blue 
Ridge Railroad. By means of these roads and their connections, 
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tl1e College is easil)' accessible f liom all parts of tl1e State. It is also 
con11ected b)' telepl1one with Call1oun and Pendleton, and the11ce by 
telegraph \\ritl1 all parts of the country. The postoffice is conve11i-
e11tly situated on the ca111pus, and receives five dail)7 mails. 
College Grounds and Buildings 
C1~0UNDS. tl'l1e College o-rou11ds occ111))1 al)o11t 200 acres of la11d 
i11cludin~ tl1e c~1tnpt1s., ites of b11ildi11gs a11d 1·esicle11ces a11cl o-ro1;111d 
for 111ilitar)r clrill ancl ot1tcloor atl1letic. Tl1e camJ)tts is laid out i11 
,vall{s, clri\res a11cl Ia\\r11s, and is sl1acled by a beat1tift1l g·ro,1e of 11ati,re 
forest trees. 
I11 r11e111ory' of tl1e la1ne11ted R. T. \T. Bo\\1t11a11, late i11structor i11 
forge a11cl fot1ndry \\T10rl<, tl1e 11e\v athletic a11cl paracle grounds ha,re 
bee11 11an1ecl ··]J0\\1ma11 Fielcl .. ., 
J\c1,1cu1~'r'UI{AL I-f1\I.L is a tl1ree-stor)' l)ricl< strt1ct11re, 1,3ox140 
feet, trin1111ecl \vitl1 g·ray sa11clsto11e. It contai11 t\\'e11t)1-t,vo rooms. 
i11cll1di110- recitation rooms., lil)rary a11cl reacli11g rootn, literary societ)' 
halls. lal oratories for botaI1)', e11ton1ology., J)hysics a11d 111i11eralogy 
l)esides tl1e offices of tl1e l)resicle11t, tl1e Co1n111a11da11t a11d tl1e Secre-
tar)' a11d tl~reast1rer. ~ djoini11g 1l1is l t1ildi11g is .l\1emoria1 I-Iall tl1e 
Colleo·e Cl1a1)el \\1l1icl1 11as a seating capacit)' of I .ooo. It is t1sed for 
relig·iot1s pt1rposes ancl as an assembly room. 
~f IfE f ECII1\N ICJ\L BUILDING is a SlllJstantial brick strt1ctu1·e of 
1il>eral cli111er1sions, containing abottt 30,000 sqt1are feet of f1oor space. 
On tl1e first floor are the n1echanical laborator)7 , machine sho1), forge 
sl1op, fot111clr)7 , a11d the po\ver and li()~ht statio11. 011 the seco11d 
floo1· are tl1e offices ancl recita:tio11 roon1. \\rhile tl1e ,vood sl1op occu-
pies tl1e ,~ll1ole of a tvvo-stor)1 \Ving, 45x I oo feet. 1"'he tl1i rd floor is 
11ti1· ~I:· occtlJ)ied b)' the di \7ision of dra ,ving-. 
TI1e orio-i11a] CrIE 1ICAL L. BOR;\TOilY is a t\\TO-story ])rick lJuildi11cr 
50.J·,~o feet, co,rerecl ,,..rit11 slate. a11cl fi11ishecl i11side ,,,ith outl1er11 
J)i11e. O,,e1·Iappi11g tl1i ~ at 011e cor11er a11d co1111ected ,,ritl1 it, is a 
11e,\1 a11d 0111e,,1l1at sin1ilar lJt1ildi110" 53x86 feet of moder11 St)rle a11d 
l1a11d 0111e de i 11. T11is dou1Jle building cor1stitutes a co111modious 
trt1ctl11· aclequate to all tl1e 11eeds of tl1e depart111ent. 
'I 111~ 11~ "'fJLI~ UILDI c i- a t,,,o- t 1·)' l)1·ick structure of 1110d r11 
c tto11 111ill desigi1 protected fro111 fire b}' at1ton1atic sprinklers an a 
10. gallo11 ,,,ate1· ta11k i11 tl1e to,,,er. Tl1e fir t floor i occupied 
l)~· 1· citatio11 roo111 cardi11 a11d SJ)i1111i11g room , and office. 11 
tl1 cc< 11d A r are tl1e )'ei11g a11d ,,,ea,,i11 departn1ents. 
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tf1-1E ORIGINAL CADET BARRACKS is a three-story brick building, 
containing 148 rooms for stt1dents, a dining hall 134x44 feet, and a 
kitche11 5ox37 feet. The growth of tl1e College has necessitated the 
erection during the past year of an additional barracks building 
199x42 feet, containing 82 rooms. These buildings are heated by 
stean1 and ligl1ted by electricity, and have an abu11dant supply o,f 
pt1re spring water. 
Tl1e rooms in l)arracks are ft1r11ished with single width iron cots, 
n1attresses, tables, cl1airs, wardrobes, buckets, pans, cups and mir-
rors. The dining l1all is well st1pplied witl1 table linen, silverware 
and .chi11a. Tl1e kitchen is eqt1ipped ,vi1tl1 modern applia11ces for 
culinary pt1rposes. 
The batl1 rooms and closets are located i11 brick buildings apart 
from the barracl~s, and con11ected with them by covered gangways. . 
THE ELECTRICAL INSTRU:.\II~N'l' LABORATORY is a brick building of 
special design. It is arranged especially for delicate instrument 
work. · 
THE DYNAMO LABORATORY is a modern brick structure, 37x80 
feet. Besides containing tl1e dynamo electric macl1inery for instruc-
tional use, it also ,contains the electrical engineering lecture room. 
THE HoRTICULTURAL BUILDING) a two-story frame structure, con-
tains the offices, class rooms and collections of the horticuhural 
division, and the local office of the United States Weather Bui;-eau. 
There are also a spacious, well-equipped green house, a canning 
hot1se and a packing house, with brick basement. 
THE DAIRY BUILDING is a ,vooden structt1re of modern design, 
constructed especially to illustrate the most approved methods of 
dairy practice. 
THE VETERINARY HoSPI'l'AL is a commodious two-story frame 
building, 3ox48 feet, with a basen1ent 18x30 feet. It contains a 
dissecting room, drug room, an office, feed rooms, and apartments 
for an attendant. 
THE HosPI'I'AL, located more than a quarter of a mile from the 
barracks, is a wooden building, especially designed for the purpose. 
It is lighted by electricity, and has a thorough sewerage system. 
The hospital is in the immediate charge of the College Surgeon, 
who is assisted by an experienced matron and nurse, thus ensuring 
th·e best personal attention to each patient. 
THE CALHOUN MANSION, the former residence of John C. Cal-
' 
14 
houn, is kept in honor of. his memory, in accordance with th·e pro-
visions of l\1r. Clemson's will. 
RESIDENCES. . Nine two-story brick buildings, nine six-room 
cottages, and itwe11ty-on·e smaller houses furnish residences for pro-
fessors and other officers of the College. 
F·our additional five-room cottages are now being built. 
CLE1'ISON CLUB HoTEL. The College Hotel, a commodious build-
ing, overlooking the campus, is ,operated as a club by so·me members 
of the faculty. In additi1on t·o furnishing a hom,e f,or the members 
of tl1e club, it is open the eniti1·e year to a limited number of tran-
sients. 
THE LAUNDRY is a brick building specially constructed and fitted 
with th·e improved machinery of a moder11 steam Iaund['y. It is 
operated exclusively for studen·ts. 
ExPERIMENT STATION OFFICES. A woo,den building, containing 
offices, a library, and storage and seed rooms, is provided for the 
use of officers of the Experiment Station. 
FARM BUILDINGS. The College is provided with commodious 
barns and other fa1·1n buildings of modern design, which are de-
scribed more fully in ,connection with t·he equipment for in·struction 
in agric11l ture. 
THE POULTRY YARDS are supplied with incubators, brooders and 
other modern appliances. There are thirty-six pens, 2ox32 feet, 
each containing a house 6x8 feet. For every four pens there is a 
run 8oxr50 feet, all en.closed with poultry cabled wire. 
Water Supply 
T 1here are two sources from which water is obtain·ed. The general 
supply is collected fr,om springs through iron pipes into a reservoir, 
f~om whicl1 it is pumped into a standpipe eighty feet high, whence 
it is distributed. 
Drinking water is pumped from 
stream, directly into the barracks. 
fresh, pure and cold. 
a bold spring, in a continuous 
It is by this means furnished 
The waste water is used for flus'hing the sewer pipes, which empty 
into the Seneca River, a half-mile away. 
• Tuition 
T1he £,allowing extract is tal<en from Section I 120, Revised Stat-
• 
-
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utes of South Ca·rolina, 1893, Volume I.,. setting forth the powers 
and duties of the Board of Trustees: ''They shall charge each student 
a tuition fee of forty dollars per annum ; * * * indigent students shall 
not be required to pay said tuition fee.', 
In accordan·ce wiith this law, residen·ts of South Carolina are 
granted free tuition upon presentation of the following certificate, 
properly signed: 
CERTIFICATE OF INABILITY TO PAY TUITION 
THIS rs TO CERTIFY, Tliat I a11i it1iable to pay tuitio1i for 
my . ............................ in the Clenison Agricul-
tural College for the session of 1902-r903. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Fatl1er or Guardian . 
• 
I hereby certify that, to the best of ·iny knowledge and 
belief 
1 
tlie above state11ze1it is true. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
County Auditor. 
All other stud'ents pay ·tl1e tuition fee of $40.00 per session. 
Blank certificates will be furnished upon application to the Presi-
d,ent. 
Expenses for the Session of 1902-1903 
For free tuitio11 S·tudents ...... : ............... $102 42 
F ,or tuition paying students. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14~ 42 
These charges are due and payable in advance on the first day of 
each quarter, ,as follows: 
September IO, r902, or on date of entra1'tce: 
Incidental fee ....................... $5 oo 
M edi,cal fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S oo 
U nif·orm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 3 oo 
Board and washing, firsit quarter. . . . . . . . 16 88 
Breakage fee ( see page I 6) . . . .. . . . . . . . . 2 oo 
Total for free ,tuition students. . . . . . . . $5 I 88 
Tuition, first quarter ............... ~ .. $Io oo 
Total for tuition paying students. . . . . . $61 88 
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]\T ove111-ber I 7, 1902: 
Board and ,vasl1i11g, second quarter ..... $16 88 
Total for free tuition students ....... . 
Tuition, seco11d quarter ................ $ro oo 
Total for tuition paying students ..... . 
J a1iita1"y 28) 190 3: 
For free tuition students, third quarter .. 
For tuition paying students ........... . 





For free tuition students, fourth quarter 16 88 
For tuition paying students. . . . . . . . . . . . 26 88 
A deposit of $2.00 is required of all students upon entrance, 
cording to the follo,ving resolt1tion of the Board of Trt1stees: 
ac-
Resolved, That at the beginning of a session each student be required to 
deposit $2.00 with the Treasurer, to be known as a breakage fee. Whenever 
the property of the College is damaged, the actual cost of the repair of the 
property damaged shall be charged to the student ,vho damaged the property. 
If, ho\vever, the responsibility cannot be fastened 11pon any student', the 
amount of the damage shall be prorated equally among all tl1e st11dents. At 
the end of the session any amo11nt to the credit of a student sl1a11 be returned 
to him. 
The price of unifo1111s is subject to fluctuations of the market. 
To the above must be added the cost of books and stationery, 
which may be obtained a,t the Cadet Exchange at wholesale prices; 
also $I .50 for diploma, payable on graduation. 
Remittances should be made in cash, money order, or New York 
Exchange, 11ot by local cl1ecks) to P. H. E. SLOAN) Treasurer, Clem-
son College, S. C. Banks charge eJ:clza1ige on local cliecks. 
A deduction ,vill be made for board and washing only when a 
student is absent one month or more. 
Uniform 
The College uniform is of cadet gra)r of the vVest Point pattern, 
except that the College bt1tton is used. For military full dress the 
cadet officers ,vear a plume and sash, and tl1e non-commissioned 
officers and pri,,ates a pompon. This 11niform is made of the best 
Cl1arI0ttes,1 ille mills goods, is neat, and, considering the make and 
1naterial. is ver)r inexpe11sive. 
• 
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Requirements for Admission 
Each candidate must be at least sixteen years of age. 
Certificates of good moral character are required of all candidates 
not known to members of the fac11lty; and if the candidate comes 
from another college, this certificate must show that he was honor-
ably discharged. 
For admission intp the Freshman Class thorough proficiency is 
required in arithmetic, elementary algebra, English grammar, geog-
raphy and history of the United States. The text-books recom-
mended to those preparing to enter the Freshman Class are Wells' 
Academic Arithmetic, Wentworth's New School Algebra, Whitney-
. Loc~wood English Grammar, Dryer's or Tarr's Physical Geog-
raphy, Eggleston's History of the United States and its People. 
Applicants who pass satisfactory examinations on all the theoreti-
cal subjects completed in the freshman year (see courses of study) 
may be admitted on probation to the Sophomore Class. Students so 
admitted must not only keep up with the regular course, but must 
also, within a reasonable length of time, make up all deficiencies in 
the practical work of the Freshman course. 
All candidates for matriculation are subject to a medical exami-
nation, and will be excluded from the College on account of con-
sumption, or other contagious or communicable diseases, or pe1111a-
nent disability for manual labor or military duty. 
Each student will be required to bring with him four sheets, two 
blankets, a comfort, six towels, one pillow and two pillow-cases. 
Beds are single width. 
The College rules require that all students be vaccinated, and 
parents are advised to have this done before sending their sons away 
from home. 
Entrance Examinations 
All candidates for admission to the College must take the entrance 
• • exam1nat1ons. 
Certificates and diplomas will not be accepted in lieu of these 
examinations, but candidates are requested to bring them as corrobo-
rative evidence of preparation. 
On other pages will be found typical examinations for entrance 
into the Freshman Class. They will be useful in suggesting the 
character of preparation that an applicant should have. 
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Practical work must be made up, hour for hour, under the direc-
tion of the instruot,or. 
All students are required to purchase the text-books used in their 
classes, unless excused f,or special reasons by the instruct·ors. Text-
bool{s are kept at the Cadet Exchange and are furnished to students 
at wholesale pri,ces. 
Matriculation is equivalent to a pledge to conform to the rules and 
regulations of the College. 
Rules for the Appointment of Students 
111 selecting the s•tuden1ts who shall be notified to report to the 
College, the following rules, prescribed by the Board of T,rustees, 
will govern : 
I. Stud1ents must undergo a medical examination, and no student 
will be admitted who is not healthy and free from contagious dis-
eases, in.eluding consumption. 
2. Students will be apportioned among counties in proportion to 
representation in the House of Representatives, under the following 
rules and regulations: 
(a) . Boys prepared to enter College classes will have preference 
over those wl1·0 can ,only enter tl1e Subfreshman class. 
(b). As between boys of equal preparation, the oldest will have 
the preference. 
( c). Other ,things being equal, the first applicants will receive per-
mission to enter. 
( d). When a county has not sent its quota, the places thus left 
shall be apportioned among the other applicants. 
(e). Applicants not entering within ten days after the opening of 
the s,ession will have their rigl1ts in ·the place given to applicants next 
on the roll. 
Military Regulations 
In addition to the special regulations of the military department, 
cadets are subject to the following general regulations: 
Cadets are subject to military discipline at all times, and are re-
quired to take part in drill, guard duty and other military exercises. 
All regular students are required to board in the barracks, except 
those who liv,e with their parents near enough to attend from their 
homes. 
Each student is required to purchase the prescribed uniform; also 
• 
' 
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a pair of over-shoes and a rubber coat. Students may provide 
themselves with such work-clothes as they desire. 
Not more tl1an three students are permitted to occupy the same 
room. Those occupying a room are consulted be£ ore anot1her stu-
dent is assigned to that room. A stud,ent not satisfied witl1 his room-
mates has the privilege of applying for permission to move to another 
room, and such applications are granted \vhen practicable. 
Cadets will at all times be respectful in tl1eir bearing to profess,ors 
and other officers of the College. 
The practice known as '11azing is posirtively forbidden, and any 
cadet indulging· in this practice will be expelled from the College. 
Cadets are positively forbidden to t1se, or have in their possession, 
int1oxicating liquors of any description. 
The use of tobacco in any form by cadets is prohibited. 
Profanity is positively forbidd·en. 
Cards and all games of chance are positively forbidden. 
All combinations of cad,ets for the purpose of censuring or prais-
ing one of their number are prohibited; also all combinations to 
def-eat the purpose of any regulation of t·he College. 
Fighting is positively forbidden. If any cadet shall consider him-
self wrong·ed by another, or by a pro,fessor, ,or by an ,officer, he is to 
complain thereof in writing to the President, who will examine into 
the complaint and take such measures for redressing the wrong as he 
may deem prope,r. 
Cadets are f orbidd·en to keep any arms in their pos·session not 
issued by the proper auth,ority. 
Any cadet receiving 100 demerits during a term of five months will 
be dismissed. 
Any cadet absent from barracks at night without proper authority 
will be dismissed. 
College Organization 
The College is organized into six general departments, as follows: 
I. Academic Department 
2. Agricultural Department 
3. Mechanical Department 
4. Department of Chemistry and Natural Science 
5. Textile Department 
6. Military Department 
ACADEMIC DEPART1'1ENtr. The departments of instruction in 
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l\,Iathematics, English and History, which are common to all the 
courses, are collectively designated as ''The Academic Department." 
THE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT comprises the following divi-
sions: General Agriculture, including Animal Husbandry; Horti-
cttlture, Entomology, Botany, Dairying, Veterinary Science, Poultry 
Raising. 
THE MECHANICAL DEPAR .. rMENT comprises the divisions of Ap-
plied Mech1anics, and Mecl1anical Engineering, Physics, Electrical 
Engi11eering, Drawing and Designing, F,orge and Foundry, Machine 
Shop, Woodwork. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY AND NATURAL ScrENCE includes 
Chemistry, general, industrial, agricultural and analytical; Geology 
and Mineralogy. 
THE TEXTILE DEPAR .. r11ENT comprises the courses in Textile In-
dustry. 
THE 11ILITARY DEPARTMENT comprises theoretical and practical 
instruction in l\1ilitary Science and Tactics. 
Experiment Station 
The State Experiment Statio11 occupies 1a portion of the College 
farm, and affords valttable opportunities for instruction in the vari-
ous divisions o,f the Agricultural department. 
Under the guidance of the Station officers, the students are ex-
pected to familiarize themselves with the different lines of investi-
gation being carried on, and thus to have their interest in agricultural 
topics awakened, their powers of observation strengthened, and to 
learn to tabulate and compare results of experiments conducted and 
to dra,w conclusions tl1er,efrom. The organization and work of the 
Experiment Station are described at the end of this catalogue. 
Farmers' Institutes 
During the past year farmers' institutes were held, under the 
management of the College, in many Counties of the State. The 
President and Professors of Agricultttre, Chemistry, Horticulture, 
Dairying, Veterinary Scien,ce, Botany and other members of the 
faculty have taken part in these institutes. The purpose has been 
to bring practical information to the farmer, and to give him the 
results of scientific investigation in the interest of Agriculture. The 
sttccess thus far attained is most encouraging, and leads to the hope 
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and any y,oung man of good moral ,character may become an asso-
ciate member. The faculty are in hearty sympathy with the work of 
the Ass·ociation, and render cheerfnl service when requested to do 
so. Parents and guardians are advised to encourage the students 
to join the Association as soon as they reach the College. 
Care of the Sick 
The College Surgeon will keep parents fully informed of the con-
dition of sick students. In case of serious illness parents are notified 
by telegraph. 
Stt1de11ts have permission to call on the Surgeon art any time for 
advice and treatment. The Surgeon cannot undertake to notify pa-
rents every time a student reports to the hospital for medicine or 
rest, on account of some slight complaint; but parents may rest as-
sured that they will hear from the Surgeon promptly in case of sick-
ness of any consequence. 
T 1he health record f,or the past year has been exceptionally good, 
and many sa11itary improven1ents ·have been made to insure the con-
tinued ·health of the stt1dents. 
The College r11les req11ire that all students be vaccinated, and pa-
rents are advised to have this done before sending their sons away 
from ho-me. 
Library 
In the Agricultural building are a series of rooms specially con-
structed £.or the use of the Library. About 5,000 volumes of stand-
ard English literature, history, biography. general science, etc., and 
about r,ooo volumes of governme11t publications are now on the 
shelves. Tl1e nttmber of books is being added to eacl1 year. They 
have been recently classified and arranged, and excellent opportunity 
is now offered students for general and supplementary reading. 
In recent purchases for the Library special efforts have been made 
to procure all available books on South Carolina history and liter-
atttre. 
Mu~um • 
In the Library sui1table cases have been provided for the preserva-
tion of curios and relics. The muset1m is small, but is gro,wing rap-
idly, and now contains a number of valuable and interesting articles. 
Donations are earnestly requested. All gifts will be labeled with the 
names of the donors. Among the recent acquisitions to the mttseum 
• 
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is a lithograph copy of ,the Ordinance of Secession, presented by t·he 
Hon. W. A. Courtenay. 
Reading Room 
Connected with the Library is the students' reading-room, sup-
plied with the lea·ding magazines and daily p'apers, and most of the 
County papers of the State. 
Literary Societies 
Three literary socie·ties, the Calhoun, the Palmetto and the Co-
lum'bian, furnish a valuable supplement to the work of the College. 
These societies afford facilities for practice in debate, o,ratory, de-
clamation and essay-writing, and their members acquire valuable 
knowledge of parliamentary law and usage. The meetings are I1eld 
weekly on Friday evenings. Public celebrations and ·contests are 
also held at intervals during the year, at which there are debates, 
orations and declamations by the students. 
The societies occupy halls in the main College building, which are 
furnish,ed with carpets and opera-chairs, and are maintained entirely 
by the students. A small fee is charged for initiation, and there are 
also monthly dues of a few cen·ts to meet running expenses. The 
total memb,ership usually comprises ab·out nine-tenths of the regis-
tered attend1ance at the College. All students are advised to join one 
of these societies. 
THE CLEMSON COLLEGE CHRONICLE, a magazine designed to en-
courage lit,erary work among the studen·ts, is publisl1ed monthly 
d urin1g the session by the literary societies. 
Science Club 
The Clemson C1ollege Science Club was organized for the purpose 
of promoting knowledge of the progress of the natural sciences .. 
theoretical and applied. Public meetings are held every month, at 
which ·subjects of general scientific interest are discussed by mem-
bers of the faculty and advanced students of the College. 
Lecture Course 
A lecture course, emplo,ying s·ome of the 'best talent on the Ameri-
can plartform, has been provided for the coming session. These Iec-
tt1res will be delivered in Memorial Hall, and· will occur monthly 
• 
• 
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while the course is in progress. The cost to students will be about 
$1 .oo for th·e oourse. 
Cadet Exchange 
A Cadet Exch·ang·e is maintained, where s·tudents m·ay purchase 
at wholesale prices necessary articles; such as boo·ks, stationery, col-
lars, cuffs, underwear, etc . 
• 
Athletics 
It is the policy of th·e College to sanction and encourage athletics 
s,o long as studies and ,other duties are not interfered with. Class 
records sh,ow that, as ·a rule, students engaged in athletics do as well 
in their classes as those who are not. Should future experience 
reverse these records athletic sports will be restricted or prohibited 
altogether. 
The following resolttti,on relative to athletics has been passed by 
the fa,culty: That it is the sense of the faculty that only cad·ets in 
good class standing· be permitted to play in any intercollegiate game 
of tennis or of ·ball either base or football to appear in any public 
exhibition or on the rostr11m; or to attend as Clems,on's r-epresenta-
tives any meeting of any sort at any time or place. 
The most p-opular games this ye,ar are baseball and football. It 
is assumed that parents are willing for their sons to participate in 
these games unless the President is d,efinitely notified to the con-
trary. The athletic teams will be permitted to take a few trips each 
season, usttally on Saturdays, to play intercollegiate games. Stu-
de11ts must file written pet mission from parents for these trips. 
Rules of the South Carolina Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association 
The following rules are an abstruct of the Constitution of the 
South Caroli11a Inter-Collegiate Athletic Ass,ociation, to which the 
following colleges belong: South Carolina College, Wofford College, 
Newberry College, Clinton College, South Carolina Military Acad-
emy, and Clemson College: 
ARTICLE VII. QUALIFICATION OF CONTESTANTS -
The following persons are debarred f ~om playing with or against 
the colleges in this Association : 
I. Any student who has ever received compensation for his ath-
letic services, or is a professional by definition of the Constitution, 
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unless such party was a regularly matriculated student of a college 
on December 27, 1900. 
2. Any student who since tha:t date has received compensation or 
is a professional. 
3. Any student who receives any compensation whatever from the 
C,ollege he is attending for his athletic services. 
4. Any student who enters College later than thirty days after the 
opening of the aicademic year. · 
5. Any student doing less than ten hours satisfact,ory class wo·rk, 
or any post-graduate student ·of more than two years' standing, or 
who is doing less than five hours satisfactory class work. 
6. Any student playing under an assumed name. 
7. Any studient who, wl1en called upon to sign a statement that 
he is in no way violating the C,onstitution ,of this Association, re-
f uses to do so. 
Distinguished Students 
Students who make an average of 90 per cent. or more on each 
and every study for the entire session are designated as distin- · 
guished. Following is a list of the students who have attained this 
distinction during the past year : 
SESSION 1901-1902 
S e11ior Class: S. C. Stewart. 
lit1zior Class: T. S. Gandy and T. M. Harvey. 
Medals 
PRESIDENT)s ESSAY MEDAL. A gold medal is offered annually 
by the President for the best essay. The subject is announced early 
in the year and the competition is open to all s,tudents. 
Awarcled in 1902 to Mr. H. C. Tillman. 
SocrETY MEDALS. The literary societies award medals for excel-
lence in debate, oratorv and declamation . ., 
THE CLEMSON COLLEGE CHRONICLE also awards three medals, for 
the best poem, the best story and the best essay appearin·g in that 
})ttblication dt1ring the year. 
• 
Courses of Study 
A selection between the Agricultural and other courses is made at 
the end of the first term of the Freshman year. The selection be-
• 
tween the Mechanical and Textile courses is made at the beginning 
of the Sophomore year. Students in the Mechanical course choose 
between Electrical Engineering and Civil Engineering at the begin-
ning of th·e Junior year. 
Agricultural Course 
Freshman Class 
Hours per week 
1st 2d 
Term Term 




Mathematics • • • • • • ••••• 5 5 Woodwork • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
English • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 5 Mechanical Drawing .... 3 
History • • • • • ••••••••••• 3 3 Freehand Drawing ••••• 4 
Agriculture • • • • • • • • •••• 2 2 Forgework ............. 3 
Physics • • • • • ••••••••••• 0 3 Botany • • •••••••••••••• 0 
Sophomore Class 
Mathematics . • . . . . . . . . . 5 
Surveying . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Chemistry ......... ·. . . . 3 
Stock Breeding . . . . . . . . o 
Horticulture . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Botany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Zoology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Entomology . . . . . . . . . . . . o 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Military Science . . . . . . . . o 
Dairying . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Soil Physics ( Agr.) . . . . . 2 
Horticulture . . . . . . . . . . . o 
3 Chemical Laboratory . . . 4 
2 Surveying Field Work.. o 
3 Stock Breeding . . . . . . . . . o 
3 Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
2 Entomology . . . . . • . . . . . . o 





Horticulture . . . . . . . . . . . 2 









Entomology . . . . . . . . . . . . o I 
Chemical Laboratory . . . 6 
Soil Physics (Agr.). . . . . 2 
Horticulture . . . . . . . . . . . o 
Dairying . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Entomology . . . . . . . . . . . . o 
Botany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
V etc. rinary Science. . . . . . o 
l\1ineralogy . . . . . . . . . . . . o 
Veterinary Science . . . . . o 4 
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Senior Class 




English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 
Chemistry ............... 2 
Geology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Cattle Feeding . . . . . . . . . 2 
Veterinary Science . . . . . 2 
Bacteriology . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Entomology . . . . . . . . . . . . o 













Chemical Laboratory. . . . 6 
Veterinary Science. . . . . . 3 
Mineralogy . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . o 
Bacteriology . . . . . . . . . . . 4 









Mathematics • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
English • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • s 
History . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... 3 
Agriculture •••••••••••• 2 
Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Natural Philosophy . . . . 2 
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . S 
Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Electrical Engineering or 
Civil Engineering·. . . . . 3 
Mechanics . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Military Science . . . . . . . . I 
s Woodwork . . . . . .. . . . .. . . 3 3 
s Mecl1anical Drawing • • • 3 3 
3 Freehand Drawing • • • • • 4 4 
2 Forgework • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 3 
Sophomore Class 
5 Woodwork ............. 3 3 
3 Mechanical Drawing • • • 3 2 
*3 Foundry • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 3 
2 Chemical Laboratory • • • 4 *3 








Machine Shop . . . . . . . . . . 4 4 
Mechanical Drawing . . . . 3 3 
Electrical Lab. or Civil 
Engin'ring Field Work 3 3 
Physical Laboratory . . . . 3 3 
*Second Term-Chemistry, first 
half, 3 hours. Surveying, second 
half, 3 hours theoretical, 2 hours 
practical. 
N OTE.-Military drill ,occupies 45 minutes a day, five days in the week. 
• 
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Senior Class 
Hours per week Hours per weel{ 
1st 2d 1st 2d 
Term Term Term Term 
THEORETICAL 
Mechanical and Steam 
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Electrical Engineering or 
Civil Engineering . . . . . 5 
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Military Science . . . . . . . . I 









Shopwork . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Machine or Bridge De-
• sign . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Electrical Laboratory ,or 
Civil Eng. Field Work 3 
Mechanical Laboratory.. 3 
Textile Course 
Freshman Class 
Mathemati,cs • • • • • • • • ••• 5 5 Woodwork ............. 3 
English • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 5 Mechanical Drawing ••• 3 
History • • •••••••••••••• 3 3 Freehand Drawing • • • • • 4 










Niathematics . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 Mechanical Drawing . . . . 3 2 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 Chemical Laboratory . . . 4 4 
Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 Descriptive Geometry . . . o 2 
Natural Philosophy . • . . . 2 2 Machine Shop . . . . . . . . . 3 3 
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 
Junior Class 
Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Textile Industry . . . . . . . . 4 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Military Science . . . . . . . . I 
Mechanism . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
5 Textilt Industry . . . . . . . 9 






Mechanical Engineering. 5 o 
Textile Industry . . . . . . 8 10 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 
Mechanical Drawing . . . . 2 
T extile Industry ........ II 
Mechanical Laboratory. . o 
Military Science . . . . . . . . I r 
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 3 
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Special Textile Course 
First Year 
Hours per weel, Hours per week 
ISt 2d 1st 2d 
Term Term Term Tern1 
THEORETICAL PRACTICAL 
Carding and Spinning ... 2 2 Carding and Spinning ... 
Designing .............. 3 3 Weaving ............... 
Textile Chemistry ...... 2 2 Chemical Laboratory • • • 
Mechanics . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 2 Freel1and Drawing • • • • • 
1\1Iechanical Drawing .... 
Second Year 
Carding and Spinning. . . 2 
Designing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Cloth Analysis . . . . . . . . . 3 




Tie-ups . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 3 
Textile Chemistry . . . . . . 2 2 
Carding and Spinning ... 
W caving ............... 



















A Subfreshman course is provided for students not prepared to 
enter the Freshman Class. In addition to instruction in the usual 
preparatory branches, agriculture, drawing and military drill are 
also included in this course. The work is closely articulated with 
the instruction in the advanced classes. 
Special Courses 
Graduates of this and other institutions, or other mature young 
men of earnest pt1rposes, who desire to pursue special lines of work 
will be given every opportunity that the College affords, upon sat-
isfying the faculty that they are qualified to und,ertake such courses 
to advantage. Students thus admitted are expected to apply them-
selves assiduously, and with the approval of the faculty, may board 
outside of the barracks. 
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Irregular Courses 
Students are earnestly advised to pursue regular courses ; but 
those who for satisfactory reasons are unable to do so, may, upon 
the approval of the faculty, pursue irregular courses. No student 
whose time is not fully occupied will be permitted to remain at th·e 
College. A student who is behind in any subject will not be permit-
ted to .change from a regular to an irregular course. An application 
for an irregular course must be accompanied by the written approval 
of parent or guardian, and of instructors in all subjects for which 
application is made. Diplomas are not issued to irregular students . 
• 
• 
Instruction and Equipment 
6cncral Hgricultu~c 
Ro1:E OR E\l\' .. JA.T 
.. \ 1 'r_ • rT I ROFE OR Co .. T ER 
111is stud)· i JJur ued i11 all of tl1e cla com111 11ci11 ,, itl1 the 
el 111e11tar_ · principles i11 t]1e Fre l1111a11 . ar. Durin tl1i year the 
i11 tructio11 i co11fi11ed to tl1e ap1 licatio11 of pri11ci1)les a11d practice 
\\r]1icl1 do 11ot r qui re a k110\\1 ledge of tl1e ciences related to a ricul-
t u1·e. 
tl1e tt1de11t J)ro re s i11 tl1e stud)' of tl1c 11atural ciences the 
applicatio11 of tl1 e scie11c i tau l1t i11 tl1eir relatio11 to t}1 .. art of 
aariculture special tr ss bei11 placed upo11 tl1 I)r tectio11J in1pro,,c-
111e11t fertilizatio11 a11d all 111a11ipt1latio11 of tl1e oil i11 t}1 prepara-
tio11 for J)la11ti11a a11d i11 tl1e culti,,atio11 of crop . 
Tl1e ct1lti,1atio11 of eac11 irnpo1·ta11t crop i di ct1 ed i11 the c 11-
crete. ~ JJ ciaJ atte11tio11 is be to,, ed upon tl1e gras e an thei r cul-
ti, atio11. I11 tl1e l1igl1er classes tl1e en1plo 1n1e11t and n1a11a 111ent of 
lat or. f ann equi1 111e11t a11d farin 111a11a en1e11t are disc11 ed. 
Te,1 .. t-books: Ele111e11ts of riculture. b)' J. B. cBr_ 1d · Pri11ci-
ple f Agriculture b)' L. H . Baile)'· 
R f re,ice-books: \ Toorl1ee F irst Pri11ciples of Agriculture tor-
er's .\ ricultur E,·perin1ent tation Bulletins I eading Periodicals. 
Equipment 
Tl1 Coll g l1a a large torag barn 1>ro,1ided \\'ith ilo . a CO\\ bar11 fur-
111 }1 ,,·itl1 ,·ariou fortn of stancl1ion a n1ul bar11 pro, id d v·· }1 th m t 
i1npro,· d fon11 of stalls ar1d fe d-rack . i111pl 111 nt and \*a on h d for 
of tool , c., co1111 o t bliilding for n1akin cor11po t in Jar uan i i , 
a11 cr1iJ for ora of corn. 
11 11g a ric11 tt1ra) 111 cl1i11 r: ar1d ·111pl 111 11 n1a 1 n ·o 1 J t 1 fol-
lo, a 1 : ~ lf-t, 11 r. c rn-t1ar, e r. D rin all- arir1 111 ,, r r 
111 ,, r, J f- 11111pi11 rake, cl1 k-r ,, corn pl rt er. Buck l cul ti\ a or I F. 
, r c,11 , a r, To\, r cul a r i c-cul t at r prin - ooth harro , 
I r r o , , a ri u for 111 of p u I r z r rn rt u r - pr d 11 m -
ra 1 r I . a r u f rm of n1a I f rtil z r r 
, Jr , p o \ 1c 11 on m Tor 1 d n-
C t t r. r11aJ hr 11 r 11 1 - n ro k-cru h r ro mnch· 1 hr r-
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Tl1e co11rse in horticultttre co11sists of horticulture proper, home 
gardeni11g, trt1clz farming, pomology, vitic11lture, canning and experi-
ment ,vork. 
I11strt1ction is gi, .. en b)r text-bool~ and lectures, covering the sub-
ject of horticulture in its con1prel1ensive sense. The instruction is 
continued throt1gh the e11tire cot1rse and is illustrated by practical 
exercises in the garde11, tl1e orcharcl, the vineyard and the green-
• 
hottse. 
I11 the practical work., the student is required to labor, and· is 
thereb)r taught by actual experience tl1e use of tools, the proper mode 
of preparing, fertilizing and cultivati11g the soil; shipping, storing, 
and canning ,regetal)les a11d fr11its; training and pruning vines and 
trees: propagating plants by seeds. grafts. buds, layers, leaves, and 
divisions. Instr11ction is also gi,ren in tl1e mal{ing and use of hot-
beds, cold-frames, mulcl1ing, etc., together with the art of forcing, 
crossing, and hybridizing. and the care of plants in the greenhouse. 
Equipment 
The Horticult11ral bt1ilding. a t,,·o-stor)' frame house, contains the class-
room, offices and collections of tl1e:. l1orticultttral di\"ision, and the local office 
of the United States \veatl1er bttreau. 
The equipment for practical instrttction in horticulture consists of the fol-
lowing: canning ot1tfit complete~ greenl1ot1se. 21xr40 feet, heated by hot 
water; experimental garden, a bo11t fi,,e acres: orchard, vineyard, and plats of 
small fr11its, twenty acres, and a small nursery. 
Zoology and €ntomolo~y 
11IR. CHAS. E. CHAMBLISS 
The instruction in this division is largely conducted by the labora-
tory method ,vith lectures and recitations, and is so given as to lead 
the student to ol)serve and tl1ink for himself, as well as to secure a 
working knowledge of the science for practi.cal purposes. 
Sophomore Class 
GENERAL lNVER'fEBRA'l'E ZooLOGY. This course includes a general 
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related to insects, and is ft1rtl1e1- extended to lay a foundation for a 
knowledge of animal development. Animals of economic import-
ance are given special attention. 
Books of Refere1zce: Invertebrate Morphology (McMurrick); 
Tl1e Riverside Natural History. 
ELE1IENTARY ENTOMOLOGY. This is a laboratory course in ento-
mology devoted mainly to the general structure of insects, and is 
designed with special reference to economic ends. 
Te;i .. t-book: Elements of I11se.ct Anatomy ( Comstock and Kel-
logg). 
Books of~ Ref er·e,zce: A Text-book of Ento1nology ( Packard) ; 
Guide to the Sttld),. of Insects (Packard ); Insects (Hyatt and 
Ar111s). 
Junior Class 
EcoNOMIC ENTOMOLOGY. B)' laboratory studies and field work, 
the students, in this course, will be made familiar with the most im-
portant injurious insects. For the systematic and biological work, a 
collection of fifty species, vvith full notes on the habits of ten, vvill 
be required. The practical work will consist of the preparation and 
application of insecticides. 
Text-book: Manual for ·the Study of Insects (Comstock). 
Books of Reference: Insects Injurious to Fruits (Saunders); 
Economic Entomology (Smith); U. S. Government, Experiment 
Station and State Pt1blications on Entomology. 
Equipment 
The Zoological and Entomological Laboratory is located in Agricultural 
Hall. The equipment includes compound and simple microscopes, an auto-
matic laboratory microtome, dissecting instruments, camera, stereopticon, lan-
tern slides and charts. The entomological cabinet contains a large number 
of injurious and beneficial insects of South Carolina. The students have 




SECOND TERM. During the second term of the Sophomore year 
the students of the Agricultural course receive instruction in general 
• 
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botany. Dt1ring this term they become familiar with the general 
st1·t1ctt1re of plants beginning with the simplest forms and studying 
to tl1e complex. In·cidentally they learn how to manipulate the sim-
ple and the compot1ncl microscope. A large portion of the time is 
spent 011 flo\vering plants. As this tertn's work is the basis for the 
more advanced l)otanical studies in the course, considerable stress is 
laid upon t11e underlyi11g principles of plant morphology and plant 
strt1cture. 
T unior Class 
FrRST TERM. During this term lessons in plant physiology are 
given. Some of the simple and fundamental principles are studied. 
Experiments with vvater c11ltt1res and others of a similar nature are 
carried on by the students. 
SECOND TER1f. During the seco11d term the class takes up the 
study of plant diseases. Attention is directed especially to the dis-
eases of economic plants. They are taken up from a systematic 
standpoint of the parasite. A careful microscopic study is made; its 
effect on the pest noted, an·d the remedy learned. 
The practical work consists in microscopic study in the laboratory, 
exercises in studying the diseases in the field, and collecting speci-
mens each student collecting and naming correctly an herbarium 
of twenty-five species of parasitic fungi. 
Senior Class 
FrRST TERM. During the first term the class receives instruction 
in bacteriology. During this work the student becomes familiar 
with the different metl1ods of sterilization and different culture me-
dia. Several species of bacteria are cultivated, mounted and studied 
in detail. Th,e class is also required to isolate and study a bacterium 
from a mixture of species. Tt is the object of the course to acquaint 
the students with the fundamental principles of bacteriology. 
Equipment 
The botanical laboratory is located on the third floor of Agricultt1ral Hall. 
The northern exposure makes it especially suitable for microscopic work. 
In the laboratory eq11ipment there are the following pieces of apparatus: 
twenty-five simple microscopes, twenty-two compound microscopes (six of 
these are bacteriological microscopes), incubator, glass dishes, sterilizer, em-
bedding bath, stttdents' microtome, section c11tters, etc. 
A creditable beginning has been made in collecting an herbarimn. This 
• 
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collcctio11 inclt1des plants collected i11 the State, pla11ts received by exchange, 
and a donatio11 of al)o11t t,venty-fi,,e hu11dred 111011ntcd speci111ens fro111 Dr . .. I\. 
P. l\11derso11. Tl1is do11atio11 inclttdes pla11ts collected in l\Jlinnesota and in 




Stttclents ,,·ho take the co11rse in .i\gric11lture receive instruction in 
the forn1atio11 a11cl managen1e11t of a dairy, care of the cows, and feed-
ina for milk production. 
In the clair1· l111ilcli11g the i11str11ctio11 is s11pplcmer1tecl l))' practical 
work in the care of milk, separation of cream, making butter and 
cheese, and testing milk a11cl its ,,ariot1s products. 
The text-bool{ 11sed is Wino-'s ''1\1ilk a11d its Proclucts," in addi-
tion to ,vhich the latest metl1ocls are glea11ecl fro1n tl1e va1·io11s experi-
ment station bulletins. 
Those \\rishing to take a sl1ort course in practical \Vorl< ca11 enter 
February I st and co11tin11e for ten ,,,eeks., dt1ring vvh.ich tin1e instruc-
tion ,vill be gi,ren sitnilar to tl1a t i11 tl1e regular cot1rse. 
Students taking the short course must be e111ployed as many hours 
per ,,,eek as tI1ose i11 t11e regular course. 
Board and t11ition \\1ill lJe the san1e as for other students in the 
regt1Iar courses. 
Equipment 
The co111moclic>t1s clair)r bt1ildi11g has a11 inciependent stca111 pla11t and ,,~ater-
works. and is SLlJ)plied \Vith everytl1i11g needed for n1a1\'.:i11g b11tter a·nd cheese, 
on a factory and pr·ivate dair)r scale, inclt1ding the leading makes of cream-
separators, cht1rns, bt1ttcr-\vorkers, 111ill{-testers. Stt1dents are thorot1ghly 
drilled in the t1se of this appara ttts . 
• 






STOCK BI{EEDING. A careful study of the different types of do-
mestic anin1als is pt1rsued, and the student is thorougl1ly drilled in 
the principles a11d methods of successful lJreeding, heredity, atavism, 
,~ariation, selection, fe,cu11dity, influence of environment, i11-breeding, 
cross-breeding, grading, influence of previous in1pregnation. 
The different breeds of l1orses, cattle, sheep and swine are con-
sidered, and those best adapted to the South are discussed at length . 
• 
The College farm has a number of breeds of domestic ani1nals 
wl1ich serve to illustrate the subject. 
As a supplement to this work, the student is d1rilled in the use of 
the score-card, which fixes the different types and breeds firmly in 
his mind. 
Senior Class 
STOCK FEEDING. This course includes the followi11g sul)jects: 
Laws of animal nutrition; composition of the animal bod\y; fodders 
as a source of nt1trients ; digestion, resorption, circulation, respira-
tion, and excretion; formation of tnuscle, flesh and fat; com Position 
and digestibility of feeding stuffs, and their preparation and use; 
f eed,ing for fat, for milk, for ,vool, for work and for grovvth. 
The available feed-stuffs of tl1e South are discussed at lengtl1. 
He11ry's ''Feecls and Feeding'' is used as a text-book. 
V ¢t¢1'ina,.y Scienc¢ 
• DR. NESOl\I 
DR. SHE.t\LY 
The object of this course is to acquaint the agricultural student 
\Yith the elementary principles of yeterinary medicine and surgery. 
'I he ti1ne is too short to n1ake professional veterinarians of those 
,vho take this studv. but is sufficient to n1ake thetn more intelligent . , 
s tocl<111 e11 \\' h e11 g ·racl t1atecl. 
The instruction beo·ins v,ith the second term in the Junior year of 
t 11 e o-r i c t11 t t1 r a 1 course a 11 d i rri v,en as f o 11 o,v s : 
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Junior Class 
SECOND TER:tvr. Anatomy, Physiology and Histology of the do-
mestic animals, fou,r hours a week class room and two hours a week 
laboratory. Texts, '' A Manual of Veterinary Physiology," F. 
Smith; ''Manual of General Histology," Wm. S. Gottheil. 
Senior Class 
FIRST TERM. Surgery, Materia Medica and Pharmacy, two hot1rs 
a week class room and rthree hours a week clinic and laboratory. 
Lectt1res on Surgery and Pharmacy. Text: ''A Compend of Veteri-
nary Materia Medica and Therapeutics," A. C. Hassloch . 
• 
SECOND TERM. Lectures 011 the Pri11ciples and Practice of Veteri-
nary Medicine, three hours a week class room and three hours a week 
clinic. 
Only the more common diseases of farm animals can be considered 
during the limited time devoted to this study, but special attention 
is given to those diseases that occur in epizootic outbreaks. Among 
these may be mentioned glanders, anthrax, Texas fever, tuberculosis, 
cholera, sheep ''scab," hydrophobia, and favus. Careful considera-
tion is given to the bacteriological and parasitic agencies ca11sing tI1e 
diseas·es. 
LABORATORY. Laboratory work is given during the lectt1res to 
ill11strate the structure of nortnal and pathologic tissues and the sim-
pler reactions in chemical physiology. In pharmacy each st11dent is 
required to compound a limited number of prescriptions. 
CLINIC AND DISSECTION. Every Monday afternoon a free clinic 
is held at the veterinary hospital. This is liberally patronized by the 
stockmen of the surrounding country, and affords the students ample 
practical work in surgical operations and· tl1e treatment of animal 
diseases. Advantage is taken of accidental material for post-mortem 
examination and gross dissection. 
PosT-GRADUATE ANE SPECIAL WoDK. Graduates of this and 
other colleges and young men found proficient in the elementary 
branches of science and literature may receive special instruction. 
This work is designed as a preparatory course to entrance into a 
regular veterinary college. The special needs of each student are 
considered, and tl1e work is planned to meet his individrual case. 
The course taken here will shorten the time necessary for graduation 
from the leading veterinary colleges, whether the student desires to 
8 
become a ,reterinary practitioner, go,1ernment meat-inspector or 
arn1)r ,,eterinarian. 
Equipment 
The veterinary c1ass-room and laboratory is abo11t 3ox50 feet, provided with 
steam heat, electric ligl1ts. ,vater, gas, a11d the necessary· ft1r11iture. It is amply 
supplied \vith chemicals and the best apparatt1s for technical \VOrk, 
The veterinar)· l1ospital is a strt1ctt1rc of modern design , 48x65 feet, contai11- · 
ing apartments for offic~, dr11gs, dissecti11g and horse-shoeing, beside- stalls, 
feed-bins, \\rater supply and electric lights. One of the best revolving operat-
ing tables has been pro,,ided. The s11rgical i11strt1ments and appl ia11ces 110w 
on hand, \\rith a fe,v additions, ,vould do credit to a regular veterinary college. 
A complete ot1tfit for horse-shoeing is pro\·ided. A good stock of clrttgs and 
chemicals is kept on hand and prescriptions are filled on request. 
l)oultt-y lndustt-y 
MR. WATSON 
Instructior1 in this division will embrace a careful study of the 
origin, and the qualities of the different breeds of poultry, and the 
stt1clent is thoroughly drilled in the principles and method·s of suc-
cessf t1l pot1ltry breeding. 
Instruction is given by lectures. Practical work will be done in 
caponizing, management of incubators and brooders, and judging of 
fo\\rls by comparison and by score card system. 
THE Pour./fRY YARDS are st1pp1iecl vvitl1 incubators, brooders and 
otl1er n1odern appliances. There are thirty-six pens, 2ox32 feet, 
eacl1 co11taining a hot1se 6x8 feet. For every f ot1r pens there is a 
rt111 of Sox 150 feet, all enclosecl vvitl1 pot1ltry cabled \vire. 
Chemisti-y 
PROFESSOR H r\Rl)IN 
... A.ss1sT1\N1~ PROFESSOR BRACKETT 
1\1 R. S fl IVER 
1\1R. HENRY 
Sophomore Class • 
BOTH 1'ERMS. General Clze111istry. Inorganic chen1istry and the 
leading facts and principles of organic chemistry. Text-book, Ros-





TeX!t-bool<, Jones' Junior Course in Practical 
Junior Class 
BOTH TERMS. I1id1tstrial a1id Aa11alytical Clze11iist1;,y. The appli-
cations of chemistry in the m·ore import,ant arts and manufactures. 
Among the subjects studied are: Sulphuric acid; soda; chlorine; 
potash salts; fertilizers ; lime, mortar and cem,ents; glass; porcelain; 
ill11mi11ating gas; coal tar; mineral oils; v-egetable and animal oils; 
soap; fermentation industries, etc. Text-book, Thorp's Outlines of 
Indt1strial Che,mistry. Labo?1·ato1;,y Qualitative and quantitative 
analysis and assaying. Books used: J 011es' Junior Course in Practi-
cal Chemistry, Fresenius' Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis. 
Senior Class 
BoTH TERMS. Ag1;,icitltitral a;id A1ialytical Clie1nist,~J,1. The 
composition of plants, the sour·ces of plant-food, the composition of 
_ soils, the improvement of soils by chemical means, the .composition 
and manufacture of fertilizers, the composition of feeding-stuffs and 
of dairy products. Text-book, Johnston's Elen1ents of Agrict1ltural 
Chemistry, edited by Cameron and Aikman. Laboratory Quanti-
tative analysis of fertilizers, soils, ashes of plants, vvater, cattle-foods 
and dairy products. Books used: Bulletins of U. S. Department of 
Agricultur,e, containing methods of analysis adopted by the Associa-
tion of Official Agricultural Chemists . 
• 
Equipment 
The original Chemical Laboratory is a t\vo-story brick bttilding, 5ox80 feet, 
covered \vith slate and finished inside with Southern pine. Overlapping this 
at one corner, and connected with it by a glass-enclosed passage, is a new and 
somewhat similar bt1ilding, 53x86 feet, of 1noder11 style a11d ha11dsome desig·n. 
This double building, which is well ventilated. heated by steam, and lighted by 
electricity, constitutes a commod,ious strt1ctu re adequate to all the needs of tl1e 
Department. 
011 the first floor of the old bt1ilding, which is used for acade1nic ,vork, there 
are five rooms. Two of these, connecting with each other, are employed as a 
laboratory for the Agricultural Seniors. Of tl1e other rooms on this floor, 
one is a lalJoratory for post-graduate st11de11ts and 011c. a balance room, while 
the third is reserved for such use as the ever increasi11g dema11ds ttpon the 
Department may req ttire. 
On the second floor of this building, there are two large laboratories, one for 
the J t1niors in A11alytical Chemistry, the other tor the Sophomores in General 
Cl1e1nistry. A third and smaller room is used as a balance roon1. 
I~E~I 1 
'] l1c ]t111ior lal1orator)' ,, ill acco111111odatc c, c11t)-t,,· tlJ(l r1t . tl1·rt)- 1 • at 
a ti111c: tl, .. \,'01)l10111ore lal)orator)', 011e l1t111clred a11cl t,,·e11t) tt1d 11t , 1xt) at 
a ti111c. 'l l1c lalJoratorie are all pro,·i<jed ,,·itl1 l1ood for carr) 111g off 11 x1ot1 
ga e~. co11,·e11ic11t ,,·orl<i11g talJle . ,vater. ga . electric ligl1t . a11d all 11 cc ~ar)r 
aJ)J)lia11ce for cxpePi111e11tal ,,,ark. 
'l"l1c lJa e111e11t of tl1e bt1ildi11g· i " tt tj fo r a a)'i11g. for tl1c J)rcJ)arati 11 of 
di tilled ,vater a11d for torag·e. 'l"l1e air !J\11111> a11cl tl1c 111ix r of tl1c ga 111a-
cl1i11e for Stl})p}),i11g tl1e lal)oratc,rie~ ,vitl1 gas are 1>laced i11 thi l)a c111 11t a11d 
co1111ected ,,'itl1 tl1c ge11(~r,1tor. ,,·l1icl1 is ii1 a lJricl< ,·at1l t eigl1t)'-fi, e f et fro111 
tl1e bt1ildi11g. 
011 tl1e fir ~ t floor of t11e 11e,v l)t1ildi11g tl1ere are 11i11e roo111s, all of ,vl1icl1 ar 
a1)flr01)riatecl to tl1e cl1e111ical \\'Ork of tl1e State a11<l of tl1e 1=::x1)eri111e11t tatio11. 
011 011e idE. of tl1e ,vicle l1all \vl1icl1 exte11cl .. tl1e c11tire le11n·tl1 of t11e l)t1ildi11g 
.are t , v 1J r oo 111.. f o r t I 1 e a 11 a 1 )' s i - o f f e rt i 1 i z er s . 'I' 11 re e of t l 1 e e r o o 111 s are u e d 
rE. pecti,·cl)r ior tl1e deter111i11,1ti<Jt1 of pl1os1)l1oric acicl. a1111111J11ia a11d l)Ota 11; 
tl1e fot1rtl1 a a l)ala11ce ror)111: tl1t fiftl1 a11d l,1st a~ a -a111i>le roo111. 011 tl1e 
otl1er icle of tl1c l1al1 tl1crc arc fottr roo111s. 1"11e l~1rgc"'t of tl1e e is ti ed for 
tl1e f\gricL1lt11ral 1\11a}),-is of tl1e \."'tati<)t1. 1\cljoi11ir1g tl1is is a l)ala11ce roo111. 
i11 ,,,t1icl1 l)ro,ri~ic>11 is 111adc ~tlso for tl1e 01)tical ar1cl clectrol)'tical a111)aratu. 
Of tl1c re111ai11i11g rc10111~. 011c is 11 ~ecl for ,,·ater anal)'Sis, tl1c otl1er a a11 office. 
11 tl1e ecn11cl Aoor of tl1i- l)t1il(li11g tl1erc arc se\''Ct1 roo111s: a lect'ttrc roo111. 
a11cl ix ... 111aller rc)o111s \vl1icl1 are t1Sc(1 for recitatio11s. cal,inets. arlparatus, 
cl1e111ical-, lil)rar)r a11cl Profe"sor's lal)orator)'. 
1~1,e lectt1re roo111 \\rill -eat 011<:. 111111clrccl a11cl se,1 ent)' -tt1<..ie11t-. tl1e seats l)e-
i 11g arra11gecl i 11 tiers. 
'l'l1e l1uod i11 tl1is l>t1ilcli11g are all co1111cctecl 1))' cartl1et1\,,are pi1)es ,,,itl, a 
tig11tl)'-l)uilt roo111. jt1 - t t111clcr tl1e roof, O\'Cr ,vl1icl1 tl1ere i~ a large: ,·e11tilator. 
A11 electric fa11 ,vill l)e I)lacecl i11 tl1is roo111, l1ot1ld t11c clraugI1t be fot111d in-
uflicier1t ,,vitl1out it. 
Tl1e roo111 i 11 t'l1e ba -e111cn t a re t1sed for as a)'i 11 o- ore , for thE:. f)reJ)a ra tio11 
of agrict1l t11ral J)rodttct~ for a11al)' is. ancl for storage. n electric 111otor 
located i11 011e of three roo111 - suJ)l)lies tl1e J)o,ver ,vl1ici1 dri,,e tl1e 111acl1i11er)' 
for gri11di11g a11cl I)ttlJ)i11g a111plc ... of ,,egetal)lc ttl) ta11ces. 
Geology and J\Iinclfalogy 
A gricultural Juniors 
\,. 1: ONI T1~1~l\J. ~,1 i1ze, .. alo g)'· Tl1e le111 11t 
,, itl1 lal 1·at 1·,· t11cl,· of er,· tal f r111~ 1))' tl1 tt e 
• • • 
ural cry ta! and the con truction f in11 le lra,ving. · th ch 111ical 
an I ph) ical pro1 rti of 1nin ral ; Jal ratory st f kno,vn tnine-
• 
1·a1 a11 i I 1-a tic i11 tl1 cl r111i11ati 11 of L1r1k11 ,, 11 I ·c111 11 • 
f r , tallogra1 11) , 
• 
f 111 ci 1 s a 11 I 11 a -
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Agricultural Seniors 
FIRST TER1I. Dete1;1,1 i1zative 1vl i1ieralo gy. A continuation of the 
above co11rse. Practical study of the common minerals by determi-
nati,re \\rork in the lahoratory, by comparison with labeled specimens 
of the systematic collection, and by the use of unlabeled collections 
for practice in identifying minerals at sight. 
BoTH TERnIS. Gerie,,al Geolog31. The elements of tlynamical, 
strt1ct11ral, and historical Geology. The influences of geologic phe-
nomena on man are emphasized, partic11larly in the study of rock-de-
composition and the formation of soils, the processes of erosion and 
depositio11, and the resultant topographic for1ns. In historical geo-
logy special attention is given to the development of the N ortl1 
American continent. 
SECOND TER:\1. Eco11011zic Geology. A supplementary course of 
about t,venty lectures gi,ren upon the completion of the course in 
ge11eral Geology. The origin and general cl1aracters of ore-de-
- posits; the ores of the more useful metals; as iron, copper., lead, 
silver, g-old1, etc.; the origin and distribution of the principal non-
metallic minerals of value; as coal, petroleum, nat11ral gas, mir:ieral 
fertilizers, clays, etc. The lectt1res refer particularly to the economic 
deposits of the United States. 
Engineering Seniors 
FIRST TER:\I. Geology. This co11rse is designed to fttrnish a gen-
eral kno,vledge of the science, ,vith special emphasis on ~t:ructurar 
and clynamical Geolog)r in their relations to engineering materials 
and practice. Specin1ens are freely used in illustration of the course, 
in orcler that tl1e student may acquire a practical asquaintance with 
• 
the most in1porta11t rocks ancl minerals. 
Equipment 
The syste111a tic collectio11s co11tain over a thousand labeled specimens of 
rocks. 111inerals, and fossils. These are exhibited in gla~s cases in tl1e labora-
tor~\ and are al,vays a,railable to students. There is also an u11labelcd collec-
tio11 of 111inerals for practice in identifying the more important species at 
sigl1t. U11labeled collections of the 1nost ttseful minerals are pro\rided for 
deter111inati,re ,,·ark in the laboratorv . 
• 
1'he 1aborator)' is supplied ,vith ,,rater and gas and all c!-PParattts and reage11ts 
necessar>' for the determination of minerals by means of their chemical and 
ph)~sical properties. A chemical balance is also pro,,ided, and ,a Ba11sch & 
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Lomb petrographic microscope, with pl1otomicrographic camera and all im-
portant accessories. 
The class-room is supplied with large physical wall maps of the world and 
of all the continents, a select series of topograpl1ic contot1r-maps furnished by 
the United States Geological St1rvey, an 18-inch terrestrial globe, a 20-inch 
relief globe (Jones' "New Model of the Earth"), a set of geological and geo-
graphical rtlief models, and several ht1ndred lantern slides. 
The library of the depart1nent contains the principal standard works of ref-
erence in geology and mineralogy, and receives all pt1blications of the United 
States Gtological Survey as issued, including annttal reports, monographs, 
geologic folios, and bulletins. 
]Vlechanical €ngineet-ing 
.l.\SSISTANT PRof'ESSOR BARNES 
In these cot1rses tl1e studeQt is taught the application of his scien-
tific, mathe111atical and technical l{nowledge to the design and con-
strt1ction of engineering strt1ctt1res, and of machinery and manufac-
tt1ring plants in general. 
T unior Class 
FrRST TERM. Ele11ie1itar·y 1v[ eclia-1iics. l\1otion, force, velocity, 
work, energy, po\ver, stress, strain, elasticity, resilience, moments of 
force, centre of gravity, moments of inertia, mo111entum, hydrostatics. 
T e .. 1:t-book Wood's Elementary Mechanics. 
SECOND TERM. M eclia1iis111. Spur, bevel, and scre'\tv gearing, 
belt gearing, lobed and elliptic wheels, epicylic trains, escapements, 
ratchet motions, link motions, quicl< return motions, cam motions. 
Te.,t:t-book Stahl and Wood's Mechanism. 
Senior Class 
BoTH TERMS. Mechanical Engineering, five hours per week. 
Lectt1res and recitations, on the design and construction of steam 
boilers, heaters, pumps and injectors; theory and design ·of simple, 
compound and triple expansion steam engines, gas and gasoline en-
gines, hot air engines, air compressors and motors, ice and refriger-
ating machinery, heating and ventilating systems, transmission of 
power; engineering specifications and the law of contracts. Theory 






T~e#1~t-bocJ!?s I(err 's Po,\1 er a11cl PO\\rer Tra11s111issio11; Ht1tton ~s 
I\1Iecl1a11ical Engi11eeri11g· of Po\\ver Pla11ts; Cl1t1rcl1 's l\1ecl1a11ics of 
E 11 g i 11 e er in g. 
BrJ'l'H TER:\fS. 111 eclza11.ical E1zgi1zee, .. i11g Labo1'atot·;1 p, .. actice.-
Stt1d)1, 11se ancl calil)ration of ,,,ater-n1eters, ,,,eirs, steam ga11ges, i11-
clicators, clyna1no111eters, calorin1eters; efficie11c11 tests of scre,,1-j acl<s 
a11cl l1oists; tests of ft1els and lt1brica11ts ~ tests of b11ildi11g n1arerials, 
as iron, ,voocl, 1Jrick, ce111e11t, etc. ; erecting, li11i11g t1p a11cl setti11g tl1e 
valves of plai11 slide-v"alve a11d at1to111atic ct1t-off stean1 engines ; i11-
dicator practice; l1orse-po,ver a11d efficie11c;· of stea111, gasoli11e a11cl 
l1ot-air engines ancl air-compressors and 111otors; effi.cie11cy trials of 
steam l)oilers; d11t)1 trial of stean1 pt11111) a11cl of College pt1n1pi11g 
• 
e11g·111e. 
Ref e1"c1zce boo!?s Car1)e11ter's Experime11tal E11gi11eeri11g, S111art's 
Engi11eeri11g Lal)orator)' Practice, Tl111rsto11's Stea111 E11gine. 
Equipment 
Tl1is lalJoratory occupies a roo1n 41x45 feet, and co11tai11s tl1c follo,\1 i11g 
eqt1ip111ent: For stearn engineering: 15-horse povver horizo11tal, I0co1noti,·e 
type 1Joiler; 6-l1orse po\vtr vertical lJoiler; Erie 6-l1orse J)O\vcr J)lai11 slide-
vaI,,e stea111 e11gine; 6-l1orse po,ver vertical stea111 engi11e 1Jttilt i11 tl1e sl1ops: 
I 
Corliss cross-co111pound cor1den~i11g stea111 e11gi11e arranged so tl1at t.:itl1er si<.lc 
111a}' lJe r1111 conde11si11g or 11on-conde11si11g a11d eacl1 side i11de1)e11cle11t <Jf tl1e 
otl1cr; \VI1eeler surface condc11ser ,,,itl1 co111lJined air a11d circt1lati11g J)t11111)s: 
set of stea111-ga11ge testi11g apparat11s; Carpe11ter's separati11g· stea111 cc1l1Jri-
met'er; t,,,o throttling stea111 calori111eters; fi,re ~tEan1 engi11c i11dicators of 
various 111akes; two standard i11j ectors. For l1ydra11lic tngineeri11g: t,,ro I1y-
draulic rains; Pelton ,vater 111otor; po,ver tri1)1cx pt1111p: tl1ree dttI)lcx pt11111)s 
of differe:nt n1al(cs; tl1ree ,veirs; recording altitttde ga11ge; 6 press11re and alti-
tt1cle ga11ges. For co111pressed air: Clayton air co111pressor ,vitl1 j acketecl C)'l-
i11clers; 1111proved air 111otor. For ft1el a11d lulJricants: Carpenter's f11el calori-
n1etcr ,vitl1 sca1es, ]Jalancc,.. , a11d oxyge11 ge:.11eratir1g de,,ices; sta11cl~1rd ,1 iscc)-
111etcr. For tcsti11g 1Jl1ildi11g n1aterial s : 100,000-pottnd Olse11 auto111atic ,rerti-
cal tcsti11g 111ac;1:11e dri,,en l))r 5-l1orsc PO\\'Cf vVcsti11gl1011se ele:ctric 111otor, a11d 
fitted for t'e11:-;1011, co111J)rcs io11. a11(l tra11S\1 Cr .. e te::,ti11g; Fairba11k' ,.. cc111e11t 
testi11g 111acl1i11r: J.ooo-1)01111d tra11S\'ersE testi11g 111acl1ine. TI1e lalJor~itory al--o 
co11tc1i11s ~t 5-l10r~c J)o,ver Otto gasoli11e c11gi11e, an Ericsson l1ot-air e11gi11c. a 
t)-lJ()1·s e 1>0,vcr tru11~111issic)11 cl)'11a1110111cter, O'faclt1ate,l to reacl l1or,..c l)O\\'er 
UlrCct 3I1Cl l)ttilt b)r ,.. (t1C}c11t ,.. . all(} atl assort111e11t of - ta11dard tl1CfI110111CtCr , 
,vcigl1t~ a11 ,l 111t:a~l1re . 'I'I1e apJ)~trattt "' is so arra11ged tl1at an)' of it 111,t:y be 
t1 c; c·cl fc,r ~eJ)ar2re c..1r co111lJi11e(l tests. or for a11)' origi11al it1\'CStigatio11". Be-
~idcs tl1e <:qt1i1)11:e11t i11 tl1i " roor11. tl1e e:lectric ligl1t ct11d p<)\Ver J)la11t', the l1eat-
i11g· 1,Ja11t of tl1e Co1Ic0'e a11d l)arr~1cks, tl1e i-olated pla11ts at tI1e dair:.v. horti-
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B()TH TER11s. 1'hree l1 0t1rs J)er ,,·eel~ are clevoted to the stt1cly of 
electrici t}· a11cl 111ag11etis111, a11cl tl1e ele111e11tar)r clesign of electro-n1ag-
11etic n1ecl1a11is111. Tl1c ,,To rk of tl1i s session is largely in laying a 
fot111clatio11 for tl1e 111ore strictl)' e11gi11eering \vork of the Senior year. 
Te.1~t-boolls Tl101111)so11 's Ele111e11tar)T Les~o11s in Electricity and 
i\Iagnetis111, Ele.ctricit)' a11cl 1Iag11etisn1., J acl<son. 
Bo"fII TER~IS. LabOJ'llfOt)' P1-c1cticc. Tl1ree l1ot1rs per wee1< for 
the sessio11 are cle\1 ote<l to experin1e11tall)' , 1 erif)·i11g ft111clan1e11tal elec-
trical la,,1 s, n1east1ri11g c11rrc11ts, electro-111otive force, resistance, 
qt1a11 ti t)1 , i11cl t1ctio11, ca paci t)T, pern1eal)ili t;' , calilJra ting instr11111ents, 
etc. 
Refere11ce boo!? Ayrton's Practical Electricity, Stewart and Gee's 
Practical Pl1)1Sics, ~i.cl1ols' Pl1)·sics, \ ' ol. I., Gra;,'s AlJsolt1te Mea-
suren1ents, E,,·ing' s i\Iagnetic Induction. Henderson's Practical Elec-
tricity ancl l\tlag11etisn1, \T ols. I. a11cl I I. 
Senior Year 
BoTH TER1IS. Five l1ot1rs per \veel~ are given to tl1e st11dy a11cl de-
sign of dynan10 electric n1achinery. Special attention is given in 
the seco11d· half session to tl1e stt1Cl)r of alter11ati11g~ c11rrents, and their 
applications to light and po\ver. 'I'he course is supplemented by 
lectures and problems on synchronous and induction motors ; design 




A dynamo design, with con1plete set of drawings, is required of 
each stt1d,ent as pa1-t of tl1e co11rse. 
Text and rcfcrc11cc books 'I'hon1pson's Dynamo Electric Machin-
ery, Jackson's Alternating Currents, \ T ol. I I., Alternating Currents, 
by Franklin & Willian1s, Dynamo Electric Machinery, Vols. I. and 
III., by Sl1elclo11. 
Bo'I'H 'I'ERMS. Laboratory Practice. Three hours per week de-
voted to the care, 1nanage1nent and testing of arc. incandescent and 
alternating current generators ; direct current, synchronous and in-
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dt1ction motors; arc lamps; transformers; calibration of station 




ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT LABORATORY.-This is a separate brick building, 
desig11c.d especially for delicate electro-magnetic ,vork-no iron, steel or other 
mag·netic st1bstances having bee11 used in its permanent construction. It con-
tains, i11 addition to all necessary elen1entary apparatus, the following instru-
me11ts: Kelvin-Deka amptre balance, Kelvin four-coil astatic galvanon1eter, 
fot1r D' Arson val dead-beat galvano111eters, large ring tangent galvanometer, 
three Elliott Brothers' standard resistance sets, Elliott Brothers' standard tan-
gent galva110111cter, Queen's standard ballastic galvanometer, Nalder Brothers' 
se11sitive galvanometer, Ro\vland-D' Arson val ballistic galvanometers, Will-
you11g standard condenser, Becker's chemical balance, Carhart-Clark standard 
cell, ther1nometers, Wheatstone bridges, storage and primary cells, etc. 
DYl\AMO LABORATORY.-To meet the demands of larger attendance and 
increased equipn1ent, a new building has betn provided in which is installed 
the dynamo-electric machi11ery. This building also contains a class room 
· and a darl< room for photon1etric work. It is a single sfory bricl{ structure, 
37x80 feet, \vitl1 basement for st1pply roo111s. 
The first story is divided into a class room 25x35 feet, and a dynamo lab-
oratory room 53-35 feet. The building is heated by steam and ligl1ted by 
enclosed arc and incandescent lamps. 
The lecture room has elevated stats and is equipped with a co111plete lir1e 
of ill11stration models, apparatus and electrical instruments. It contains an 
electro magnet capable of supporting the weight of two tons. 
The Dynan10 Laboratory contains, in addition to rheostats, speed counters, 
switches, and other small apparatus, the follo,ving machines and instruments: 
50 H. P. high speed Automatic Engine. 
Direct Cur·rerit Ge11 erator·s-r5 K. W. Mather, 17 K. W. Lurdell, 2 r-2 K. W. 
Crocker Wheeler, two 2 K. W. Kester. 
Di1'·ect Cttrrerit JJ;[ otors-15 and ro H. P. Kester, 7 H. P. (built by students), 
three r-6 H. P. Crocl<:tr Wheeler. 
Direct Citrrerit I1istr1tnients-Weston Laboratory Standard Voltmetre, set of 
Wes ton portables, J e,,rell An1meter and Vol tmetre, Wes ton S,vi tchboard Am-
meter and V 0Itn1etre, Thompson Recording Watt Metre, etc., etc. 
Arc Ligliti1ig Appa·ratits-Brush and Thompson-Houston Generators, Genl. 
Elec. Co. constant current transformer, principal makes of open and inclosed 
arc lamps. 
Alternati·ng Cit1~rent Apparatus-rs K. W. Genl. Elec. Co. 2 and 3 phase, 
revolving field generator complete with marble switchboard and full set of 
indicating instrttments. 
7 r-2 K. W. Genl. Elec. Co. single, two and three phase rotary converter; 
7 K. W. 3 phase converter bttilt by students. . 
Genl. Elec. Co. 2 a11d 3 phase induction motors. Three 3,000 volt constant 
• 
' 
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potential transformers. Assortment of small transformers, motors and 
models. 
Alternati1ig Current I nst1'ur,1,e,1its-2 Westo11 and one Genl. Elec. Co. watt 
metre, Wes ton Standard A. C. volt metre, 6 Tho1npson inclined coil a111n1eters 
and volt 1nE.tres, Cardew & Elidrostatic volt 1netres, Keloin ampere balance, 
See1nens Electro-Dynometer, Stanley hot wire Ammeter. 
111-iscellaneoits-Two Schaeffer & Bt1denberg tachometers, leading types of 
ligl1t11ing arresters, fuse testing apparatus. 
The dark room contains a con1plete outfit for high potential, high frequency 
and X-ra)r \\Tork, and a Deshler-McAllister central station type photometer, 
witl1 rotating stand for incandescent lamp testi.ng. 
COLLEGE PowER AND LIGHT PLANT.-The machinery in the dynamo labora-
tory is driven by the 50 horse power engine or a 20 horse power motor. Steam 
and electric po"vver is furnished by the power plant situated in a neighboring 
building. This plant consists of an 85 horse power Corliss engine, driving a 
40 kw. Weston generator and a 30 kw. General Electric Company's multipolar 
gene.rator. This station furnishes power to 20 n1otors, ranging fro111 3 to 30 
horse power. These motors are used at different points on the College prop~ 
erty for a variety of purposes, such as pumping water, driving agricultural 
machinery, supplying power for machine shop, wood shop, textile department, 
etc. Several of these are at a considerable distance from the povver station, 
thus fur11ishing examples of electrical transmission of power. Three of these, 
7 horse power each, were built by students. In addition to power for driving 
motors, the same generators furnish electricity for lighting the barracks and 
other College buildings. Stt1dents have access to this plant, and are thus 
enabled to see the practical workings of a combined electric light and power 
plant. and to test its .efficiency. 
The aim of the course is to make practical as well as theoretical electrical 
• engineers. 
REQUIRBMEN'l'S.-Students desiring to take a special course in electrical 
enginetring should remember that no one can hope to become an electrical 
engineer who has not the necessary foundations in mechanical engineering, 
to which electrical engineering is the superstructurt. Two-thirds of an elec-
trical engineer's training must be mechanical. No special classes will be 
formed. and students desiring to enter the Junior Class will be expected to 
be prepared on elementary mechanical drawing, physics and chemistry, and 
on mathematics, through plane trigonometry. They will be expecttd to take 
with the Junior Class, in addition to their electrical studies, physics, mechanics, 
mechanical drawing and machine shop work. Without these additional 
branches the studtnt will not be prepared for the more strictly engineering 
work of the Senior year. 
To tnter the Senior Class, a student must be proficient in the work of the 
Junior year, in which physics and calc11l11s are completed. 
In addition to the electrical subjects prescribed for the Senior year, he must 
take-unless he is proficient along these lines-mechanics. mechanical engi-
neering and laboratory, machine shop, drawing and machine design. 
Student's who are not prepared, or are not willing to take the other subjects 
• 
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necessary to st1ccessft1l stt1dy of electrical e11gineeri11g, will not be permitted to 
take a special cot1rse in electrical \\'Ork. 
Dhysics 
1VIR. PoATS 
TI1e course in Pl1ysics is intencled to extend over the Sophomore 
a11d J 11nior years for st11dents in Civil, l\1ecI1anical and Electrical 
Engineering. Students in the Textile Department take Physics d11r-
ing their Sopl1omore year, while Agric11lt11ral students are required 
to study tl1e elements of Physics, d11ri11g tl1e second tem1 of the 
Freshman year. 
The instruction is by lectures and recitations, especial stress being 
Jaicl 11pon those principles and facts which are funclam,ental to the 
several engineering professions. Th,e lectt1res and recitations are 
. illt1strated by n11merous experiments befor,e the class. 
In the Physical Labo,ratory the student is taught to perforn1 for 
hims,elf all the experiments of a general laboratory co11rse. The 
Properties of Matter, the Laws of Mechanics, Heat, Electricity, 
Magne·tism, Light and So11nd are investigated. Stude11ts are re-
q11ired to make accurate and· neatly written reports of all experiments. 
Freshman Class 
SECOND TERM. Ge1ier·al Pliysics. Te:1et-book Rowland and 
Ames Physics, with lectures. 
Sophomore Class 
FrRST TERl\I. Properties ·of l\1atter, Pl1ysical Measurements, Me-
cl1anics and Heat. 
SECOND TER1v1. Electricity and Magnetism. 
Te,i·t-book Carl1art a11d, Cl1ute' s Physics. 
Junior Class 
BoTH TERl\IS. Sound and Light. 
Te,i·t-book Carl1art & Cl111te ,s Pl1ysics. 
L .\BOR .. \ TORY WoRK. Fi,,. st Te1~11i. Experi,mental determination 
of tl1e pl1ysical properties of n1atter ancl tl1e verification of La,vs of 
l\!Iechanics, Electricity and ::\1agnetism. Second Tenn. Experi-
ments \\7 itl1 Heat, So11nd and Ligl1t. 
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Ref e1;e1zce Books Cl111te's Practical Pl1ysics, An1es' :\Ian11al of 
Experin1e11ts in Pl1ysics, Carl1art & Patterson's Ele,ctrical 1Ieast1re-
me11ts and others. 
Equipment 
Tl1e Pl1ysical Lectt1re R oo111 and Lal)oratory is sitl1ated i11 tl1e 111ain College 
bt1ildi11g, is 33x60 feet, ancl is well ec1t1ipped for botl1 tl1e lectt1re a11(l experi-





All 1nembers of the Fr·esl1ma11 Class are reqttired to take Freel1and 
and Mechanical Drawing. Members of the Sophomore, Junior and 
Senior Classes in Mechani,cal, Electrical and Civil Engineering, and 
of the Senior Class in Textile Engineering, are required to take 
Mecl1a11ical Drawing. The Subfresl1man Class is given Freehand 
Drawing during the first term and Mechanical Drawing during the 
seconcl t,er·m, b11t a kno,wledge of drawing is not necessary for admis-
sion to the Fr,eshman Class. 
Throughout the entire course the best methods of work in the 
drawing rooms of workshops and manufacturing establishments are 
• given. 
Freshman Class 
FREEH1\ND DRi\ \VING. Graded ex·ercises in sketching from plaster 
.coats, n1achine parts and other objects in pencil, charcoal and ink, 
particular attention being paid to outlines and perspective. 
:\IEC1I .. \NIC.l\L DR~.\ \\7 ING. Exercises in tl1e t1se of clra,ving instr11-
ments, geon1etrical problen1s vvith circles and straight lines, lettering, 
conventional section and shade lines, \vorking drawings of sirnple 
parts of n1acl1ines fron1 objects . 
Sophomore Class 
V\T orkinrr dra,,rinrrs of 111acl1i11es or parts of 111acl1i11es fro111 s1,etcl1es 
r, b 
and specifications. Elen1entary principles of n1achinc design : con--
- ---~-
*Resigned~ st1ccessor to l)e appoi11ted. 
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st-ruction of screw threads, proportioning of bolts and nuts; Iso-
metric drawing, tracing and blue printing. 
DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY. Problems with lines and planes; simple 
solids in simple positions; intersection and development of surfaces; 
shades and shadows, axonometric IJrojection and perspective. 
Junior Class 
l\1ECHANICAL DRAWINGS. Working drawings of machines from 
sketches and specifications. Elementary principles of d·esign con-
tinued riveting, couplings, belt gearing, cams, gear teeth, etc., 
tinting, railroad and map ·drawing, plans a11d details of bridges and 
b11ildings. Work is assigned with reference to the course of study a 
student is pursuing. 
Senior Class 
MECHANICAL DRAWING. Toothed gearing and details of steam 
engin-e, electrical and textile machinery, map and bric;lge drawing. 
Design drawing required in graduation thesis. 
Reference Books ''M,echanical Drawing and Elementary Ma-
chine D·esign," by J. S. & D. Reid; ''Machine Drawing and Design," 
by Lo·w and Bevis; ''Machine Design," by Unwin; ''Lettering," by 
C. W. Reinhardt; ''Plain Lettering," by Henry S. Jacoby; and 
oth,ers. 
Equipment 
The drawing rooms occupy the entire third floor of the Mechanical Engi-
neering building, 51x69 feet. The third and fourth floors of the tower are also 
used as a dark room and blue-print room respectively. A good selection of 
drawings and models in these rooms are of great benefit to the student in his 
work. These rooms are equipped to accommodate 35 students each, ,vith 
cases, boards and T-squares for over 200. Students in the. Freshman Class are 
allowed the use of necessary instruments and apparatus free of charge. Mem-
bers of the Sophomore, Junior and Senior Classes are reqt1ired to furnish their 
own drawing instruments. All instrument's t1sed by students must be approved 
by the instructor in charge, an inferior grade of instruments will not be ac-
cepted. Students are advised to buy their instru1nents at the Cadet' Exchange, 
where samples can be seen and wholesale prices obtained. 
Our thanks are due to the following named engineering firn1s for drawings 
and samples of their work showing the latest and best practice of the day: 
Robert Poole & Sons, National Tube Works, Jenkins Brothers, Lombard Iron 






Tl1e course in wood-worl~ does n·ot aim to make the student a 
skilled workman, but rather to teacl1 the proper use of tools and 
impress tl1e in1portanc~ of working to exact dimensions. At the 
same time, it gives a certain amount of manual dexterjty, useful in 
every vocation. 
The course covers two yea1·s, beginning with the most elementary 
principles and advancing gradually by a series of graded exercises 
to the more complicated constructions where special methods and 
tools are required. All work is done from working drawings, and 
com1nercial shop methods are co11stantly employed. 
Freshman Class 
BoTH TERMS. Names, use and case of tools; graded ,exercises in 
carpentry, joining and wood-turning; construction of articles from 
working drawings; use of turning lathe and other simple machinery; 
construction of boxes, desks, etc., involving dove-tailing, glueing, 
polishing ; turning of cups, vases, Indian clubs and otht::r wooden 
articles. 
Sophomore Class 
BoTH TERMS. Use of wood-working machinery, as planer, 
jointer, circular and jig saws. Pattern work, with graded exercises, 
showing use of draft, halving, core prints ,and core boxes. Patterns 
for machines under construction. Advanced cabinet work and fur-
niture construction, as chairs, desks, bookcases, hall stands, and 
mantels. 
Equipment 
The wood shop occupies the t\ivo-story \ving on the east side of the Mechan-
ical Engineering building, 45x100 feet'. The lower floor contains the Freshman 
Class room, equipped with fifteen work benches and sets of tools, six turning 
lathes, with tools for each, and other tools for hand work. On this floor is 
also the planing mill machinery, consisting of a double roll planer, power rip 
and cut-off saws, band saw, scroll saw, 16-inch jointer, moulding machine, 
mortising machine, tenoning machine, emery grinder, laths with 12-foot bed, 
etc. 
The upper floor is devoted to the work for the Sophomore Class, and is 
fitted up with fifteen work benches and sets of tools, six 10-inch turning 
• 
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lathes, 011e large pattern lathe, one combinatio11 sa,v and boring 111achine, one 
dot1ble-headed sl1aper, vvith a fttll set of cutters. one power carving machine, 
jig sa,,T. one U11i,~ersal tri111111ing 111acl1int, special door and sasl1 cla111ps, steam 
glue pots, mitre cutters, etc. 
Tl1e po\ver is s11pplied by electric motors co11,·e11iently located in tl1e various 
roo111s. A large l 11n1ber yard and dry-kiln provide seasoned Iutnber at all 
ti 111 es. 
Machine Shop 
JvIR. \iVRIGHT 
T unior Class 
BOTH TER1IS. Instrt1ction 1Jegins at tl1e 1Je11cl1 vvith exercises in 
c
1
hipping: filing, scraping a11d polishing. Casti11gs and dravvings are 
give11 tl1e stttdent, a11d l1e is requirecl to cl1ip, file, scrape ancl polish 
eacl1 casting into tl1e exact forn1 and size represented b1r tl1e corres-
poncling dravving. From bencl1 ,vork the stt1dent is adva11ced to 
machine vvo1-k, where l1e is tat1ght tt1rni11g, boring·, polisl1ing, dFilling, 
tl1reading, planing, milling, grinding, ·etc., in iro11, brass and steel. 
In all cases the exercises are required to be ,vorkecl to dravvings. 
The graded course of exer,cises is design·ed to teacl1 tl1e f11nda1mental 
principles and practices of mac'hine metal-worl< from tl1e si111plest to 
tl1e most diffict1lt operations. After completing tl1is cot1rse of exer-
cises, vv,ork is begt111 in the constrt1ction of tools, apparatus, etc. 
Senior Class 
BOTH TER11s. Tl1e Senior \Tear is devotecl to more aclvancecl ,vork 
r 
in the cor1strt1ction of eng~i11es, clynamos, mot·ors and other machines. 
The stt1dent is encot1ragecl to worl{ from his own d·esig11s as far as 
possible, bt1t is guidecl ancl directecl by tl1e instructor i11 charge. 
Equipment 
The machine sl1op is located in the soutl1·west wing of the Mechanical build-
ing, which wing is 45x100 feet, well lighted, heated and ventilated. 
It contains eighteen benches, with vises, I 10 kits of tools a11d tl1e followin,g 
machine tools: I 18-in.x12-foot engine lathe; I 18-i11.x8 foot engine latl1e; 3 
14-in.x6-foot eng·ine lathes; 4 r4-in.x6-foo,t Lodge & Shipley lathes; 1 ro-i11.x 
4-foot F. E. Reed pattern maker's lathe; r 15-in.x8-foot speed lathe: 1 r8-in. 
drill press; I 28-in. back geared drill press; r 22-in.x22-in.x6-foot Povvell 
planer; r Cincinnati c11tter and_ tool grinder; I 15-i11. Gould and Eberl1ardt 
crank sl1aper; r dry e111ery grinder; r 12-in. power hacl< saw; r 36in. grind-
' 
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sto11c: I 22-in. Lela11cl a11d Fa11lco11E.r ,,,ct e111ery tool gri11der; 1 A111erica11 
t,\rist drill grinder; 2 14-in.x6-foot F. E. Recd co1npound rest e11gine latl1es; 2 
14-i11.x6-foot Hendey compound rest engine latl1es; I 10-i11. clotti11g 111achi11e, 
built 1Jy N evv Haven Mfg. Co.: I fan: r forge. Tl1e tool roo111 i11 co1111cction 
\vitl1 tl1e sl1op contains all tools, etc., necessary for t1se witl1 the 1nacl1i11es. 
The 7 H. P. 111otor ,vl1ich drives the n1achinery was built by stude11ts . 
fo-rgc and f ound-ry 
1\/IR. JOHNSON 
MR. G .t\NTT 
Freshman Class 
BoTII TERMS. F or·ge W or·k . The course i11 forgi11g begins \vith 
instr11ctio11 in the nam,es of tools, and b11ilding and managing fires. 
Gradt1ated exercises are tl1en tal<:en up, incl11ding drawing out, up-
setting, bending, punching, twisting, welding of iron, welding of 
steel, welding of steel and iron, annealing, hardening, tempering, 
case-hardening. blueing and browning. Some work is then done in 
ornamental forging. The practical instruction is supplemented, 
during the progress of the course, by lectures and notes on the prin-
ciples involved, and the details of the best forge practice are thor-
ot1gl1ly explained. 
Sophomore Class 
BoTH TER11S. Fozt1zd1'y TVor·k. St11clents are tat1ght tl1e nan1es 
and 11ses of tools; tempering of ,molding sa11cl; molcling and patcl1ing 
of molcls. Patterns of variot1s shapes a11cl sizes are t1sed to illt1strate 
the different principles of molding, venting and gating; the nse of 
risers, pressure gates, skin1 gates, gaggers, chaplets. facing sands ; 
feeding of castings ; core-n1aking ; grading and mixing of iron ; 
charging and managing the cupola. Several weeks are devoted to 
,vork in the brass f ouncl ry. The practical instruction is supple-
111e11 ted l)\' a co11rse of lect11res. 
~ 
Equipment 
FoRGE SH0P.-Tl1is is a room 37x60 feet. s itt1ated in a ,ving of tl1c ~/Iccl1a11i-
cal building. It is equipped with 18 Buffalo down draft forges and steel-faced 
a11,·ils. \vith sets of l1a111n1ers. rongs. s,vagcs ft1llers, flatters. etc. Co11tir1t1ot1S 
blast is furnished by a Buffalo blower driyen by a 15 H. P. electric motor. the 
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also sttpplied with vises, swage blocks, emery wheel, bending cone, drill-press,. 
bolt shear, &c. 
FouNDRY.-This building has recently been enlarged to meet the growing 
demands of the College, and no\v occt1pies a space 43x76 feet. It is equipped 
,,
1ith a 26-inch Victor Collian cttpola, ·a Millett's improved core oven, a t,vo-
ton post crane, 8 improved moulder's benches, an 18-inch brass furnace, with 
its ttsual complement of crttciblts, tongs, etc., ft1ll sets of moulder's tools for 
the accommodation of 20 stttdents, besides the 11~ual accessories to the foundryr 
such as ladles, flasks, etc. 
Mathematics 
PROFESSOR BRODIE 
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS \V1\LLER, l\11\RTIN) REAVES, SHi\NKLIN 
This cottrse presupposes a tl1orough l<:nowledge of arithmetic and 
of algebra through quadratics. 
Freshman Class 
FIRST TERI\1.. ,44.lgeb,~c1. Quadratics (reviewed) ; simple indete1A-
minate eqt1ations; ineq11alities : theory of exponents, logarithms ; 
proportion and variation; series bi11omial theorem. 
Te .. i~t-book Wentworth's Complete Algebra. 
SECOND TER1i. Pla,ie Geo1;z.et,,y. Rectilinear figt1res; circles; 
similar figures ; comparison and measureme11t of surfaces of poly-
gons; reg11lar polygons and circles. Special attention is given to the 
formation, on the part of stt1dents, of the habit of clear and accurate 
reasoning a11cl concise expression. 
Te.t:t-book Wentworth's Geometry. 
Sophomore Class 
FIRST TERM. Solid Geometry. Planes and solid angles; poly-
hedrons; cylinders and cones; spheres, spherical polygons and pyra-
mids; volume. 
Higher Algebra. Continued fractions; theory of limits; ttndeler-
minecl co-efficients ; exponental theorem ; equations in general. 
Te,1:t-books Wentworth's Geometry and Wentworth's Complete 
Algebra. 
SECOND TERM. Trigono11ietry. Measurements of angles ; trigo-
nometric ft1nctions ; right triangle; goniometry; rela·tions between 
functions of one angle; functions of multiple angles; inverse func- · 
• 
I 
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tions; trigonometric equations; obliqt1e triangles; De Moivre's 
theorem; spherical trigonometry; general formulas; right spherical 
triangle; obliqt1e spl1eri,cal triangle; applications. 
Te,rt-book Wentworth's Trigonometry. 
Descr·iptive Geoniet1,.y. Study of the representation of points, 
lines, planes, s11rf aces and solids, and of their relations· tan o-encies 
' b ' 
intersections and dev~lopments; shades, shadows and perspective; 
numerot1s original exercises. 
Te~1:t-book Lo\v's Practical Solid or Descriptive Geometry. 
Pla1ie S1trveyirig. This course includes the general principles and 
ft1ndamental operations of st1rveying with compass, level and transit. 
The field wo·rk includes actual surveys of tracts of land, of which the 
areas are computed and plats are drawn. Experience is given in 
numerous problems ,of laying out and dividing up land, and in locat-
ing irregular boundaries. Practice is also had in section leveling, 
laying out terraces, ditches, etc. Ample training is here furnished 
for the needs of agricultural st11dents, and a preparation is given for 
the higher work of the engineering courses. 
Text-book Davies-Van Amringe's Surveying. 
St11dents in the Textile Co11rse do not tal{e surveying. St11dents 
in the Agric11ltural Course take no mathematics beyond the Sopho-
more )rear. 
Junior Class 
FrRST TER1'I. A11alytic Geo11,iet1"y. Cartesian and polar systems 
of co-orclinates ; discussion and construction of loci ; the straight line; 
transformation of co-ordinates; circle; parabola; ellipse; hype·rbola; 
general equation of second degree involving two variables ; higher 
plane curves ; solid analytic geometry; system of co-ordinates; equa-
tion of the plane; the straight line in space; transformation of co-
ordinates; surfaces of the second order. 
Te,1:t-book Tanner and Allen's Analytic Geometry. 
SECOND TERM. Differential Calculus. Differentiation of alge-
braic functions ; transcendental functions; successive differentiation 
and development of functions ; functions of t\VO variables ; tangents 
and asymptotes; maxima and minima; radius of curvature; evolutes 
and involutes; envelopes. 
!11 tegral Calculus. Ele1nentary forms of integration; rational 
. fractions ; integration of irrational fractions ; successive reduction; 
integration of functions of two variables : lengths of curves ; areas of 
• 
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• 
pla11e c11r\res; rectificatio11 of c11r,res; c11l)at11re of volt1n1es. 
Te.i-t-book-Ta)1lor,s Differe11tial a11d I11tegral Calct1lt1s. 
Cil'il €nginee1-ing 
( Inclt1ded i11 tl1e Departme11t of i\1atl1e1natics.) 
To begin tl1e \vork in Civil E11gineeri11g tl1e stt1cle11t mt1st have 
completecl tl1e mathematical course tl1ro11gl1 trig·ono111etr)" a11cl plane 
surve)·ing. For tl1e Se11ior co11rse l1e 11111st l1a,,.e a \\'orking kno\vl-
edge of anal)"tical geometr)r and calc11l t1s. 
Junior Class 
BoTH TER1IS. Use and aclj11stment of tra11sit, stadia, solar, com-
pass and IJlane-table; topograpl1ic s11rveyi11g \\' itl1 transit a11d stadia; 
railroad topography; triangulation : geodes)": cit)' a11 cl l1)rclrograpl1ic 
surve;1ing; map a11d pla11 dra·\vi11g, topograpl1ical S)1n1bols, etc. 
H igliiva;, E1zgi1Leer·i1ig. Location, co11struction a11cl maintena11ce 
of tl1e cot1ntr)' roads and cit)" streets ; aclva11tages of va rio11s materials 
for road coveri11g; effe.cts of grades and st1rface 11po11 tI1e cost of 
tra11sportation; plans and specificatio11s ; practical prol.>letns i11 cl1ange 
of grade and relocatio11, from s11rveys of existing roacls. 
Tl1eo1"y of Rail'lvay C 011st1"ztctio1z. Prelimi11ar)' a11d location st1r-
veys; locatio11 from conto11r n1ap; layi11g 011t of sin1ple a11cl com-
poL1nd c11rves: setting of slope stakes; comp11tation of eartl1,vork; 
S\vitcl1es ; t11r11011ts ; tl1eory of eco11omic location ; effects of grades, 
c11rves a11cl lengtl1 11pon tl1e cost of operatio11. 
Te,1-t a1id RejeJ'e1ice B oaks J ol1nson 's Higl1er Surve}'ing; Gilles-
pie's Roads and Railroads; Burne's Higl1,vay Co11strt1ctio11; Car-
hart's Field Engineeri11g; Wellington's Economic Location. 
Senior Class 
BOTH TERMS. Rail'lvay E1Lgi1ie1"i1zg. S11rveys are made for a 
line of railway a mile or more in lengtl1 ; the 11ecessary plans, profiles 
and cross-sections are prepared ; gracles are deter1nined, c11rves laid 
out, slope stakes set, and all tl1e needed n1eas11re1nents n1ade to enable 
tl1e stud,ent to con1p11te the excavations and eml)a11kments, and to 
estimate tihe cost of constructio11. 
Sit1'veys of Wate1/ Po'Zve1/s. Discharge of stream, head and avail-
• 
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able pow·er ; form and dimensions of pond or reservoir ; detailed topo-
graphy of site for dam and d,etermination ·of its form and dimensions 
for stability. 
Geodesy. Method of leas·t squares; precise triangulation; base 
lines; precise leveling; azimuth by solar transit, by polaris and by 
altitude of the sun; measurem,ent of meridian arcs; the earth as a 
spheroid; th.e earth as. an ellipsoid; history of geodesy. 
Stri,tctures. Building materials; mechanics of constru,ction; deri-
vation of practical for111ulas ; masonry; foundations on land and in 
water; stability of walls and arches; analytical and graphical inves-
tigation of stresses in plate gird·ers, Howe, Pratt, Warren and other 
types of highway and railroad bridges, and various forms of roof 
trusses; 'bridge d,esign. 
Text-books Wheeler's Civil Engineering; Merriman and Jaco-
by's Roofs and Bridges; Merriman's Geodesy. 
Equipment 
The collection of field instruments contains the following: Two 9-inch 
vernier compasses; 20-inch wye level; engineer's transit, with solar attach-
ment and stadia; plane-table, with 9-inch telescope, vertical circle and stadia; 
drainage level; 12-foot self-reading leveling and stadia rod; 12-foot New York 
leveling rod; io-foot cross-section rod, graduated; Gurley's clinometer, read-
ing to degrees; two surveyor's chains; engineer's chain; standard 100-foot 
steel tape, graduated to hundredths of a foot; and full supply of ranging poles, 
flag poles and other accessories. There are also sets of drawing instruments 
for ,office work. 
In additi,on to the drawing done under the immediate direction of the in-
structor in this division, the regular work in drawing and designing provided 
for civil engineering students is arranged with special view to their needs. 
€nglish 
PROFESSOR FURMAN 
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS MCLUCAS, D ANIEL} BRYAN 
The purpose of the course in English is to enable the student to 
acquire the power to express his thoughts with clearness, precision 
and force; and to cultivate in him a taste for good literature. Ele-
mentary English grammar and the rudiments of composition are 
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Freshman Class 
Lockwood's Lessons in English; Strang's Exercises; readings 
from Irving and Scott; exercises in composition; supplementary 
readings. 
Sophomore Class 
Clark's Practical Rhetoric; weekly exercises in composition; sup-
plementary readings. 
Junior Class 
Panc,oast's English Literature; Hawthorne and Lemmon's Ameri-
can Literature; critical study of Macauley's Warren Hastings; 
monthly essays ; supplementary readings. 
Senior Class 
Study of Shakespeare; Dowden's Prim·er and the reading of three 
plays; advanced rhetoric; monthly essays; supplementary reading; 
exercises in elocution. 
f)isto-ry 
PROFESSOR MORRISON 
The course in History in,cludes History of the United States, South . 
Carolina History, General History, Commercial Geography, Civi,cs, 
and Political Economy. 
The method of instruction is a combination of the text-book and 
lecture methods, with parallel readings, under the instructor's direc-
tion as far as practicable. The class-room is supplied with globes, 
charts, maps and works of reference, in the use of vvhich the young 
men are carefully trained. The stuclents make liberal use of tl1e 
many volumes of poetry, ·l1istorical romance, biography and history 
found in the College Library. 
The History of South Carolina and the History of the South re-
ceive special attention. ''A people which takes no pride in tl1e noble 
achievements of a remote ancestry will never achieve anything 
,vorthy to be remembered by remote descendants." Every effort is 
. made to enable the young men to see and feel as their fathers and 
forefathers saw and felt. 
Te~rt-books Eggleston's History of the United States and its 
People ( St1bf reshman) ; Weber's History of South Carolina and 
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Tilden's Com,mercial Geography (Freshman) ; T ·rue and Dickinson's 
Our Republic ( Sophom-ore); Anderson's New Gen·eral History 
(Junior and Senior); Walker's Political Economy Briefer Course 
(Senior). 
J\iilitai-y Scitnct and Cactics 
·Junior and Senior Classes 
BoTH TERMS. The course in military instruction, as prescribed 
and f-ollowed, is both th,eoretical and practical. The theoretical in-
stru,ction, given by recitation and lecture, includes the subjects of 
organization and administration, grand and minor tactics, logistics, 
castramentation, military engineering, gunnery and pyrotechnics, 
military history, etc. The practical instruction includes infantry 
. drill, in the school of the soldier, the company, the battalion and .the 
evolutions of tlhe regiment, in both close and extended order, target 
practice and gua1·d duty, and in the manual of the piece in light artil-
lery drill. Pra:ctice is also given in signaling with the flag. 
In addition to the benefit which the general government derives 
from the military instruction given at ·this and other colleges, it is 
believed that the discipline enforced, the habits of punctuality and 
obedience inculcated, the improvement in bearing and appearance 
of those instructed, and also the practice in directing and command-
ing others, ·which nearly all in c-ours·e of time get, is of immense 
benefit to the st11dents individually. . 
Ctxtilt lndusti-y 
PROFESSOR BEATY 
MESSRS. FRISSELL) RAIFORD, p ARKER 
The instruction in this department is given in two separate courses 
of study. 
Regular Textile Course 
This course comprises a system of liberal education and ct1ltt1re as 
a part o·f the textile training. The object has been to arrange a 
cot1rse in which students will not only be given special knowledge 
of textile subjects, but will at the same time and along with this spe-
cial training receive the advantages of a good general edt1cation. 
The first two years of the course are the same as those of the Me-
/ 
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chanical Department, and are devoted to the study of general princi-
ples which underlie the sciences involved in manttfacturing. The 
third and fourth years of this course consist in a study of the mate-
rials, processes, machinery and apparatus used in modern manufac-
turing, from those used in the production of plain coarse fabrics, to 
tl1ose used in the production of fine and elaborat-e, fancy colored 
fabrics. The method of instruction, in the two courses, is practi-
cally the same, and individual instruction is given in every instance 
wl1ere circumstances will per111it. 
Special Textile Course 
This course has been arranged to meet the demands of mature 
young men, who already have a good general education. It consists 
of as many hours of theoretical and practical training, in the mill 
pr·ocesses, as the other two courses, bttt additional time is devoted to 
the subjects of dyeing, bleaching, etc. 
The examination of applicants will be at the College at the begin-
ni11g of each fall term. For admission to this course it is required 
that the student be proficient in Matl1ematics, Englisl1, History, Phy-
sics, General Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Anal)'Sis as com-
pleted in the Sophomore year at this College. Students taking this 
course will not be subject to military duty and will not be reqttired to 
live in barracks. 
DE'"f AILS OF INSTRUCTION. In carding and spinning, after the 
subject of raw material has been completed, machinery and processes 
ttsed in the production of cotton yarns will be taken up systemati-
cally, going into a detailed examination and explanation of the sepa-
rate machines and the mechanisms peculiar to them. Calculations 
for n1aking chang·es of gears, speeds, production, etc., and practical 
operation of each machine ,vill be required. 
In designing instruction begins \i\,ith explanations of the principles 
• 
of represe11ting \i\7eaves on design paper, after ,vl1ich the desig11ing of 
plain simple \veaves, laying 011t of harness drafts, pegging pla11s, etc., 
is taken tip, and advancing into the designing of more complicated 
\\'ea \'CS t1st1all1, made 011 harness. After the completion of l1arness 
,,,ea ,,es tl1e tin1e ,,,ill be devoted to designing of J acq11arcl \\'ea ,,es 
a11d t)1 ing-11p of J acqttards. The aim of the instrttction in desig11i11g 
,,,ill 1 >C to develop originality in the student. 
'1~11e J)ractical ,,,ork in ,veaving is laid ottt to parallel the instr11ction 
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in designing. T·he first part of th-e instrttction in this work will be 
on hand looms. After the completion of that amount of work re-
qttired on hand looms the student is advanced to plain and fancy 
power looms, where in addition to tl1e practical operation ·Of weaving, 
the loom will be analyzed and explained in detail, togetl1er with tim-
ing and setting all worl(ing parts. The latter part of this w·ork ·will 
be on Jacquards. 
Cloth analysis consists in dissecting samples of variotts kind1s of 
clotl1 to ascertain tl1e ,veave, texture, weight per yard and the counts 
of yarn ttsed i11 its constrL1ction. Th-e students are required to repro-
duce son1e of these patterns on the looms in the school. 
The work in textile chemistry and dyeing covers inorganic quanti-
tative ·analysis; the ge11eral principles of organic chemistry, with spe-
cial ref eren,ce to tl1e coloring matters ; the pr·eparation of mordants 
and dyes, and the application of the latter to the several textile fibres. 
This is accomplished by m·eans of lectures, accompanied by experi-
ments, written exercises and individual laboratory work, together 
with p1·actical dyeing in the dye-house. Care is taken to develop 
accttracy in observation, neatness and clearness in written reports; 
and to this end each student is required to submit a comprehensive 
report including the necessa•ry notes and references from standard 
vvorks on tihe subject of every experiment performed by him. By 
this method each student is able t-o verify for himself in the labora-
tory, the trt1th of the principle stated to him in the class room. 
Carding and Spinning 
RAW lv1ATERIAL. That the manipt1lation of cotton fibres may be 
carried out successfully, under various .conditions, it is essential that 
the characteristics peculiar to the cotton fibre should be understood. 
Therefore, the introdt1ctory work of tl1e students of this department 
is to examine the physical and chemical properties of cotton fibres, to 
ascertain their lengths of staple, spinning qualities, color, harshness 
and softness, and to detennine their suitability for making various 
kinds of yarn, filling. warp, ply yarns, &c. This study of fibres will 
not be limited to A111erican cottons, 1Jttt will include the more import-
ant commercial cottons of the world. The effects of temperature and 
humidity on fibres will be fully discussed. Also the handling of cot-
ton, prior to manufacturing processes, together with t1he injury to 
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OPENING AND MrxrNG. Beneficial effects of opening and airing 
cotto11; length of time to air for best results,; effects ·On resultant 
yar11 if not properly ope11ed; necessity of mixing; when to mix cot-
tons and methods of carryi11g out same; effects of improper mixing; 
effects of a judicial mixing on tl1e after processes of manufacture; 
reasons for blending; effects of blending cottons on the resultant 
yarn, for strength, appearan,ce, cost, etc. ; effects on finished pro-
ducts if cottons are not properly mixed or blended. 
PICKER RooM. Proper situation of picker room; arrangement of 
machinery in same; automatic feeder ; purpose for which used; con-
strt1ction, adjustment of parts, etc.; action on cotton; manner of con-
necting them to breaker lappers with and without dust trunks; ad-
vantages of dust trunk; facilitating good rest1lts by proper care; 
breaker lapper, use, expla11ation of parts, beaters t1sed, adjustment 
of working parts and experimenting with different speeds of beater; 
intern1ecliate and finished lappers, necessity of using same, construc-
tion, speeds, care of beaters, kinds of beaters, speeds of beaters for 
different lengths o·f staple; evener motion and its ,control of feed 
rolls; adj11stment of grids to regulate amount of waste, disposition of 
waste; regulation of air current; effects of air current 011 proper 
working of the lapper; lap formation; calculation on above machines 
f,or drafts, length of lap, et,c. 
CARDING. Purpose of carding; principle upon which cards are 
built; comparison of types of cards; explanation of purpose and con-
struction of feed plate, licker-in, cylinder, flats, screens, doffer, coiler 
head, etc.; different settings of card to produce best results on differ-
ent lengths and qualities of fibre; regulation of w·aste; amount of 
draft ; grinding; effects of improper grinding on card clothing and 
fibre ; calculations for changing gears and speeds of various working 
parts. 
COMBING. Sliver lap machine, its construction, use, etc.; care and 
operation; leather C·overed rolls, metallic rolls; ribbon lap machine, its 
construction, use, etc. ; advantages of using same; care and opera-
tion; Jiap f ormati-on ; combing machine, its use, care and operation; 
detailed ·explanation of working parts, cylinder, half laps, segments, 
detaching rolls, etc.; with rt1les for adjusting and timing same; regu-
lation of waste made; necessity of the process ; relation of the pr,ocess 
to fine srnooth yar11s; practical experien,ce in adjusting above n1a-
chines; oalculations £,or change gears, etc. 
• 
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the l1and loom. These hand looms have 4x4 box motion and 30 har-
ness <lobbies. After the design and nece·ssary calculations 1have b~en 
made the student proc,eeds with dressing, drawing-in, reeding, tying 
the warp in lo,om, building harness chain and starting up loom; pro-
ducing different weave effects from the same drawing-in draft by 
changing the harness chain ; using box motion for color effects ; 
combining two or mqre systems of filling with one system of warp, 
two or more systems of warp with one system of filling, two or more 
systems of warp with two or more systems of filling to produce fig-
ured fabrics of a special character ; explanation of the different me-
thods used in raising and lowering the harness. 
PowER LooM WEAVING. Power loom weaving will be taken up 
after the student has finished the required amount of hand loom 
work, and will incl tide explanation ,of plain or cam loom ; cam motions 
used for raising and lowering the harness, such as the under cam, 
side cam, top cam, etc. ; setting cams; sketching cams to produce a 
given motion; arrangement of strapping for tvvo, three, four and 
five harness; timing cams to suit the number of harness used; 
speed of different width looms on the same class of fabrics ; selec-
tion of temples and measurements for same; Draper loom ; warp stop 
motion, filling change mechanism, etc. ; the <lobby analysed and ex-
plained ; methods of shedding ; l1ead motions ; harness chains for sin-
gle and double index <lobbies; chains for head motions; explanation 
of box motions, four by one, four by four box, etc. ; ·building box 
motion chains; explanation of multipliers used on box motions and 
harness motions ; let-off motions, Morton, Bartlett, Sheppard and 
friction let-offs ; open and closed shed machines explained; single and 
double index <lobbies, etc. 
JUNIOR YEAR. Inorganic quantitative analysis, including the ex-
amination of such chemicals as are of special importance in dyeing. 
The ca,rbon oon1pounds or organic chemistry. Lectures with experi-
ments, written exercises. The course in organic chemistry is de-
signed to cover the general principles of the subject, to introduce the 
student to the scientific m·ethod and to prepare him fo·r a detailed 
study of the ,compounds dealt with later. The instruction is suffi-
ciently broad to be a commentary upon whatever preliminary training 
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in chemistry the student may have had, and to serv·e as an introduc-
tion to the work of the Senior year. 
SENIOR YEAR. Organic chemistry with special reference to the 
coloring matters. This work includes a series of graded exercises in 
the preparation and testing of organic compounds immediately re-
lated to the coloring matters, and the production of some of the typi-
cal colors themselves; the vvhole so selected as fairly to represent the 
methods made use of in the preparation of what are known as ''coal 
tar dyes." Thus the student is familiarized with the operations by 
which the crude products found in coal tar are separated, purified 
and finally converted into such substances as those used by the dyer. 
Care is taken to develop accuracy in written reports; and to this end 
each student is required to submit a comprehensive report of every 
experiment perfo11ned by him. 
DYEING OF TEXTILE FABRICS. This includes an examination of 
the physical and chemical properties of the various fibres; bleaching 
of cotton in the form of yarn and cloth; mercerization of cotton; 
scouring of wool; purification of supply and refuse waters of bleach-
eries, dye-houses, etc.; application of natural and artificial coloring 
matters to cotton, wool and sill<; calico printing. Instruction is 
given by means of lectures, experimental work in the laboratory, 
practical work in the dye~house. Students are required to preserve, 
on paper prepared for this purpose, samples of such material experi-
mented with, accompanied by the necessary notes for futt1re refer-
ence. 
Building and Equipment 
The building is a capacious brick structure, 168 by 75 ft. The left wing is 
two stories, the right wing, three stories, high. Although the building was 
designed especially for educational and experimental work, yet it retains the 
more prominent features of a modern mill. 
The building is well equipped with complete systems of steam heating, 
humidifitrs, shafting, automatic sprinklers, etc., all of which are installed in 
the most approved manner, from plans furnished by experienced mill engi-
neers. 
The equipment consists of: A system of ''Vortex'' humidifiers from the 
American Moisttning Co.; system of steam heating, and automatic fire sprink-
lers, from The D. A. T,ompkins Co. ; shafting, hangers and pulleys, from Jones 
& Laughlin, Limited, and from T. B. Wood's Sons; one 22-kw. electric motor 
from the Westinghouse Electric Company; two rs-kw. electric motors from 









Combination Breaker One Atherton Automatic Feeder; one Atherton 
and Finisher Lapper, with evener motion. 
CAJWS-
One Saco and Pettee 40-in. Revolving Flat Card; one Mason 40-in. 
Revolving Flat Card; two Entwistle Traverse Wheel Grinders; two 
Ent\vistle Drum Grinders; Stripping and Burnishing Rolls; com-
plete set Carder's Tools. 
COMBING-
One Mason Silver Lap Machine; one Mason Ribbon Lapper; one Mason 
Combing Machine. 
RAILWAY HEADS-
One Saco and Pettee Railway Head, with evener motion, stop motion, 
and metallic rolls; one Mason Railway Head, with evener motion, 
stop motion, and metallic rolls. 
DRAWING----
One Saco and Pettee Drawing Frame, deliveries, stop motion, and 
metallic rolls ; one Mason Drawing Frame, 4 deliveries, stop motion, 
and metallic rolls. 
FLY FRAMES-
One Saco and Pettet 40-Spindle Slubber, with latest improved differ-
ential motion; one Saco and Pettee 60-Spindle Intermediate Rov-
ing Frame, with latest improved differential motion; one Saco and 
Pettee So-Spindle Fine Roving Frame, with latest improved differ-
ential motion. 
Spinning Department 
RING SPINNING- • 
One Saco and Pettee Combination Warp and Filing Ring Spinning 
Frame, 128 spindles; one Mason Combination Warp and Filling 
Spinning Frame, I 12 spindles ; two Fales and Jenks Combination 
Warp and Filling Spinning Frames, 80 spindles each. 
MULE SPINNING-
One Mason Spinning Mule, 120 spindles, 1 3-4 gauge, with all latest 
• improvements. 
SPOOLING 
One Draper Spooler, 40 spindles; one Saco and Pettee Spooler, 72 
spindles. 
TWISTING 
One Draper Combination Wet and Dry Twister, 48 Spindle:s; one Fales 
& Jenks \Vet Twister. combined Filling and Taper Top wind, 70 
Spindles. 
WINDING-
One W. \V. Altemus & Son Bobbin \Vinder: one Atwood-Morrison Co. 
Bobbin \tVinder; one Geo. \V. Payne & Co. Skei11 \¥indtr . 
• 
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REELING-
One D. A. Tompkins Co. Adjustable Reel, 50 Spindles. 
WARPING 
One Draper Warping and Creel. 
BEA11ING.-
One Entwistle Beaming Machine. 
HAND LOOMS-
Weaving Department 
Hand Loom Weave Room fully equipped ,vith 4x4 box looms, fitted 
with 30 Harness Shedding Engines for fancy Cottons. Also Draw-
ing-in Frames, Warping Frames, Beaming Frames, etc. 
PowitR LooMs-
One 40 Northrop Loom, with warp stop motion and automatic filling 
magazine; one 28 Northrop Loom, with automatic filling magazine 
and Stafford 20 Harness Dobby; one Mason, 4x1 box, Gingham 
Loom; one Mason Loom, Ix r box, 46-in. Reed Space, with Staf-
ford 20 Harn<:.ss Dobby; one Mason Fancy Cotton Loom; one Staf-
ford Fancy Cotton Loom, 20 Harness Dobby, with Leno attach-
ment: one Knowles Light Fancy Loom, ''Gem'' 30 Harness, 40-in. 
Reed Space, 4x4 box; one Kilburn & Lincoln Loom, 42-in. Reed 
Space, 4xr drop box, arranged for Dobby; one Kilburn & Lincoln 
Loom, 42-in. Reed Space, 2x2 drop box, arranged for Dobby; one 
Stafford Dress Goods Loom, with Stafford 400 Hook, Single Lift, 
Swing Cylinder, Jacquard; one 624 Hook Jacquard Machine Tied 
for Weaving Damask, mounted on a Crompton, 4x1, drop box 
Loom. 
JACQUARD CARD CUTTING-
One Jno. Royle French Index Foot Power Card Cutter. 
Ce.xtile Chemist,-y and Dyeing 
The work in Textile Chemistry and Dyeing is carried on in an experimental 
laboratory and a practical dye-house. These are equipped with the necessary 
apparatt1s and chemicals for instruction in organic chemistry, scouring, bleach- ' 
ing. dyeing, etc. 
The experimental laboratory is situated on the second floor, in left wing of 
the textile bt1ilding, and is fitted with appropriate work-tables furnishing ac-
com111odations for sixty-four students \vorking by detachments. Each table 
is supplied with the necessary arrangements for gas and ,vater, and a drawer 
and locker in ,vhich \Vorl< may be preser,,ed until it has been examined by the 
instrt1ctor. 
The dye.-housE. is sitt1ated in the right ,ving of the textile bt1ilding. and is 
fitted t1p ,vith the necessary apparatus for dyeing larger quantities of material 
than those operated ,vith in the experimental laboratory. 
The School is eq11ipptd \\1 ith Reels, Yarn. Testers. Analytical Balances, a11d 
all necessar)" instr11mcnts for experimental purposes. 
• 
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Departmental Library 
For tl1e use of students and instructors, a room in the textile building has 
been fitted up and is being furnished with the more important books of refer-
ence relating to the textile industry. New books are being added constantly. 
Here are also kept the leading periodicals relating to the subject. The room 
will open every week day throughout the session. 
Donations 
The following donations are acknowledged with thanks: 
The A. T. Atherton Machine Co., Pawtucket, R. !.-One Automatic Feeder; 
one Combination Breaker and Finisher Lapper ; one lot of Lap Rods. 
Saco & Pettee Machine Co., Newton Upper Falls, Mass.-One 40-in. Re-
volving Top Flat Card; one Entwistle Traverse Grinder; one Entwistle Drum 
Grinder; one Burnisher; one set Carder's Tools; one improved Railway Head, 
with back, front and full cam stop motion; one 4 Delivery Draw Frame, with 
back, front and full cam stop motion, fitted with single preventE.r rolls; one 
40 Spindle Slubber; one 60 Spindle Intermediate Roving Frame; one 80 Spin-
dle Fine Roving Frame; one 128 Spindle Combination Warp and Filling Ring 
Spinning Frame; onE. 72 Spindle Improved Spooler. A sufficient number of 
gears were sent with these machines to make various changes that may be 
necessary. 
Mason Machine Works, Taunton, Mass.-One 40-in. Revolving Top Flat 
Card; one Entwistle Drum Grinder; one Stripper Brush; one set Carders' 
Tools; one Railway Head, with back, front and full cam stop motion; one 
4 Delivery Draw Frame, with back, front and full cam stop motion, fitted with 
single preventer ro11; one 112 Spindle Combination Warp and Filling Ring 
Spinning Frame; one 40-in. Plain Loom ; one 36-in. Fancy Cotton Loom ; one 
36-in. 24 Harness Dobby Loom. All necessary gears with these machines to 
make the reqt1ired changes. 
Half Value on Combing Machinery 
The D. A. Tompkins Co., Charlotte, N. C.-One Adjustable Reel; one 
Dra ,v-in Frame; one Loom Box; one Doff er Box; two Section Beams; one 
S,vitch Board, complete. 
Draper Co., Hopedale, Mass.-One 40-in. Northrop Loom; one 28-in. 
Northrop Loon1; one 48 Spindlt Combination Wet and Dry T\\rister; one 40 
Spindle Spooler; one Warper, with Creel; four Section Beams; Temples as 
reqt1ired; Loom Findings. 
Crompton & Knowles Loom Works, Providence, R. I.-Half value on fol-
10,\ring: 
One 32" Loom. with 4r6 hook Jacquard; one 32" Loom, with Leno attach-
ment'; one 65" 4xr Box Loom, with 624 hook Jacquard: one 36" Knowles 
'·Gem'' Loom. 
Jones & Laughlin Co .. Limited. Pittsburg. Pa.-The entire original equip-
111ent of Sha fti11g. Hangers an,d Pt11leys . 
• 
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T. B. Wood's Sons, Chambersburg, Pa.-One-fourth value on equipment of 
Shafting, Hangers and Pulleys used in new extension of building. 
Southern Railway Co.-Half freight rates, over their lines, on entire origi-
nal equipment of machinery. 
Schaum & Uhlinger, Philadelphia, Pa.-One Top Engine Drive, self-bal-
ancing, hydro-extractor. 
The Metallic Drawing Roll Co., Indian Orchard, Mass.-Metallic Drawing 
Rolls for Railway Heads and Draw Frames as required. 
Westinghouse Electric Co., East Pittsburg, Pa.-One 220 Volt Direct Cur-
rent Motor. 
The i\.erophor Co., Boston, Mass.-Complete system of ''Vortex'' Humi-
difiers, including p11mp, tanl< and connections. 
T. C. Entwistle, Lowell, Mass.-Half value on one Beaming Frame. 
Fales & Jenks Machine Co., Pawtucket, R. I.-Two Combination Warp and 
Filling Spinning Frames, 80 Spindles each; one vVet Twister, combined Fil-
ling and Taper Top Wind, 70 Spindles. 
Kilburn & Lincoln Co., Fall River, Mass.-Two Cotton Looms, 42-in. Reed 
Space and arranged for Dobbies. 
W. W. Altemus & Son, Philadelphia, Pa.-One Bobbin Winder. 
New Bedford Paper Co., New Bedford, Mass.-Caps, Cones, Tubes, etc., 
as required. 
Charlotte Supply Co., Charlotte, N. C.-All belting as required. 
American Supply Co., Providence, R. I.-Heddles, Heddie Frames, Reeds 
and Loom Supplies as requirtd. 
Loom Picker Co., Biddeford, Me.-Loom Supplies. 
The Emmons Loom Harness Co.-Cotton Harness, Reeds and Loom Sup-
plies. 
Sykes & Street, New York, N. Y.-Collection of Dye Stuffs. 
Ne,v York and Boston Dyewood Co., New York, N. Y.-Collection of Dye 
Stuffs. 
Victor G. Bloedt & Co., Baltimore, Md.-Collection of Dye Stuffs and 
Mordants. 
Wm. J. Matheson & Co., New York, N. Y.-Collection of Dye Stuffs. 
Wm. Pinkhardt & Kutroff-Collection of Dye Stuffs. 
Roney & Rae Co., Woonsocket, R. !.-Twelve Bobbin Holders. · 
Steel Heddle Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.-2,500 Patented Flat 
Steel Heddles. 
L. T. Houghton, Worcester, Mass.-Four Steel Thread Boards with Hard-
ened Steel Thrtad Guides. 
• 
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The following questions represent typical e-x:aminations for entrance to the 
Freshman Class. Tl1ey will be found useful in suggesting the character of 
preparation that an applicant should have. 
Mathematics 
For admission to the _Freshman Class, thorough proficiency is required in 
arithmetic, and i11 algebra througl1 simple affected quadratics. Following is a 
type of the entrance examination in algebra: 
I. Simplify: 
2x3(x-3a)-2[2x4-a2(x2-a2)]-3a[x3-2x~ a2+x(a-x) ~ +a3J. 
II. Divide: 
12x5n-s_x4n-2-20x3n-l+ 19x2n-1oxn +l by 4x2n_3xn+ 1+2x2• 
III. Reduce to its simplest form : 
x3-8ya x2-xy+ y2 
-
x(x-y) x 2 + 2xy+4y 2 
• -• 
IV. What is the value of x in : 
6-5x 7-2x 2 1+ 3x 2x-2! 1 
21 - 6 + 1 --15 14(x-1) 




VI. What values for x and y will satisfy : 
(a b)x+(a+b)y=2(a 2 -b 2 ) and ax-by=a!,+ b
2
? 
VII. If} be added to the numerator of a certain fraction, the fraction will be 
increased by J
1
, and if t be taken from its denominator, the fraction will be-
con1e j. What is the fraction? 
VIII. Solve for x : 
IX. Find the 6th root of : 
1 + 6x +x 6 +6x 5 + 15x 4 + 20x 3 + 15x 2 • 






= 49-x 2 + l. 
' 
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History 
I. Tell of Raleigh's expeditions : I. How many. 2. \Vher<:. 3. Results. 
II. Name and briefly describe three early Indian wars. 
III. Name Colonial ,vars between England and France. St'ate general 
results. 
IV. Name the thirteen colonies and tell the kind of go,ternment each had 
at the outbreak of the Revolution. 
V. What cities have been the capital of the United States? 
VI. Tell of the successts of our navy in the War of 1812: I. At sea. 2. 
On the lakes. 
VII. Tell of the Mexican War: I. Causes. 2. Campaigns. 3. Results. 
VIII. Name six accessions to our territory. 
IX. Name three great American inventors and tell their inventions. 
X. Name two American poets and t,vo novelists. Mtntion a work of each. 
English 
NoTE.-Those students who have formed the habit of reading good litera-
ture usually pass the examination with most ease. Reading books by good 
authors is conducive to correctness and ease of expression. It is urged, 
therefore, tl1at each applicant see to it that he is familiar with several books 
by reputable authors. It is not intended to require that certain books shall 
have been read, but the following are me11tioned as suggestions: 
DeFoe's Robinson Crusoe, Swift's Gulliver's Travels, Ht1gl1es' Tom Brown's 
Schooldays, Cooper's Last of th<: Mahicans, Scott's Ivanhoe, Dickens' Oliver 
Twist, Dickens' History of England, Goldsmith's Deserted Village; Long-
f ell ow' s Evangeline. 
I. SPELLING. (Fifty common words difficult to spell.) 
Group, salmon, mahogany, fierce, cataract, valise. muscle. twelfth, 
seize, onion, Febrttary, carrot, million, banana, pumpkin, neuter, 
heifer, salad. mystery, exctl, pallid, bosom, lithe, gallop, wizard, pom-
mel, s,vollen, cyclone, exhaust, partridge, tenement, exhibit, robin, 
bttrcau, luscious, rabbit, judgment. label, peaceable, succeed, colonel, 
,rengeance, transferable, penitentiary, piteous, criticise, anal}·ze, insep-
arable, independent, abstinence. 
II. READING. Read aloud distinctly and intelligently a short passage from 
some ordinary prose. 
III. VVRITING. VVrite a composition of one page on some easy subject; 
s11cl1 as. "\\Th),. I \:Vish to Go to Colleget '' ''My Previo11s Educatio11al 
Ad,rantages." ''.A. Pict11re of :rvI}r Ho1ne.!' " !\ Rt1na\vay." (In this you 
,,
1
i11 be graded on penmanship, gran1matical correctness. ability to say 
,,,hat }'Ot1 in tend, and ge:neral neatness.) 
IV. GRAMMAR. (The analy~is of the sentence is regarded as more import-
ant tl1a11 tl1e parsing of \\'Ords.) 
I. Gi,·e tl1e J)ri11cipal parts of the follo,ving ,,erbs: 
\Vi111. ,vake. bur t. s i11k . ... ,,,ing. drir1k. see. attack. cling, eat. 
I 
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Professor Brodie 
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I. If y===sin ( sin x) prove 
d 2 y dv 
dx 2 + d~tan x+y cos
2 x=o. 
II. Show that the curve y==sin 3 x cos x has its maximum ordinate when x == ~ 
• 
III. The top of a column which sustains a statute 11 feet high is 25 feet above 
the level of a man's eye. Find his horizontal distance from the column 





(2x 3 + 7x 2 +6x+ 2)dx 
x 4 +3x 3 +2x 2 
X tl 1 
x+ 2 J - X 
xYsdx ----. . = :,x%- 1 x Yz+ 3 xYs- 3 x 31>+ 3 log (1 + 2x;i) 
xYz+ 2x73 4 ""2" s s 1 1r 
sin 8 x dx= 1 Ttf 
35x . . 2 . 4 + sin8x 8 -4 Slll 2x+ t Slll 3 X-+ f sin X • 64 
COS X dx 
'\/II. Explain and find value to four terms of 
X 
VIII. Find total length of the hypocycloid whose equation is x ~ + y ~==ai . 
~X. The figure bounded by x==a and the parabola y 2 ==4px is revolved about 
the line x - a. Show that the volume generated is -h( 327ra2 vpa). 
X. Prove: 
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Agricultural Chemistry, Senior Class, May, l90l 
PROFESSOR HARDIN 
I. In the manufacture of acid phosphates from phosphate rock, free phos-
phoric acid, mono-calcit1m phosphate and bi-calcium phosphate may 
be formed. 
Write equations expressing the reactions in each case and state 
the reaction especially desired in the manufacture of fertilizers. 
II. Write equation expressing the for1nation of ''reverted'' phosphate when 
the reversio11 is due to the presence of undecomposed phosphate rock 
in the acid phosphate. 
III. How would you determine the proportion of chamber acid necessary for 
the proper manufacture of an acid phosphate from a given phosphate 
rock? 
IV. What change does the soluble phosphate ttndergo when an acid phos-
phate is applied to the soil? Why is the phosphoric acid of acid 
phosphates not liable to be washed out of the soil, and why is the 
action of a freshly applied acid phosphate more marked 1:han that of 
the residue left in the soil from an acid phosphate applied a previous 
year? 
V. Mention some animal and vegetable man11res used as sources of nitrogen. 
State the approximate percentage of nitrogen in each and calculate 
the cqttivalent percentage of ammonia. 
VI. Calculate the per cent. of potassium in pure potassium chloride. To 
what per cent. of potash (K 2 0) is this equivalent? What is the 
usual guarantee of commercial muriate of potash? 
VII. Into what three groups may food of animal origin be divided? What 
additional grot1p is there in foods of vegetable origin? 
VIII. Find the nutritive ratio of a food from the following data: 
Percentage Digestion 
Composition Coefficient 
Protein . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.3 55 
Fibre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24.8 46 
Nitrogen-free extract . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38. I 64 
Fat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.3 53 
IX. What is the average composition of cow's milk? Which constituent is 
the most variable? 
X. How does butter differ from oleomargarine? 
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Freshman Agriculture, June, t90J 
PROFESSOR NEWMAN 
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I. Explain what is comprehended in the study of agriculture as an applied 
• science. 
II. How is good texture of the soil obtained? Explain its beneficial effects 
upon tht physical condition of the soil. How, and tl1rough what 
agencies, does it affect the chemical constituents in the soil? 
III. What do you understand by ''soil mulch?" Explain its inflt1ence upon 
soil moisture. 
IV. Name the three most important elements of plant food. Name the prin-
cipal commercial sot1rces of each. Mention some important legumes. 
What do they do for the soil? How used? 
V. How do plants grow? Explain the uses of the. different parts in the 
economy of the plant. H -ow do plants reproduce? How do the es-
sential organs of reproduction occur in different plants? Give ex-
amples. 
VI. Discuss the protection and improvement of worn hill lands. Describe 
the best means used for their protection. How are they most eco-
no1nically improved? 
VII. Tell how to provide fresh, green food for stock throughout the year by 
a combination of pasturage and green soiling crops. Tell what crops 
yo11 ,vould use at different seasons and how to grow them. 
VIII. What is meant by the ''free water'' of the soil? How may it be re-
movtd? Tell how its removal benefits the soil. 
IX. Discuss plant breeding for the purpose of improving the quality and 
increasing the quantity of production. Explain the difference be-
tween a cross and a hybrid. 
Plant Diseases, Junior Oass, June, t90t 
I. Give complete discussion of: 
(a). Bordeaux mixture, its preparation and use. (b). Hydrocyanic 
acid gas, its use and its limitation (include. lecture). 
II. Write an essay of 200 words (a) on the use of technical terms, and (b) 
state your objections to their use. . 
III. (a). Name and describe the nine divisions t1nder which our author 
disct1ssed fungi. (b). Give the best general ''preventative means'' 
for each division. 
IV. Grape Mildew-Give, 1, Technical name; 2, Ft1ll life history; 3, Effect 
on host: 4 and 5. Preventative means (full). 
V. (a). Hop Milde,v-r, Technical name; 2, General disct1ssion; 3, Prt-
ven ta ti ve means. ( b). Sooty Mould of Orange-I, General discus-
sion; 2, N at11ral and artificial preventative means. 
VI. Apple Tree Canker-I. Ttchnical name; 2, Plants attacked; 3, General 
discussion; 4, Preventative means. 
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VII. Sclerotium Disease-I, Technical name; 2, Plants attacked; 3, Life-
history; 4, General discussion; 5, preventative means. 
VIII. (a). False Tinder Fungus-I, Technical name; 2, General discussion; 
3, Preventative means. (b) Dry Rot-I, Technical name; 2, General 
discussion; 3, Prevtntative means. 
IX. Rice Smut-I, Technical name; 2, Distribution; 3, Preventative means. 
X. (a). Asparagus Rust-I, Technical name; 2, General discussion; 3, Life-
history. (b). The Hawthorn Cluster-cups-I, Technical name; 2, 
General discussion; 3, Con1pltte life-history; 4, Preventative means; 
5, vVhy did we study this cluster-cups? 
Stock Feeding, Senior Class, June, 1901 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CONNER 
I. a. By what is the protein consumption in the body measured? 
b. What influence has the feedi11g of fat and carbohydrates on the protein 
consumption? 
c. What is the eff tct of feeding protein alone? 
d. What is the influence -of salt on protein consumption? 
e. From what is fat formed in the body? 
2. a. Of what does the increase consist i11 fattening? 
b. What per cent. of the food is used by the stter to put on fat? 
c. Explain "wide and narrow ratio,n." 
d. Where may each be used to advantage? 
e. Explain method of calculating ration. 
3. a. Give feeding value of corn to stetrs. 
b. What is the feeding value of the corn cob? 
c. When may wheat be fed in the place of corn? 
d. Why is it best to feed a horse 011 oats? 
e. Give the value of C. S. meal and linseed meal as a food for stock. 
4. a. At what stage would you cut corn, sorghum and cow pea vines for 
forage? 
b. How does loss occttr in saving forage by field curing and in the silo? 
c. What effect has rain or dew on partly cured hay? 
d. Name and give value of some of our grasses and legumes valuable for 
hay and pasture in the South. 
5. a. What does oat straw furnish when used as a stock food? 
b. Give the advantages of soiling. 
c. When docs it pay to cook or soak food for stock? 
d. Dot.s it pay to grind grain for hogs? 
6. a. Why does silage increase the milk flow? 
b. What gives val tte as a fertilizer to manure? 
c. How much work will a horse do in ro hours walking 3 miles per hour, 
drawing 75 pounds? 
7. a. Should grain be fed to steers on pasture? 
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b. Why is not shelter as necessary for fattening stock as for milch cows? 
c. How often shot1ld beef cattle be fed? 
d. \:Vl1at is the value of breed in bet f making? 
8. a. Can the per cent. of fat in the milk be changed by feeding? 
b. What per cent. of the food is changed into milk and b11tter fat by the 
cow? 
9. a. What is tht feeding value of skim milk when fed to hogs? 
b. What other kind of food should be fed with skim milk? 
c. What gi\·es feeding value to whey? 
ro. a. Which of the tl1ree-sheep, swine or cattle-eat most per 100 pounds, 
live weight? 
b. Which requires most per 100 po11nds gain? 
Mechanical Engineering, Senior Class, May 28, 1902 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR BARNES 
I. Explain tl1e process of M eclzari,ical Refrigeration) giving the cycle in full. 
Explain the difference between an Ice Plant and a Refrigeration Plant. 
2. What is the chemical composition of Acetylene? How is it generated? 
How is Calcium Carbide made? 
3. If calcium carbide costs $0.04 per pound, and one pound will produce 
S cubic feet of gas, which burning at the rate of 1-2 cubic feet per 
hour, gives 35 candle power; and if kerosene oil is worth 15 cents per 
gallon and a lamp burning 1-12 of a gallon per hour gives 35 candle 
power. Which will be the cheaper and how much per week if used 
S hours per day, and the same amount of light is furnished? 
4. A double acting steam engine is to furnish 150 horse power at 350 revolu-
tions per minute. If the average effective steam press11re is 75 
pounds. Find the diameter of the cylinder and length of stroke, 
where the stroke is 3-2 thE- diameter. (Neglect size of piston rod.) 
What will be the piston speed? What will be the largest size of fly-
wheel that can be used if the safe rim speed is one mile per minute? 
5. Draw an ideal card of a four cycle gas engi11e, indicate upo11 this card 
the events of the cycle. Explain how tl1ese events are influenced by 
changing the point of ignition. State three points in favor of the 
hydro-carbon engine for small power s. 
6. A gasolene engine of 30 D. H. P. is to ha,re fottr cyl inders. If the M. 
E. P. is 70 pounds and the mecl1ani cal efficiency 90 per cent. , find the 
diameter of cylinders and stroke, ,,rh er e the stroke==diameter. 
7. Wl1at are so111e of the 111ain ad,1 a11tages o f pctrolc11 111- ,ts a fttcl? Give 
the n1etl1od of 11s ing compressed air, and sta te som e of th e applica-
tions to the arts . vVl1at is t l1~ e ffec t of reheat ing the ai r before using 
it in tl1e air n1o to r. vVhat acl\ra11tages has comprcssec.i air in mining 
operations. 
8. Disting11i sl1 l)et,,ree11 an exl1a t1st s tea111 / eed 1.va ter lz ec1te1·) a11d an econ-
• 
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omizer. Compare btlt driven pumps, and direct acting steam pumps 
as means of feeding a boiler. 
9. What is understood by the terms Contract and Specifications, and what 
do they incl t1de. What are the points that an invention must possess 
to be entitled to a patent. 
Junior Kinematics, June, l 901 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR BARNES 
I. Define: Circular pitch; pure mechanis1n; velocity; intermittent motion; 
angle of action, in gearing. 
Distinguish between rolling and sliding contact. 
State the manner of generating the foll o\ving curves: logarithmic spiral; 
epicycloid; hypocycloid; involute. 
2. State the conditions necessary that a set of g·ears may be interchangeable. 
Show by diagram a method of producing intermittent 1notion when the 
driver is a shaft with uniform angular velocity; also one method 
when the driver is a screw revolving at uniform speed. 
3. A train runs at the rate of 110 miles in 2 hot1rs and 40 minutes. The 
locomotive drivers are 64 inches in diameter and the stroke of the 
piston is 22 inches. Find (a) the velocity of the engine relative to 
the earth; (b) the average velocity of the piston relative to the frame 
of tht engine. 
4. A pair of gr,ooved friction wheels have pitch diameters of IO feet and 
S feet' ; the working depth of the grooves equals 2 inches; the pinion 
makes 150 revolutions ptr minute. Find the maximt1m sliding action 
in feet per minute, assuming no slip at the pitch lines. 
5. A motor furnishes 10 H. P. The speed of the driving pulley on the 
motor is r,330 revolutions per minute. If this pulley is 6'' in diameter, 
find (a) size of pulley to be used on line shaft so that the speed may 
be 190 revolutions per minute; (b) the width of double belt necessary 
to transmit the power to the shaft; ( c) the size of shaft suitable for 
this work. 
6. Two parallel shafts are 24'' apart, and are connected by two gears of 4 
pitch. The first sl1aft has a speed of 150 revolutions per minute. The 
velocity ratio between this and the second shaft· is 5 to 7. Find (a) 
the speed of the second shaft; (b) the number of teeth on each gear; 
( c) the outside diameter of each gear; ( d) the largest size of pulley 
that can be used on the motor sl1aft in Prob. No. 5 that will not cause 
the belt to run at a greater velocity than the safe limit. 
7. Prove fully by diagram and demonstration that cones can be used to 
transfer motion with a definite velocity ratio between shafts that are 
neither parallel nor intersecting. 
8. Name four modes of transmitting motion. 
Define an elementary combination, and nan1e the three classes of the parts 
of a machine. 
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Name one point in favor of and one point against the use of involute 
gears. 
9. Design and explain a Whitworth Quick Return Motion, in \Vhich the 
ret11rn is made during 90 degrees of the revolution. Find the distance 
between the centers of the rotating parts if the arm of the shaft is 8" 
(No. 9) long. 
10. Find tl1e train for a 30-day clocl{, the barrel to carry 24 'turns of weight 
cord; escapeme_nt to l1a, .. e 30 teeth, and pendulun1 to vibrate 60 times 
per 111inute. Ass11me sizes for \\rheels and pinions. 
Senior Electrical Engineering, Alternating Currents, June, 1901 
PROFESSOR RIGGS 
I. Explain ft1lly ill t1strating by exa1nple, the follo\ving: ( 1) Maximum, 
average, and effectiv"e values of C or E. (2) Reactance; impedance. 
(3) Reactive and active pressures. (4) Apparent and true power-
p. f. 




ence==r,256 ems., \VOU11d \vith 500 t11rns. is traversed by ar1 alternating 
sin11soidal c11rrent ,vl1ose maximum val11e==70.72 working permability 
of the core==soo, f==r27.5; resistance of coil==Io ohms. Find (1) 
Inductance of coil. (2) Tl1e time constant'. (3) Reactance. (4) 
Impedance of coil. (5 Reactive drop. (6) Ohmic drop. (7) Im-
pressed pressure. (8) Phase angle. (Illustrate graphically 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8.) 
A 60 cycle, 2 pl1ase, S),11. motor, situated 15 miles from the generator, 
is sur)I)lied ,vi th 90 K. \V. at 10,000 volts. Allo\.vable energy lost in 
the line 9 per cent. of the delivered power-p. f. of load 90 per cent. 
Find (I) Nearest size B. & S. for the transmission lines. (2) With 
wire selected. calct1Iate tl1e act11al e11ergy lost in tht lines. (3) Eff. 
of transmission in terms of delivered po\ver. (4) Line in1pedance. 
(5) (Graphically) Voltage at generator t'trminals ( either phase). 
A 1,000 volt, 127.5 cycle generator is used for lighting a town. Ten 
arc lights, each having an L.==.0075, and a resistance of 7 ohms, are 
arranged in series on a No. 10 B. & S. circuit 10,000 ft. around. In 
parallel with the arc line is a similar circuit containing ten series inc . 
lights, each having a resistance of 9 ohms. Find for each circuit (I) 
Impedance. (2) Current. (3) True and apparent po,ver. (4) p. 
f. of each circuit. (5) Efficiency of each circttit. (6) Wl1at detri-
mental effect l1as tl1e self ind11ctio11 of the arc lamps? 
V. An induction motor ''A," ,vhose apparent L.==.0125 and R.==20 is oper-
ated in parallel with an overexcited syn. motor "B," which acts like a 
circt1it having a capacity of 500 m. f. and 15 ohms resistance. The 
distance between generator and motor is 5 1niles, and tl1e circuit is of 
No. 3 B. & S. wire, run 12" between ce11tres. f==63.7 voltage at the 






& ZB. (2) CA & CB. (3) 0A & 0B. 
together, ZAB. ( S) Line impedance, ZL. 
Generator voltage. 
(4) Impedance of A & B 
(6) Total impedance. (7) 
VI. Explain fully the construction and operation of an induction motor. 
Problem: A 60 cycle induction motor has a 6 pole stator winding; 
the slip at full load is ro per cent. Find motor speed at full load. 
VII. Explain the operation of a syn. motor, showing how it' can take cur-
rent to meet its load demands, in operating at a constant speed and 
field excitation. Problem: The self-inducti·on of a syn. motor 
==.0075 and resistance==2.5 ohms. Terminal voltage of motor r,ooo 
volts. Motor excitation is adjusted to r,roo volts. £==63.7. Input 
current==roo amp. Find graphically the following: (I) Necessary 
resulting E. (2) 0 1 0 2 • (2) Power input and p. £. (3) Power 
converted by motor. (4) Elec. eff. (5) Would it improve the p. f. 
to diminish the motor's excitation to give 8oo volts instead of 1,100? 
VIII. Explain ( r) the star and mesh 3 phase armature connections. (2) 
Probleni: A 60 K. W., 4,000 volt generator having a star connected 
armature is reconnected as a mesh.. (a) What will be the terminal 
voltage in the latter case? (b) What the relative heat loss in the 
armature conductors at full load? 
IX. A 4-polt, 60-cycle, single, two or three-phase rotary converter has a 
multiple wound armature of 500 conductors. The flux per pole is 
r,000,000 lines. Diagram the connections between the collector rings 
and armature windings for each convertion. (2) Calculate the D. C. 
voltage, and the single, two and three-phase voltage at the collector 
• rings. 
X. Explain action of a transformer (r) With secondary open. (2) With 
sec. loaded. (3) What is meant by the exciting and the magnetizing 
currents in a trans.? (4) What is meant by ''ageing''-the cause and 
remedy? (5) Statt relative advantages o,f open and closed magnetic 
current trans. Problem: With the sec. circuit open, 10 amps. flow in 
the primary of a roo K. W. trans. under a terminal pressure of 1,000 
volts. A Watt' metre connected in the primary circuit reads 1,000 
Watts. ( r) Compute the wattful component of the exciting current. 
(2) Find graphically the magnetizing comp. 
XI. A 5 K. W. trans. has the follo,ving net Effs.: At full load, 95 per cent.; 
at % load 94 per cent.; at 0 load, 92 per cent.; at % load, 90 per cent. 
Iron losses at' all loads 75 watts. and heat loss in primary due to excit-
ing ct1rrent when ~ec. is open 5 watts. This trans. is operated for 5 
hot1rs at ft1ll load, 5 hours at ~ load, 2 hot1rs at 0 load. 2 hours at ~ 
load. and the remaining ho11rs of the 24 at no load. Find its all-day 
efficiency. 
XII. Practical Questions: Discttss briefl)' the relati,,.e advantages of high 
and lo\v frequency for light and po,ver. (2) what is the relative 
amount of copper req11ircd for a single phase, t\VO phase 4 ,vire, t,vo 
phase 3 wire, and three phase 3 wire system? (3) What are the 
objections to making a large polyphase syn. motor self-starting? 
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(4) H -ow are trans. rated, and what allowance must be made in their 
capacity for work 011 an induction load? (5) What is a balance 
polyphase system? 
Junior Electrical Engineering, Second Term 
PROFESSOR RIGGS 
I. (a) Show that· the heat loss in a conductor of resistance R, carrying a 
current of C amperes is C 2 R; (b) Prove that a mechanical horse power==746 
watts. 
2. Briefly outline the construction and operation (a) of an open arc lamp; 
(b) of an enclosed arc lamp; ( c) of an incandescent lamp; ( d) give practical 
rule for connecting arc light carbons properly in the circuit. 
3. Explain fully the generation of E. M. F. in a dynamo, describing the 
essential parts of th·c machine, and explaining fully the function and operation 
of the commutator. 
4. Explain fully the operation of an electric motor; the gener,ation of C. 
E. M. F. in the armature of the m,otor and the effects. 
5. (a) Explain three m·cthods of exciting the fields of dynamos. (b) Define 
the following terms : Electrical, gross, and net eff. 
6. 125-IO amp. 2,000 (nominal) c. p. open arc lamps requiring each 450 
watts are placed in a series circuit of No. 8 B. & S. wire 5,000 feet around; 
Armature rt.sistance==I ohm; series field R.==2 ohms. Find: (I) Necessary 
p. d. at generator terminals; (2) E. M. F. of generator; (3) Eff. of line trans.; • 
(4) Electrical eff. of generator; (5) Electrical eff. of line and generator to-
gether. 
7. 5o8-20 c. p. 3.2 watts-108.3 volts incandescent lamps 1are situated in 
barracks, which is 590 ft. distant from the power station. The maximum 
allowable loss in trans. is 5 per cent. Find : (I) nearest size ( or sizes) B. & S. 
wire that should be used; (2) with this wire the necessary p. d. at the genera-
tor termin,als; (3) Eff. of trans. attained. 
8. A shunt generator furnishes to a bank of incandescent lamps 300 amp. 
at 120 volts. Mechanical losses in g·en-crator==I H. P.; iron losses in arm. 
core Yz K. W.; Arm. R.==.OI orm; shunt field R.:=30 ohms. Find: (I) Net 
eff.; (2) Elec. eff. ; (3) Necessary H. P. that must be applied to generator 
pulley; (4) Net eff. of gcn,erator at an output of 50 amp. 
9. A shunt motor is supplied with 102 amp. at 500 volts. Motor's iron losses 
=:200 watts; mechanical losses ~ H. P.; Arm. R.==. I ,ohm; shunt field R.:=250 
ohms. Find: (1) C. E.M.F.; (2) Net eff. of motor; (3) H.P. at motor 
pulley. 
10. Find the relative cost of copper for trans. 500 K. W. with a limiting loss 
of 10 per cent., a distance of 5,000 ft., copper being worth $.20 per tb. (use 
nearest size or sizes B. & S.), (1) at 10,000 volts; (2) at 5,000 volts; (3) at 
1,000 volts. 
II. The Textile School motor is rated at 30 H. P.-220 volts-85 per cent. 
net eff. I ts distance from the power plant is I .ooo ft. The line of one-half 
• 
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this distance is composed of two No. I B. & S. wires in parallel; the other half 
of the line is of a single No. 0000 B. & S. ,vire. Find : (I) line drop ; ( 2) p. d. 
at generator terminals. 
12. It costs in the. Clemson po,ver plant about $.05 per K. W. hour, to pro-
duce power. The pumping station is situated 2,500 ft. from the plant, and the 
mot'or therein is connected to the plant by a No. ooo B. & S. wire. The switch 
board instruments show that the motor line is furnished with 50 amp. at 230 
volts, for about 8 hours per day for 300 days of the year. Would it pay the 
College to borrow money at 7 per cent. interest and run an additional No. 0000 
B. & S. wire in parallel with the first in order to reduce the line losses, copper 
being worth $0.20 per tb., a11d the additional line construction, say $50.00 per 
thousand feet of distance? 
• 
Senior Civil Engineering, Junet f 901 
PROFESSOR BRODIE 
BRIDGE ENGINEERING.-A through Pratt, single track, railroad bridge, with 
span of 144 feet, has six panels and a depth of 26.9 feet. It is designed to 
carry a live load of two coupled, consolidation locomoti,~es, 139 to11s each, fol-
lo,ved by 1.6 tons ptr lineal foot of train load. (Weights and spacing of 
• wheels as shown on diagram.) • 
Compute maximum live load stress in: 
I. First diagonal. 
II. First panel of lower chord. 
III. Third diagonal. 
IV. Second vertical. 
V. Counter diagonal in third panel. 
Compute for uniform live load of 44 tons ptr panel per truss: 
VI. Second diagonal. 
VII. Counter in second panel. 
VIII. First vertical. 
IX. Find the uniform load per linear foot that will cause the same maxi-
mum bending moment in a beam of 20 ft. span as the drivers of a 
passenger locomotive, each weighing 40,000 pounds, and 8 feet apart. 
n 
X. Prove that for maximum moment from wheel loads P == - vV, or 
m 
that the ,veights on the segments of the span are proportional to the 
lengths of the segments. 
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PROFESSOR BEATY 
No. I. Most modern mills 11se the English system of drawing, i. e., the 
corded slivers are run through 3 heads of drawing, doubling 6 into 1 at each 
head. Some of the older mills use a railway head and 2 heads of drawing. 
Discuss fully the advantages and disadvantages of each system. 
(b). Drawing frames pave, generally, four lines of drawing rolls. On some 
drawing frames the top rolls are covered with leather, while in other drawing 
frames metallic top rolls are used. Compare the meritorious features of the 
two systems. 
Also give approximate setting distances of each of the above rolls, running 
on I%," American cotton. 
( c). In carded slivers the composing fibres are disposed in all directions. 
In the finished yarn, the fibres are supposed to approach something like a 
parallel order, with regard to each other. N amt the machine or machines in 
which this parallelization of the fibres is effected. 
Describe by sketch and word how this parallelization is effected. 
( d). Give a full discussion as to the necessity of drawing slivers, before they 
are st1bj ected to the twisting processes. 
No. 2. Sketch the ''compound'' or ''differential'' motion on a roving frame, 
and describe (I) its purpose; (2) how this purpose is accomplished; (3) what 
parts of the mechanism of the frame directly govern the workings of the dif-
ferential, and (4) what motions in the frame are directly governed by the 
action of the differential? 
No. 3. Let R==Large end of driving cone. 
r==Small end of driving cone. 
D==Diarneter of ft1ll bobbin==3.5". 
d==Diameter of empty bobbins==I7-16". 
T==Sum of diameters of cone==10.5". 
Calculate the diameters of the driving cone at the beginning of the set', and 
at the end of set. These results will also represent the end diameters of the 
driving cone in invE.rse order. 
T Rd rd? T • 
X== and x== when X and x 
rd 2+ Rd Rd +rd 2 
represent the diameters of the two cones respectively at any points, correspond-
ing to each other in the length, and that d 2 is the diameter of the bobbin at 
that point in its build where the position X is the correct one for the cone belt. 
Substitute the other values from the first part of exampl~ No. 3. 
No. 4. Briefly ot1tline the at1tomatic action of the traveller in winding the 
yarn on the bobbin, in the process of spinning. 
(B). Compare the ,vinding of yarn. by the spindle and traveller. in spinning, 
,,rith the ,vinding of roving. l)y the spindle and flJ,er. in roving frames . 
• 
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12.5 X yards 
No. I. (A). Prove that------ worsted counts. 
weight in grains 
( B). If you have 100 po11nds weight of 3-ply yarn, made from Sos, 
40s and 30s worsted, what would be the counts of the 3-ply? 
( C). Twist together a 10 ru11 wool, a 20 cut wool and a 6os cotton 
yarn. What wo11ld be tl1e vveight in grains of 120 yards of 
the resultant yarn? What \vould be its equivalent ,in wors· 
ted counts? 
No. 2. (A). Why is it necessary to give atte11tio11 t'o the proper mixing of 
cotton? 
( B). State fully your objections to 11sing from a small mixing? 
( C). What arc the advantages derived from breaking up cotton as it 
is received in the bales, and let'ting it stand in an open stack 
for some time, before using? How far does this aid in the 
subsequent operation of opening? 
No. 3. (A). What is the primary function of a lapper? Describe how this 
function is performed? 
(B). What is the secondary function of a lapper? Describe how 
this function is performed? 
( C). State t'he necessity of having a ''piano motion'' on a lapper, 
and describe how it performs its work? 
(D). If a lapptr produces 12,000 pounds of laps per week (60 
hours), ho\v many lappers are required for a mill containing 
90,000 mttle spindles, spinning 6os cotton, and producting 23 
hanks per spindle per week, waste not considered? 
(E). If you were making a 35 pound lap at the breaker lapper and 
wished to alter the feed so as to make a 40 pound lap, how 
wo·uld you do it? 
No. 4. (A). Name and describe the dual operation performed by the licker-
in teeth? 
(B). What effect would changing the draft gear have on the speed 
of the doff er? 
(D). Describe the action of each part of the card, on tI1e cotton 
fibres, as they pass through, from t'h-e feed roll to the coiler 
can? 
(D). A card is producing a 50 grain sliver; the change gear has 18 
teeth; the draft constant is 1,500; allowing 4 per cent. for 
waste, what is the hank lap entering the card? 
No. 5. (A). Suppose yott began with a drawn sliver .160 hank and pro-
duced a slubbing 1.6 hank; two ends of slubbing put through 
the intermediate frame gives 3.5 hank, and two ends of inter-
. mediate roving through the fine roving frame gives a 9 hank; 
• 
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what are the drafts i11 the intermediatt. and fine roving 
frames respectively? 
. (B). Yarn number 40s is being spttn from a double roving ,vith a 40 
tooth draft gear, each end of roving being a 6 hank; ,.,vith 
what draft gear can the samt number be spun from a 4.5 
hank, using single roving? 
(C). If the diameter of a cotton thread No. 30~ is 1-143", what is 
the diameter of No. 6os cotton yarn? The diameters of cot-
ton yarn varying inversely as the square root of t:he numbtrs. 
( C). Give sketches showing the difference in the principle of the 
traverse mechanism of a ring spinning frame for spinning 
filling yarn and ·On·e for spinning warp yarn? 
(D). Describe the ''elastic top'' spinning spindle and outline the 
principle upon which it depends for its action? 
(E). Describe the twisting and winding action of the spindle, in the 
mule spinning frame? 
What is meant by "the jacking motion;" ''twisting at the 
head;'' "backing off;'' "carriage gain?'' 
No. 5. Find the average counts o·f yarn to produce a piece of shade 
clotli, weighing 6. 15 yards per pound, if the cloth is con-
structed with 56 ends of warp per inch and 44 picks of fill-
ing per inch, and the width of the cloth is 40" on the loom. 
Allow 8 per cent. for take-up in width, and 10 per cent. for 
sizing and take-up in length. 
No. 6. You wish to produce a 40s yarn on spinning frame from a 
12.5 oz. lap at the card (using r" American staplt). Lay 
out the drafts and doublings from spinning frame back to 
the card, which, in your judgment, will give satisfactory re-
s11l ts on the desired counts. 
Indicate the revolutions per minute of the front rollers of 
each machine to condt1ce to the best results on the above 
counts and staple. Also give the hank roving of the pro-
d t1ct of eacl1 n1achine. 
No. 7. Under how rnany general heads may all sizing ingredients be 
classed? N a1ne them? Gi,,.e an examplt of each, and state 
the specific purpose for which each ingredient is ttscd in a 
size-mixture? 
(B). Gi,re a receipt for a size-111ixtt1re, ,vhich will gi ,~e good results 
on a cloth \vhich is to be bleached? 
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Post-Graduate Students 
NAME COUNTY NAME COUNTY 
W. A Burgess ............. Colleton A. P. Lewis ................ Oconee 
H. R. Dwight . ............ Berkeley 
John W. Gantt ............. Virginia 
E.T. llughes .......... Orangeburg 
W. E. McLendon ..•..... Darlington 
A. S. Shealy ................ Saluda 
Senior Class 
Ag1·icultural Course 
NAME CouNTY NAME CouNTY 
E. B. Boykin. : .......... Darlington 
E. Brockmann, Jr ......... Richland 
J. M. Burgess ............ Clarendon 
G. H. Hardin ....••......... Oconee 
J. E. Martin, Jr .......... Charleston 
G. F. Mi tchcll ........... Charleston 
L. H. McCullough .... Williamsburg 
F. K. Norris ........... Orangeburg 
S. M. Robertson ............ Pickens 
D. H. Sally .................. Aiken 
J. B. Tinsley ................. Union 
M. E. Zeigler ........... Orangeburg 
Senior Oass 
{ 
lvl eclianical C out·se 
NAME COUNTY 
G. E. Bamberg ............ Bamberg 
B. H. Barre ............. Lexington 
E. G. Campbell .......... Charlest'o11 
H. T. Cantey ............. Clarendon 
A. B. Carr ................ Richland 
G. B. Clinkscales ....... Spartanburg 
W. W. Coleman .............. Aiken 
F. Crawford ............... Pickens 
C. Douthit ............... Anderson 
J. C. Earle ............... Anderson 
W. C. Forsythe .....• North Carolina 
C. N. Gignilliat .•........... Oconee 
F. M. Gunby ........... Orangebttrg 
F. M. Jordan ............... Oconee 
E. J. Larsen ............... Colleton 
James Lynah ....•..•.... Charleston 
H. W. Marvin . ............ Colleton 
NAME COUNTY 
J. D. 1Ieador ................ 1.Jnion 
T. H. Monroe ............... Union 
G. T. McGregor ........... Richland 
H. T. Poe, Jr ............ Greenville 
T. R. Phillips ........... Ora11geburg 
C. L. Reid .................... York 
J. M. Rodger ................ Union 
C. H. Seigler ................ Aiken 
M. A. Sitton ............. Anderson 
W. F. Sneed ............. Charleston 
S. C. Stewart ............... Pickens 
H. C. Stokes .............. Hampton 
D. A. J. Sullivan ......... Charleston 
S. M. Ward, Jr ......... Georgetown 
J. B. Watkins ... , ........... Salt1da 





NAME CouNTY NAME CouNTY 
A. R. Barrett ................. York D. Kohn ............... Orangeburg 
J. H. Brown ................ Oconee H. F. Little ............ Spartanburg 
W. E. Chapman .......... Greenville F. E. Pearman ............ AndE;rson 
W. F. Cole .......... North Carolina W. T. Prescott ............ Edgefield 
W. B. Cothran .......... Greenwood T. C. Shaw ............... Abbeville 
B. C. Cromer ............. Anderson J. H. Spencer ................. York 
J. E. Gettys ................... York T. B. Spencer ................. York 
David Jennings ......... . Charleston W. G. Templeton .......... Abbeville 
H. B. Jennings, Jr . ....... Charleston 
Junior Class 
1\11 echanical Course 
NAME COUNTY NAME COUNTY 
E. P. Alford ..........•... Florence L. 0. King ............... Anderson 
G. R. Barksdale ......... Greenwood B. H. Lawrence ......... Darlington 
W. H. Barnwell ............. Sumter D. K. Lewis ................. Oconee 
J. T. Beaty .......... North Carolina 
W. E. G. Black ........ Spartanburg 
D. S. Lewis ................. Oconee 
V. Livingston ............. Marlboro 
J. L. Bradford ............ Lexington 
S. J. Chandler ............. Florence 
W. B. Chisolm, Jr . ...... Charleston 
E. J. DaCosta ............. Beaufort 
F. G. DeSaussure ........ Charleston 
E. D. Ellis .........•...... Abbeville 
E. R. Finger ........... Spartan burg 
J. A. Forsythe, Jr .... North Carolina 
H. M. Franks .............. Laurens 
R. A. Gandy ............. Darlington 
T. S. Gandy ............. Darlington 
B. H. Gardner ............... Aiken 
M. A. Grace ............... Colleton 
S. E. Gregory ............ Lancaster 
H. Green ................ -: .. Sumter 
J. E. Harr all ............ Chesterfield 
T. M. Harvey ............. Berkeley 
R. B. Haynesworth ......... FI0re11ce 
W. A. Holland, Jr .......... Oconee 
G. M. Honour ........... Charleston 
J. D. Hughey ........... Greenwood 
M. N. Hunter ............ Anderson 
J. T. McN eill ............... Sumter 
F. D. Marjenhoff ........ Charleston 
J. V. Matthews ............ Bamberg 
A. J. Milling ............ Greenwood 
N. W. Newell ............. Anderson 
G. F. Norris ............ Orangeburg 
H. R. Polli tzer ............ Beaufort 
J. F. Prioleau ............. Beaufort 
P. J. Qt1attlebaum ........... Saluda 
C. Y. Reamer ............. RicI1land 
J. T. Robertson, Jr ........ Abbeville 
D. H. Sadler .................. York 
H. C. Sahlmann .......... Anderson 
C. V. Sitton .............. Anderson 
H. C. Tillman ............. Edgefield 
N. D. Walker ........ . ....... Union 
W. M. Wightman ....... Orangeburg 
0. B. Wilson ................. York 
R. H. Witherspoo11 ........ Anderson 
J. H. Woodward .......... Barnwell 
J. C. Wylie ................. Chester 
J. H. Wyse ................ Richland 
B. H. Kaigler ............ Lexington 
• 




G. 0. Epps ........... Williamsburg 
S. W. Epps ........... Williamsburg 
B. Freeman .............. Charleston 
W. D. Garrison, Jr .... .... Anderson 
L. B. Haselden .............. Marion 
S. L. Jefferies ............. Cherokee 
NAME COUNTY 
M. M. Mitchell ............... Ail .- n 
B. F. Pegues .............. MarlbD ·o 
J. W. Re ad y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salt, 1 a 
E. B. C. Watts .......... Chesterfie1d 




N. H. Alford ................ Marion 
W. J. Austin .............. Abbeville 
C. E. Bioneau ............. Beaufort' 
W. 0. Cain ................. Sumter 
J. C. Cullum ............. Lexington 
]. P. Cummings ............ Fairfield 
F. H. Cunningham ........ Anderson 
J. C. Cunningham ......... Anderson 
D. E. Ear le ................. Pickens 
S. Ford .................... Fairfield 
L. W. Fox ............... Lexington 
J. P . Glenn ............ Spartanburg 
C. B. Hagood ............. Pickens 
D. G. Humbert ............. Pickens 
NAME CouNT1 
T. Jordan .................. Fairfi d 
G. A. Larsen ............... Collet n 
C. W. Legerton .......... Char lest ~n 
G. D. Levy ................. Sum r 
H. N. Mc Crary ........... Anders 11 
C. W. McSwain ............ Laure .s 
G. L. Morrison ...... North Carolina 
T. S. Perrin, Jr ........... Abbevi le 
F. K. Rhodes .............. FloreP :e 
T. E. Stanley, Jr ............ Marir1n 
D. S. Taylor .............. Anders n 
J. B. Whitney .............. Georgia 
R. G. Williams, Jr ........ Green vi· ~ 




H. W. Barre ............. Lexington 
L. H. Bell ............... Darlington 
J. N. Bethea .............. Marlboro 
J. 0. Breeden ............. Marlboro 
S. G. Bryan ........... Williamsburg 
L. E. Carter ............. Charleston 
J. R. Connor ............... Berkeley 
H. H. Evans ................ Sumter 
S. E. Evans ............... Abbeville 
NAME COUNTY 
D. B. Fletcher ............ Marlbo > 
H. R. Fletcher ............ Marlbo > 
H. H. Kearse ............. Bambe ~ 
W. F. Mauldin ............. Picke ·· s 
J. M. Monroe ............... Mari, 1 
S. 0. O'Bryan ........ Williamsou g 
T. C. Robinson ............. Picke 
M. P. Smith ............. CharlestcJn 








C Ancrum ........•...•... Kershaw 
V .. Baker .........•.....•.. Cherokee 
J. }. Barnwell .......•.•.... Sumter 
M. Brabham .......... r ••• Barnwell 
R. H. Breese ........ North Carolina 
E F. Br,own .............. Anders,on 
\V Chavous ............... Barnwell 
H F. Cheatham ........... Abbeville 
R J. Coney ............. Dorchester 
J. {. Cothran ........... Greenwood 
P C. Cothran ........... Greenwood 
E. P. Crouch ............ Charleston 
H W. Crouch, Jr ........ Charleston 
J. T. Davenport .......... Greenville 
D P. Dchon ....•....... Dorchester 
C. Dew ................. Green wood 
R. r. Dial ................. Richland 
W. H. Donly, Jr ......... Lexington 
J. . Drake ............... Mar 1 boro 
J. I. Drake ............... Marlboro 
I. ~. Eldredge ............. Kershaw 
P. ,. -4· Elias ............... Charleston 
S. T. Faris .................... York 
S. -; . Felder ............. Orangeburg 
A. D. Fisher .............. Abbeville 
A. R. Fitzsimons ......... Charleston 
J. '-{. Fulmer ............. Lexington 
Jo n Gelzer, Jr ............... York 
V. 8 . Hall .................... Yorl< 
P P. Hamilton .............. Union 
F. :. Hamlin ............. Anderson 
R. B. Hartzog ............. Bamberg 
J. l. Henderson ........... Laurens 
A. vI. Henry .............. Abbeville 
If :. Hightower .......... Bamberg 
J. 1[. Hill ................. Bamberg 
S. '. Hill ................. Abbeville 
A. t. Holman .......... Orangeburg 
H. !. Hansucker .......... Marlboro 
J. J A. Krentzlin . . Washington, D. C. 
NAME CouN'l'Y 
F. W. Lachicotte, Jr . ... Georgetown 
T. N. Lide .......•.......... Marion 
L. Lipscomb .............. Cherokee 
J. R. London, Jr .............. York 
T. M. Lundy ................. Horry 
Geo. T. McGregor ......... Richland 
G. W. Mel ver, Jr ........ Charleston 
W. M. Mc Whorter ........ Anderson 
H. M. Manigault, Jr ..... Dorchester 
F. H. Martin ............. Greenville 
H. W. Matthews .......... Bamberg 
J. Maxwell ............... Anderson 
W. B. Mays ............. Greenwood 
R. E. Miller ................ Pickens 
0. P. Mills, Jr ........... Greenville 
I. H. Morehead .......... Greenville 
E. H. Muller ............ Charleston 
C. Norton ................... Horry 
H. E. Phillips ............. Barnwell 
V. C. Platt ................ Berkeley 
G. L. Preacher ............ Barnwell 
J. T. Reese ................ Edgefield 
M. S. Reeves ............ Charleston 
0. M. Roberts ........... Greenwood 
R. V. Sawyer ........... Orangeburg 
J. E. Schachte ........... Charleston 
J. McM. Schorb ............... York 
W. 0. Self ........... . .... Edgefield 
H. R. Sherard ............ Anderson 
J. R. S. Siau, Jr ........ Georgetown 
W. B. Sparkman ........ Georgetown 
J. P. Tarbox ........... Georgetown 
W. L. Templeton .......... Abbeville 
E. A. Thornwell .............. York 
W. H. 0. Van Wyck ...... Anderson 
H. S. White ............... Berkeley 
J. A. Wier .......... .. .. Greenwood 
J. F. Williams .............. Pickens 




C. Abell .................... Chester 
R. L. Ada1ns .............. ?\1arl boro 
K.. Allgood ............... Anderso11 
W. C. Anderso11 ........ Sparta11burg 
\'h,.T. V\T. Anderson ........ Gree11,,1ooa 
C. P. Ballenger ............. Oco11ee 
W. S. Beaty .............. }\11derso11 
i1a[colm Bell ............... Georgia 
R. L. Black ................ Colleto11 
11. B. Bootl1 ................ S u111 ter 
T. A. Bo,veri ............... Picken 
G. A. Bo1111er ............. Cl1erokee 
L. E. Boykin ............ Darli11gto11 
F. K. Breazeale ........... A11derso11 
J. B. B rt n n en . . . . . . . . . . . . . I, i c 11 la 11 cl 
J. B rod i e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A i k e 11 
Ii. G. Br)ra11 .............. Bar11,,1 ell 
A. 11. Burroughs. . . . . ...... Horr)' 
'A'. Cagle ................ Gree11,1 i11" 
J. L. Cald,,,ell ............. Abbe,,ille 
S. \"'.1. Can11on. . . . . . . . . . . . T e,,1berr)' 
F. \ '· Clement' ........... Ci1arle to11 
A. C. Colli11s ........... Sparta11b11rg 
L. . Co1111or Jr ........ Ora11gebu rg 
W. D. Co1111or .......... Orangeburg 
J. L. Cooga11 ............. CharJe--to11 
I. C. Cross ................. CJ1e t<:r 
\¥. F. Cro,,,ther ........... Abbe,,iI1e 
\'A/. K. Da,,e11port ......... CI1erokee 
· . C. Dean ............. Ora11geburg 
E. B. Dibble ............. Charlesto11 
~- E. D0ugl1erty ........ OrangebL1rg 
T. E. Dre,,, ................ Colleto11 
\ '· \'f\r. Dt1kes ........... Ora11gelJ11rg 
,,.,. \T. u11n .......•••. Geor tto,,,n 
\ . F. Du Pre ............... Pickens 
J. E. D11 Rant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . un1 ter 
'· R~ Earle ................ Oconee 
F. G. Ea on .....•.•.•... Charle to11 
J. . Elkin ............... Ba111 her 
T. 1 lliott Jr ............ Fairfie]d 
T. R. Elli on .............. Fairfield 
I,. . Erner on. Jr ....... Chari ton 
J. T. Er\\1in. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . b C\rille 
AME Cou TT\l' 
\">\i. G. Er,vin. . . . . . . . . . . . . nderso11 
Cle,,ela11d Evins ........ Spartanburg 
R. P. E,·a11 ............. Charleston 
11. S. Farley ........... Sparta11bt1rg 
J. B. Fickli11g ............. Ricl1la11d 
T. H. Fox .............. . Lexingto11 
S. B. Folk ................. Col leto11 
. D. Friday .............. Richland 
}\. A. Gandy ............. Darli11gton 
R. B. Ga11dy ............ Darli11gto11 
J. R. Godle)' ............... Colleton 
J. C. Goggans, Jr. . . . . . . . . T e,,,berr)" 
R. 1cI. Griffin ............ Rict1la11d 
C. Ha11 Ve)r . ............... Abbe,rill e 
~T. \\T. liickli11 ................ Cl1e ter 
G. B. Holla11d ............... Oconee 
\¥. H. Ir,vin ........... Spartanburg 
'l'. B. Jacobs ............. ~ex111gton 
J. 1. J e11ki11s ............ Charleston 
\"h.T. F. J 01111 on ............ l3amberg 
E. If. J or1es ............... Abbe,,ill<: 
C. P. Josey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D a r 1 i n gt on 
\'f\T. A. Keenan ............. Richland 
T. E. Keitt ................ Ne,,,berry 
B. 0. Kennedy ............ Kersha,v 
C. E. Latl1rop .......... Orangeburg 
H. \"'.T. Lati1rop ......... Orangeburg 
C. J. Le111mon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . un1ter 
H. G. Le\•lis ................ Oconee 
R. L. Link ................ Abbe,,ill e 
E. C. 1c rthur ........... Cherokee 
R. H. 1cGee ............... Picke11 
E. R. f cI ,·er ............ Dari i ngto11 
. L. 1atthe,vs.......... e,vh rrJI' 
J. !cQ. 1oorer ....•.... Dorche r r 
J. B. {o ele)", Jr........... b e,,ill 
{. "L. {urph ........... Orangebl1rg 
J. L. rapie:.r. Jr ........... 1arlbor 
C. H. e,vman ......... Che t rficl d 
J. J. O'H agan ............ Char on 
J. G. Park ...... .... ...... Ed fi ld 
G. C. P rrin, Jr.............. n·on 
H. . Ph Ip . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . um r 
1
• R. Plo\\,den. Jr ........ Clar n on 
NA~!E COUNTY NAME Cc)UNTY 
E. E. Porter .............. Cherokee J. W. Stickley ............. Iieat1fort 
W. R. Pruitt ............. Anderson E. G. Strobel, Jr ........... Col I eto11 
J. W. Rhode .............. Bamberg F. M. Stubbs ............. 1Iarlboro 
J. C. Richardson .......... Hampton F. R. Sweeny .......... Sparta11ot1rg 
J. W. Riser .............. New berry D. B. Swygert ........... Lex111gt<)11 
W. H. Ritter .............. Bamberg W. H. Taylor ............ Anclcrsc>11 
C. R. Robinson ......... Spartanburg S. L. Verner ................ Oco11ct. 
J. H. Rodger, Jr ...... · ....... Union J. W. Von Hasseln ........ A11derso11 
J. H. Rothrock .•......... Anderson N. Wakefield ............. Abbeville 
F. M. Routh ................ Oconee L. W. Walker ............ Clarendon 
C. W. Royston ......... Spartanburg F. E. Watkins, Jr ........ . i\ndcrso11 
J. W. Ruff .............. Charleston R. M. Watson .. . ............ Sal t1da 
M. B. Sams ............... Cherokee C. Webb ................... Lat1re11s 
C. C. Schirmer, Jr ....... Charleston P. B. Weeks ................. Aikc11 
S. F. Seagle .................. Y,ork W. C. Wilbur ........... Charlesto11 
A. McL. Shealy ............. Saluda W. S. Weston ............. Richland 
M. C. Shirley ............. Anderso,n A. M. Williams .......... Charleston 
N. P. Shuler ..........•... Berkeley J. H. Williams ........... Greenville 
J. K. Simpson .............. Laurens 
L. S. Sitton ............... Anderson 
W. H. Wise ............... Barnwell 
L. S. Wood ............... Cherokee 
L. P. Slattery ............ Greenville Arthur Youmans ........ .. Barnwell 
F. P. Sloan .............. Green ville C. P. Zeigler ........... Orangeburg 
S. Soren true ............ Orangeburg J. A. Zimmerman ........... Oconee 
J. R. Sparkman ........ Georgetown 
A. J. Speer ............... Abbeville 
J. C. Zimmerman ...... SpartanbL1rg 
W. S. Zimmerman ...... Spartanburg 
M. E. Springs .......... Georgetown 
Subfreshman Class 
N A~1s CouNTY 
D. G. Adams ............ Darlington 
C. R. Alexander ............ Chester 
NAME COUNTY 
J. C. Clark ................ . Marion 
A. F. Cleveland ........ Spartan burg 
F. G. Alexander ......... Charleston 
R. L. Allston ........... Georgetown 
F. H. Ball ................. Berkeley 
H. S. Bartless ............. Beaufort 
J. C. Boesch ............. Charleston 
A. B. Beqt1est ........... Charleston 
· T. W. B 1 ease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sa 1 tt d a 
T. Bolt ................... Anderson 
R. E. Bo\ven, Jr .. .......... Pickens 
E. C. Breese ......... North Carolina 
A. E. Brock .............. Clarendon 
0. R. Bro\vn ............... Fairfield 
B. D . Carter .............. Bamberg 
G. C. Catt then ............ I .. ancaster 
J. A. Collins ........... Spart'anbt1rg 
T. E. Collins ........... Spartanl)urg 
T. W. Combs .......... Spartanbt1rg 
F. H. Copeland ............ Bamberg 
J. A. Cra\vford ............ Abl)e\rille 
St. J. Dt11dy ................ Oco11ec 
S. L. Dreher ............. Lexington 
W. D. Dre\v ............... Barn,vell 
A. F. I{. Dukes ......... Orangeburg 
S. E. Dt1n bar ............. . 1~ arn ,vell 
D. \~. Elliott ............ Clarendor1 
J. J. £\rans ................ Marlboro 
A. L. Ervin ................ Florence 
S. ~1. Estes ................ Fairfield 
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NAME COUNTY NAME COUNTY 
L. Fields ................ Darlington J. H. Payne ............... Edgefield 
L. E. Fitzsimons ......... Char I es ton C. K. Pollitzer ............. Beaufort 
J. W. Folk ............. Georgetown J. H. Porter ............... Beaufort 
L. E. Folk .......•..... Georgeto,vn J. J. Rauch .................. Saluda 
S. L. Fort ................ Cherokee W. M. Raysor ............. Bamberg 
H. P. Goodwin ......... Georgeto,vn M. E. Reddick ....•..... Darlingto11 
C. S. Harley ............ Orangeburg J. F. Redding, Jr. , ....... Charleston 
W. Hartzog ............. Greenwood M. B. Reid ................. Sumter 
H. C. Hastings ......... Spartanburg J. N. Rice ................... Union 
L. R. Hoyt ................. Sumter R. L. Riggs .............. Charleston 
W. E. J aycocks ............ Colleton W. R. Sammon ............ Richland 
J. E. Johnson .............. Florence F. B. Schirmer .......... Charleston 
W. R. Jones ............. Greenville 0. H. Scl1t1macher, Jr ....... Oconee 
W. R. LaRoche ............ Colleton C. B. Seabrook .......... Charleston 
G. F. Lei tzey .............. Richland G. W. Shumpert ......... Lexington 
L. C. Lewis ............... Edgefield C. F. Simmons .......... Greenwood 
S. C. Little ............. Spartanburg J. C. Sitton ............... Anderson 
L. B. Martin ... District of Columbia L. G. Southard ............... Union 
W. J. May ................... Union T. E. Stokes ............. Darlington 
J. S. Merchant .............. Saluda B. L. Swygert ............ Lexi11gto11 
A. A. Merrick ............. Oconee. J. S. Taylor .............. Anderson 
G. F. Miller ............ Orangeburg J. E. Traxler .............. Florence 
H. C. Miller ............. Anderson F. J. Turner ............... Bamberg 
J. M. Miller ............... Richland J. W. Upton ................ Oconee 
G. H. Moore ........... Spartan bttrg E. M. Walker ............. Edgefield 
E. B. Muldrow, Jr .......... Sumter J. T. Wal 1{ er . . . . . . . . . . . . . Green vi 11 e 
A. B. Murchison .......... Kershaw T. M. Walsh .............. Barnwell 
S. McCall ................. Florence A. F. Ward ............ Georgetown 
J. C. McLeod ............. Marlboro M. B. Watson ............... Saluda 
G. W. McLure .............. Chester L. Welch .................... Union 
W. P. Ouzts ............ Greenvvood P. E. Wilbur ............ Charleston 
V. Parker ................. }'airfield T. H. J. Williams, Jr ....... Charleston 
S. H. Parks .............. Greenville J. E. Williamson ............ Sumter 
W. T. Parrott .............. Oconee W. E. Willimon .......... Greenville 
Summaries 
By Classes 
Postgraduates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Seniors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
Juniors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94 
• 
Sophomores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 
Freshmen ...................... 140 
Subfreshmen ................... 100 
CLEMSON COLLEGE 
By States 
Sou th Carolina ................. 488 
North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Virginia • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Maryland ..................... . 
n· . f C 1 · 1str1ct o o umb1a ........... . 
I 
I 
Total ........................ 500 
By Counties in South Carolina 
Abbeville ...................... 21 
Aiken . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Anderson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
Bamberg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS 
Barnwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Beaufort . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Berkeley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Charleston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 
Chester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Chesterfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Cherokee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Clarendon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Colleton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I 
Darlington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 15 
Dorchester .................•... 
Edgefield .....................• 




Florence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Georgetown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Greenville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Greenwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Hampton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Horry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Kershaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Lancaster ............. , . . . . . . . . 2 
Laurens ...................... . -::, 
Lexington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Marion ........................ . 6 
Marlboro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Newberry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 
Oconee . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Orangeburg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Pickens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 4 
Richland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Saluda ......................... 9 
Spartanburg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Sumter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Union ......................... 12 
Williamsburg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
York .......................... 14 
Total, South Carolina ........ 488 
Church Affiliation 
Baptist ........................ 135 
Methodist ...................... I 14 
Presbyterian .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 
Episcopalian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 
Lutheran . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Catholic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
A. R. Presbyterian . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Christian • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 
Israelite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Unitarian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
U niversalist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
No Church preference . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Total ...................... · · 500 
I 
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Occupation of Parents 
Far1ners ....................... 235 Con tractors • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
11 ercha11 ts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 Bankers ...................... . 
6 
8 
Officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 Teachers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Ph)rsicians . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 5 
La ,vyers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Manu factt1rers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
• 
Insurance Agents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ro 
Bookkee1)e rs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Clerks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
11i11isters ...................... 5 
Engineers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Dr tl 111111 er s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Dentjst . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
... f iscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 
Hotel Keepers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Total ........................ 500 
Section Marchers 
SECOND TERI\f 
A. Senior ....................... D. I-I. Sall)r a11d J. l\1 . B11rgess 
T. Senior ....................... B. C. Cror11er a11d H.B. Je11ni11gs 
I E. Se11ior ....................... F. l\1f. G11nl))' and F. ~1. Jorda11 
· 2 E. Senior ....................... \~'- \~r. Colema11 a11d C. E. Ban1berg 
3 E. Senior ....................... li. I-I. Barre a11d 1\. B. Carr 
4 E. Senior ....................... S. C. S t'e,,,a rt and G rae111e 'I'. J\1 cG regor 
C. Senior ....................... C. L. Reid a11ci I-I. T. Ca11te\' -A. J 11nior ....................... T. B. Y 01111g and S. \¥. Epps 
I E. Junior ....................... \\7. E. G. Black and \,\T . .l-I . Bar11,,rell 
2 E. J uni or . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T. J\ f. Ha r \1 e }' an d 1'. ~- . Ga 11 d )' 
3 E. J t 1 n i or . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V. Li , · i 11 gs to 11 an d B . I-I . La, ,r r e 11 c e 
4 E. Junior ....................... G. F. Norris and I-I. C. Tillman 
I T. Junior ....................... C. B. Hagood, a11d D. E. Earl<: 
:2 T. J ttnior .................... , .. C. vV. Legerto11 a11d C. \~T. ~1cS,vain 
A. S0pho1nore .................. J. R. Connor and S. 0. O'Br)'an 
I M. Sophomore .................. C. De,,· and \ T. Baker 
?, 11. Sophomore .................. J. N. Drake a11d V. B. Hall 
3 11. S911homore .................. !\ . E. Hol111an and J. R. London 
4 111. S01Jl1omore .................. C. Torton a11cl 0. 1. Roberts 
5 1,r. Sophomore .................. J.P. 1'arbox a11cl ,,,. I~. tI'e1111Jleton 
I Fre:sl1man ................... \~;. S. Beatv a11d L. E. Bo,1kin - . 
Freshman ................... \'f\T. \~1. J)t1kes a11cl F: G. Eason 
FresI1n1an ................... R. B. Ga11 cl v a11 d T. R. Elli so11 
"' 
Fresh1nan ....•.•...........• B. 0. K e11 11cd)" a11 d T. E. Keitt 
Freshman ................... . T. G. Parks a11d C. H. N e,,1 111an 
Freshman ................... I~. P. ,-..i la ttery and S. Sorren true 
FresI1man ................... l~. 1. '""' atso11 a11d , '· S. '"' eston 
Subfre hman ................ D. G. da1ns and B. D. Carter 
Subfreshman ................ J. E. J 0'1111 011 a11d D. \"1\T. Elliott 
ubfreshman ................ '"''· T. Parrott' and J. J. Rauch 
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For instrt1ction in infantry tactics and military and police discipline, the 
cadets are organized into a regin1ent of two battalions of three companies each, 
under the Commandant of Cadets, each battalion being commanded by an 
instrt1ctor of the College detailed for this duty. 
The officers and non-commissioned officers are selected from those cadets 
who have been most studiot1s, soldier-like i11 the performance of their duties, 
and most exemplary in their ge11eral deport111ent. In general, the officers arc 
tal{en fron1 the Senior Class, the sergeants from the Junior Class, the corporals 
from thE- Sophomore Class. The figures indicate relative rank. 
C01111ANDANT OF CADETS 
CoMMissro~ED STAFF 
· T. R. PHILLIPPS ........•.•........................ Lieutenant and Adjutant 
G. F. NORRIS ...•...•..••............•....•... Lieutenant and Quartermaster 
F. 11. JORDAN 
NoN-Coi1~11ssroNED STAFF 
• 
T. S. PERRIN ...•....•....•.............•.•.•.•.•••..•••••• Sergeant-Maj or 
T. B. YouNG ....................................... Quartermaster-Sergeant 
N. D. W ALI(ER •••.•..•..•...............•.••.....•.••••••••• Color Sergeant 
FIRST BATTALION 
Company A Conipany B Co11ipany C 
Captai11s 
B. H. BARRE 2 GR A • T. ~ 1 c (} REG n n 1 A . B. CA R 11 
4 
LieiJ te1iants 
0. N. GIG N ILL I AT 1 0 I-I. A . ''TI LS ON 4 F . E p EAR ~1 AN 5 
~. o. STEWART 11 G. E. BA ~i BERG 1 8 A. 8 . COT II ll A~ 1 6 
J. C. WYLIE 8 
C. Y. REA11ER 8 
G. L. iion,R1S0N12 
W. D. GARRISON20 
E. D. ELLIS27 
First Se1~geattts 
y\T, E. G. BLACK 1 c. B. HAGOOD 5 
Sergeants 
G. F. NoRRIS1 R . ... .\.. G.\.N D\r
3 
P. J. QuATTLERAUl\11 s. 'l..7. ErPs6 
W. O. CA1N1,i S. FoRD 15 
M.A. GRACE19 N. II. ALFORD 22 
Company G 
D. H. SALLEl~G 
T. B. 8PENCER 9 
J. E. ~1ARTIN 15 
L. o. KING4 
J. L. BRADFORD10 
D. H. 8ADLER11 
H. R. PoLLITZER! 4 
F. T. HAMLIN3 
L. H. BELL 15 
A. M. HENRY1 
Corporals 
H. c. I-!IGHTOWERG R. J. 00NEY7 
I. H. MoREHEAD20 
R. E. MILLER28 
GEo. T. 1\1cGREGOR9 J . R. CoNNOR
10 
W. L. TEMPLE1' 0N8 \V. p. W ALKER 13 
w. 0. s ELF 2 2 C. DE ,v 2 6 
J. M. ~r oNRoE14 
R. H. BREESE 18 




H. G. STOKES5 
D. KoHN 8 
S. M. W A.RD 12 
T. S. GANDY2 
J. T. R0BERTS0N16 
J. H. WvsEt 7 
NI. M. :\1ITCHELL21 
D. E. E.A.RLE26 
J. G. BARNWELL• 
V. B. HALL11 
J. GELZEat6 
s. J. FELDER20 
CLElvlSON COLLEGE 
SECOND BATT ALI ON 
Company E 
Ca,ptains 
E. B. BOYKIN7 
Lieutenants 
w. E. CHAP~!AN6 
w. G. TEMPLETON! 9 
First Sergeants 
J. P. GLENN 6 
S ergea-,,1,fs 
J. P. 0U1.f)!INGS2 
H. C. TILL~IAN9 
L. W. Fox13 
B. H. GARDNER23 
Corporals 
C. NoRTON 5 
\V. L. ~1 A u L DIN 1 7 
H. E. ParLLIPsia 
w. B. 8PAllKMAN25 
ARTILLERY DETACHMENT 
Captain 
C. L. RE10 1 a 
• 
Lieutenant 
B. C. CHO~fERl 7 
First Sergeant 
w. H. BARNWELL• 
Sergeants 
V. LIVINGSTON5 
B. H. LA '\VREN CE2°7 
.. 
Company F 
J. H. 8PENCER3 
F . .VI. GUNBY7 
J. E. GETTYS1 4 
C. w. LEGERTON3 
C. V. SITTON 18 
F. K. RHODEs2s 
0. 1\tI. ROBERTS 2 
J. A. WrEni2 
F. C. WYsE 19 
A. E. HOLMAN 27 
• 
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South Carolina Experiment Station 
Board of Fertilizer Control 
HoN. J. E. TINDAL HoN. J. E. WANNAMAKER HoN. A. T. SMY'l'Hlt 
H. M. S'I'ACKHOUSE) Secretary 
Officers of Experiment Station 
HENRY S. HARTZOG, Presiden,t of College ........................... Director 
J. S. NEWMAN ............................. Vice-Director and Agriculturist 
M. B. HARDIN .............................................. Chief Chemist 
F. S. SHIVER, Ph. G .... ~ ................................ Assistant Chemist 
C. C. NEWMAN ...................•.......................... Horticulturist 
R. N. BRACKETT, Ph. D ................................... Assistant Chemist 
G. E. NESOM, B. Sc., D. V. M .................................. Veterinarian 
*C. C. McDONNELL, B. S ................................. Assistant Chemist 
HAVEN METCALF, A. M ............................................ Botanist 
*B. F. ROBERTSON, B. S .................................. Assistant Chemist 
C. M. CONNER, B. S ................................. Assistant Agriculturist 
C. E. CHAMBLISS, B. S., M. Sc ............................. Entomologist 
D. H. HENRY, B. S ....................................... Assistant Chemist 
0. M. W A'l'SON ................................................ Poultryman 
J. S. PICKET~ .................................. Experiment Station Foreman 
JOHN N. HooK, Secretary and Librarian 
Extracts from the Act of Congress, known as the ''Hatch Act," approved 
March 2, 1887, for the establishment of Agricultural Experiment Stations in 
connection with Colleges established in the several State5 under the provisions 
of the Congressional Act, approved July 2, 1862, and known as the first ''Mor-
rill bill.'' 
SECTION I. * * * That in order to aid in acquiring and diffusing among the 
people of the Uni fed States useful and practical information on the subjects 
connected with agriculture, and to promote scientific investigation and experi-
ment respecting the principles and applications of agricultural science, there 
shall be established, under direction of the college or colleges, or agricultural 
department of colleges in each State or Territory established, or which may 
her-eafter be established. in accordance with the provisions of an Act approved 
July 2, 1862, entitled '' An Act donating public lands to the several States and 
Territories which may provide colleges for the benefit of agriculture and me-
chanic arts," or ar1y of the supplements to said Act, a department to be. known 
and designated as an ''Agricultural Experiment' Station." * * * 
SEC. 2. That it shall be the object and du1ty of said experiment stations to 
conduct original researches or verify experiments on the physiology of plants 
and animals; the diseases to which they are severally subject', with the reme-
dies for the same; the chemical composition of useful plants at' their different 
*Engaged in feritilizer analysis. 
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stages of growth; the comparative advantages of rotative cropping as pursued 
under a varying series of crops; the capacity of new plants or trees for accli-
mation; the analysis of soils and waters; the che1nical composition of manures, 
natural or artificial, \vith experiments designed to test their comparative effects 
on crops of different kinds; the adaptation and value of grasses and forage 
plants; the composition and digestibility of the different kinds of food for 
domestic animals; the scientific and tconomic qt1estions involved in the pro-
dt1ction of 1Jutter and cheese; and st1ch other researches or experiments bearing 
directly on the agricultttral industry of the United States as 1nay in each case 
be deemed advisable, having due regard to tht varying conditions and needs 
of the respective Stat'es or Territories. 
Stc. 3. * * * It shall be the duty of e:acl1 of said statio11s, annual!)~. on or 
· before the first day of February, to mal<e to the Go,,ernor of the State or Terri-
tory in vvhich it is located a ft1ll a11d detailed report of its operations, i11cl uding 
a statement of receipts and expenditttres. * * * 
SEC. 4. That bt1lletins or reports of progress sl1all l)t pt1l)lished at said sta-
tions at least once in three months, one copy of ,vl1ich shall be sent t'o each 
ne,vspaper in the States or Territories in ,vhch they are respectively located, 
and to such individt1als actually engaged in farming as may request the same, 
and as far as the means of the station will per1ni t. St1ch b1111etins or reports 
and the annual reports of said stations shall be transmitted in the 1nails of 
the United States free of charge for postage, under such regulations as the 
Postmaster General may from time to time prescribe. 
SEc. 5. Tl1at for the pttrpose of l)aying tl1e necessar~y· expenses of conducting 
investigations and experiments and printing and distributing the results as 
hereinbefore described, the sum of $15,000 per annum is hereby appropriated to 
each State, to be specially provided for by Congress in the appropriations from 
year to year, and to each Territory entitled under the provisions of Section 8 
of this Act, out of any money in tl1e treas11ry proceeding from the sales of 
public lands, to be paid in eq11al q11arterly payn1ents. on the first day of Jan-
uary, April, July and October in each year, to the Treasurer or other officer 
duly appointed by the governing boards of said colleges to receive the same, 
the first payment to be made on the first day of October, 1887: Provided, how-
ever, That 011t of the first annual appropriation so received by any station an 
amount not exceeding one-fifth may be expended in the erection, enlargement 
or repair of a building or buildings necessary for carrying on the work of such 
station, and thereafter an amount not exceeding five per centum of such annual 
appropriation may be so expended. 
* * * * 
SEC. 7. That nothing in this Act shall be constr11ed to impair or modify the 
legal relation existing between any of said colleges and the government of the 
States or Territories in which they are respectively located. 
SEC. 8. * * * And in case any State shall have established under the provi-
sions of said Act of July 2 aforesaid an agricultural department or experiment 
station in connection with any ttniversity, college or institution not distincfively 
an agricultural college or school, and such State shall have established or shall 
hereafter establish a separate agricultural college or school, which shall have 
• 
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connected therewith an experimental farm or station, the Legislature of such 
State may apply, in whole or in part, the appropriation by this Act made to 
such separate agricultural college or school, and no Legislatt1re shall by con-
tract, express or implied, disable itself from so doing. 
SEc. 9. That the grants of money authorized by this Act are made subject to 
the legislative as sent of the seeral States and Territories to the purpose of said 
grant: Provided, Tl1at payments of such installments of the appropriation 
herein made as shall beGome due to any State before the adjournment of the 
regular session o,f its Legislatt1re meeting next after the passage of this Act 
shall be made upon the assent of the Governor thereof, duly certified to the 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
SEc. 10. Nothing in this Act shall be held or construed as binding the United 
States to continue any payments from the treasury to any or all the States or 
institutions mentioned in this Act, but Congress may at any time amend, sus-
-pend or repeal any or all the provisions of this Act. 
General Statement 
The work of the Experiment Station is classified under two general depart-
ments: The Chemical and the Agricultural. 
The Agricultural is sub-divided into the following divisions: the agricultural 
division, the horticultural, the dairy, the veterinary, the botanical, the entomo-
logical, and the poultry division. The work of the Experiment Station during 
the past year included in,,estigations of the chemical composition of various 
rice products ; the inspection and analysis of commercial fertilizers, and the 
analysis of waters, phosphate rocks, ores, minerals, marls, clays and sand;-
variety, fertilizer, rotation and cultural experiments; plant breeding, especially 
cotton and corn; studies of forage plants for hay and pasturage; cotton boll rot 
and other plant diseases ; di seases of animals, tuberculosis, Texas fever, and 
glanders ; compari3ons of soiling and pasturage; experiments in feeding pigs, 
and in pasturizing milk; entomology, insects injurious to the cotton plant; and 
in horticulture, experim,ents in the reprE.ssion o,f injurious insects and fungi, 
studies of frost-resisting varieties of frt1its, methods of prt1ning grape vines, 
and forcing fruits and vegetables. 
This Station has recently been provided with an expert poultryman, and in-
vestigations will now be directed in such lines that will develop the greatest 
practical benefit to our people, showing the best breeds for all the various pur-
poses of poultry raising, the advantages of cross-breeding, the utility and value 
of capons, and stimulating st1ch interest in, and at'tention to, the possibilities of 
this profitable industry as its importance demands. 
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l>ublications of the South Ca11olina 6.xpe11iment Station 
(Numbers marked thus * are exhausted.) 
Bulletins of the Station are sent free to all citizens of t'he State requesting 
them. 
Old Series 
}~~~ { Report of Experiment Farm 
No. I. *Tests of varic.ties of cotton. 
No. 2. *Tests of commercial seeds. 1888 
No. 3. * Analysis of fertilizers and feeding-stuffs. 
L *Annual report. 
r No. 4. *Ent'omology. 
1889 i No. 5. *Oats and wheat. 
l 
No. 6. Hog cholera. 
No. 7. Meteorology. 
No. 8. Chemical statistics of corn crop in South Carolina. 
1890 Maize fodder ensilage ; cow peas as a forage crop. 
Composition of soja bean vines. 
Annual report. 
New Series 
( No. I. * Analyses of commercial fertilizers, Part I. 
j No. 2. *Cotton experiments with varieties and fertilizers. 
I No. 3. * Analyses of commercial fertilizers, Part 2. 
1891 i No. 4. Fertilizer test with wheat. 
Annual report. 
L No. 5. Methods of keeping sweet potatoes. 
No. 6. Analyses of commercial fertilizers. 




No. 8. Investigation chemical composition cotton seed meal. 
( No. 9. Experiments with Irish pota•toes. 
No. 10. Notes on varieties of beans. 
No. II. Analyses commercial fertilizers, Part I. 
1893 i No. 12. Co-operative soil tests of fertilizers. 
No. 13. Analyses commercial fertilizers, Part 2. 
No. 14. Experiments with corn. 
L Annual report. 
I No. 15. Fertilizer experiments wi,th corn. 
I No. 16. Experiments with tomatoes. 
1894 i No. 17. Analyses commercial fertilizers. 
/ No. 18. Fertilizer experiments with cotton. 




r No. 19. Dairying. 
I No. 20. Analyses commercial fertilizers. 
1895 l No. 21. Technical. 
l 
No. 22. Colic in horses and mules. 
Annual report. 
r N·o. 23. Lameness in horses. 
No. 24. Analyses com·mercial fertilizers, in two parts. 
No. 25. *Distemper in horses and mules. 
1896 No. 2.6 *Founder in horses and red water in cattle. 
No. 27. *Wounds and their treatment. 
L Annual report. 
1 No. 28. The sweet potato as a starch-producer. 
No. 29. Analyses commercial fertilizers. 
1 
No. 30. Determination of starch in the sweet potato. 
1897 i No. 31. Hog cholera and swine plague. 
1898 
No. 32. Protection and improvement of worn soils. 
L Annual report. 
r No. 33. Test of dairy methods and apparatus. 
Comparative tests of butter-fat. 
No. 34. Sugar beets. 
No. 35. Analyses comm~rcial fertilizers. 
No. 36. Diseases of plan ts. 
L No. 37. Wheat 
1 No. 38. Asparagus rust in South Carolina. 
No. 39. Suggestions to auxiliary clubs. 
No. 40. Farm manures for cotton. 
No. 41. Rice blast and a new rice smut. 
No. 42. Varieties of cotton. 
1899 ~ No. 43. Analyses of commercial fertilizers. 
1 No. 44. Corn. 
No. 45. Analyses of commercial fertilizers. 
No. 46. Cotton. 
No. 47. A chemical s·tudy of the Sea Island cotton plant. 
l No. 48. Broad and narrow tires. 
1 No. 49. Strawberries. 
No. 50. Tuberct1losis of cattle. 
No. 5 I. Silo construction and silage. 
No. 52. Pig feeding. 
N,o. 53. Analyses of commercial fertilizers. 
No. 54. Analyses of commercial fertiliz <:rs, Part II. 
No. 55. Feeding rice meal to pigs. 
No. 56. Wheat. 
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( No. 58. Grapes. 
/ No. 59. Chemical investigation of the rice plant and of the product's 
and by-products of the rice industry. 
No. 60. Analyses of commercial fertilizers. 
1901 No. 61. Corn. 
/ No. 62. Capons and caponizing. 
No. 63. Che.mi cal investigation of sweet potatoes. 
/ No. 64. Analyses commercial fertilizers. 
L No. 65. San Jose Scale. 
I N o. 66. Feeding corn storer and dehorning milch cows. 
No. 67. Stock feeding 
No. 68. Chemical study of Sea ! ~land cotton seed. 
1902 i No. 6g. Brown rot oi peaches and plums. 
No. 70. Analysts commercial fertilizers. 
No. 71. New method of preserving sweet potatoes. 
L No. 72. Texas fever, Part I. 
.. 
I 
CLEMSON COLLEGE 1.03 
Free Analyses, Information, Etc. 
The various departm,ents of th·e College and Experiment Station 
will fur11ish, free of charge, advice and information on any topic 
pertaining to general agriculture, horticulture, botany, entomology, 
veterinary science, dairying, stock breeding, feeding, etc.; also ana-
lyses of fertilizers, marls, waters and other substances, assays ,of ores,. 
determination of rocks and minerals, tests of bricks, cements, build-
ing stones, illuminating oils, calibration of electrical instruments, etc. 
The departments cannot undertake to analyze stomachs or other 
parts of poisoned animals, make tests for poisons, n·or to m-ake bac-
teriological examinations. 
All inquiries and requests sh,ould be address·ed to the President, 
giving explicit account of conditions, difficulties, etc., as far as possi-
ble, and the matter ,will be referred pr·omptly to th·e proper depart-
ment for f urt1her correspondence. Be£ ore sending samples of any 
kind for examination or analysis, it is best to write for instru,ctions,. 
and thus avoid trouble and delay. 
• 
• 
GREATEST SOUTHERN SYST[ 
Convenient Schedules 
to and from 
Calhoun on main line of the South= 
ern Railway, one mile from Clem== 
son College, is the station 
CONVENIENT TRAIN SERVICE 
I 
0. R. DOYLE, Agent, Calhoun, S. C. 
W. H. TAYLOE, 
Asst. Gen. Pass. Agent, 
Atlanta, Ga. 
R. W. HUNT, 
Div. Pass. Agent, 
Charleston, S. C. 
W. E. McGEE, 
T rav. Pass. Agent, 
Augusta, Ga. 
